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FOREWORD

The symposium on Nuclear Physics,the 35th in the
series, organised by DAE was jointly hosted by
University of Madras and Anna University, Madras and
was held from 1st to 4th of December 1990 at the Anna
University Campus, Madras. At the inauguration, Dr.
S.S. Kapoor, Director, Physics Group, BARC gave the
presidential address and Prof. V. Devanathan,
Emeritus Scientist, Anna University delivered the
keynote address. In all about 250 scientists
participated in the four day symposium. A total of
12 invited talks, 3 seminars and 173 contributed
papers were presented. With the pelletron
accelerator at Bombay being operational for the last
two years and the one at Delhi recently commissioned,
we arranged seminars on major equipments for
accelerator based research like the recoil mass
separator and multi array detector facilities being
installed in these heavy ion facilities. Realising
the importance of the indigeneous development of
scintillation detectors in the country, a seminar on
this topic highlighting this activity in our
laboratories was organised.

There were a number of invited talks on topics
of current interest - Nuclear physics. - beyond
neutrons and protons, low energy nuclear physics
experiments contributing to particle physics, quark
gluon plasma in the laboratory and in the early
universe, high spin states, super and dynamic
deformation,exotic nuclear decay.fission as a probe
to understand - heavy ion dynamics & reaction
mechanism, Double (3 decay, Parity mixing among
nuclear states.There was also a detailed presentation
reviewing the progress on the accelerator programme
at Indore. An evening lecture was delivered by
Prof.R.Ramachandran,Director,MATSCIENCE on grand
unity in physics.



The technical summary of the symposium was given
by Dr. M.A. Eswaran, NPD, BARC and Prof. Y.K.
Gambhir, IIT, Bombay. The best thesis presentation
award given by IPA was won by Mr. A.B. Santra, NPD,
BARC.

It was gratifying to find uniformly good
attendance throughout the four days of the symposium.
The local arrangements of the participants during the
symposium were handled by Prof. T. Nagarajan & his
colleagues from University of Madras and Anna
University and they were efficiently done to the
satisfaction of the delegates. My sincere thanks to
them for the excellent arrangements they provided at
Madras.I take this opportunity to thank my colleagues
in the organising committee and in the division for
their valuable advice & support which has led to the
successful conduct of the symposium. I am grateful to
Dr.S.S.Kapoor and Dr.M.A.Eswaran for their continued
support and valuable advice at various stages of the
symposium organisation. I am also thankful to
Dr.P.Singh and Sri.Prakasan for the excellent support
provided for the smooth organisation of the
symposium.

The printing and publications associated
with the symposium were handled efficiently by
Library and Information services,BARC and I am
grateful to Sri.M.R.Balakrishnan for his help in
coordinating this aspect of the symposium.

SApril,25,1991
Bombay . (S. Kailas)

Convener
DAE Nuclear Physics Symposium.



NUCLEAR PHYSICS BEYOND NEUTRONS AND PROTONS

B.K.Jain

Nuclear Physics Division

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay 400 085,

It is well founded now that nucleons, the building

blocks of the nucleus, are composed of quarks and gluons.

This has had a deep impact on our thinking about the

nuclear physics. It is felt that, given the right

conditions, these degrees of freedom should manifest in

nuclear processes. For example, based on theoretical

calculations1,one believes that in nuclear matter at

extreme conditions of density and temperature the nucleons

of traditional nucleus may melt away and a new form of

hadronic matter, the quark-gluon phase, may be formed.

Experimentally, vigorous efforts are being made to produce

these conditions using reiativistic heavy-ion collisions2.

Though generating right conditions and right diagnostic

tools for this physics is a formidable task, there is

enough optimism and the persuit of this field is a frontier

area of nuclear physics.

Complementary to the above smashing of large pieces of

nuclear matter and generating conditions from where it is

difficult to discern the finer details quantitatively,

another aspect of the quark physics is the study of its

implications in a nucleus at normal densities.The nucleus

in these conditions can be viewed as a two phase

system.Inside of the nucleon,which has quarks and



gluons,constitutes one phase while the outside which has

niether of :hem constitutes another. The dynamics of quarks

and gluons is described by the QCD.The question of

fundamental importance in nuclear physics is whether the

structure and dynamics in the phase inside the nucleon

determine the structure and the dynamics of the phase

outside. If the answer to this question is in affirmitive,

then one would like to know as how it happens and what

areas of nuclear physics ensue which have bearing on them.

Another question which is also related in some way to

above concerns with our extra-ordinary success,over the

decades,in describing the nuclear physics in terms of

nucleons alone.Knowing that the inter-nucleon separation is

around 1.8 fm. and apparently the radius of the nucleon is

0.86 fm.,the quarks should always be percolating from one

nucleon to another inside the nucleus.

In the present talk we shall attempt to seek answers

to both these questions.The material has been drawn from

the literature3, including some of that due to the present

author.

NUCLEUS AND THE NUCLEONS:

We start with the basic tenets of the QCD. According

to them, around the centre of the nucleon (which is a high

momentum domain) the quarks are essentially free. They

have the current quark mass around 10-20 MeV, which on the

hadronic scale ('-'I GeV) is negligible. Therefore, they are

essentially massless. Hence the helicity (or chirality)



n = n
for quark is a good quantum number. The axial vector

current,

k

is conserved, i.e.

As we approach the surface of the nucleon, the coupling

becomes stronger and finally the quarks are confined.

Consequently they acquire mass and the helicity no more

remains a good quantum number. The chiral symmetry is

violated. The divergence of the axial vector current

becomes non-zero,



On the other hand, since the chiral symmetry is an

underlying symmetry in the QCD, i t needs to be

restored.This,it is believed, is achieved by the birth of

pseudo-scalar pion field, £2H*)/ whose axial vector current

is given by

The field equation for pions is obtained by writing the

div. of the total axial vector current,A u (x) {= A.

(quarks)+A>A(pions)), equal to zero, i .e.

7 ^ (6)
V - o

Thus, the effect of the QCD interacting quark-gluon

phase inside the nucleon is to give rise to pions in the

phase outside the nucleons. These pions couple to the

surface of the nucleon and has a fundamental origin, as we

saw above. The quark-gluon nucleon becomes an object

shrouded by pions.

In a nuclear medium where other nucleons are also

present some of these pions can have one leg on one

nucleon and another on other,thereby infesting the outside

phase with pions.These pions are virtual because the

nucleon, which we have considered here,is a quark-gluon

object at temparature zero. However,if we can have this

system at higher temperature, as might happen in the quark-

gluon phase in relativistic heavy-ion collisions,above



chiral symmetry consideration can give rise to emission of

real pions. The flux and the energy spectrum of these pions

would be determined by the temparature of the quark-gluon

phase and the distribution function of quarks in this" big

bag".

Another situation where real pion/s can be emitted are

the excited states of the nucleon, especially those whose

quantum numbers differ from other states by the pionic

quantum number, i.e. & J = L ̂  , parity = (-l)Ln'1. For

example, for L = 1,&J= 1+. First excited state of the

nucleon, the A -isobar is of special importance in this

context. It has JP = 3/2+ and thus differs from the

nucleon (l/2+) by the pionic quantum number, 1+. It is

indeed known that the delta decays by the emission of one

pion and the pion has strong coupling to it.

Experimentally above picture of the nucleus and

nucleons can be subjected to verification by exploring the

following consequences which follow from this picture.

1.Nucleon Size:

The "radius" of the nucleon cannot have one value.

The measured value of the radius should depend upon the

nature of the probe. For example, an electromagnetic probe

which couples to every aspect of the nucleon (including

pion) would measure a larger radius than the probe which

only couples to quarks or a weak probe which couples to the

axial vector weak current.Experiments,when carried out,

show that this indeed is the case.



The r.m.s. radius of the proton measured by the

electron scattering is4

P
T*- = (0.862 ± 0.012) fm ;
t

(0.86 ± 0.06) fm

The radius corresponding to axial form factor measured by a

weak probe5through V +p n+yUT reaction is

-r, = (0.65 ± 0.07) fm.

The scattering of proton on proton into delta channel,

which requires the coupling to a quark in the proton,

!!! f I!! I ! !.'/ 3 A
t f t t i i i i i i i i J -2.

A \A. a



6 , C^e« -f>'S-4)seems to suggest6 ,

T, = 10/ /\ =0.5 — 0.6 fm.

These three radii obviously have following heirarchy,

2. "Seeing the Pions11:

The expectation that the pions in the above picture

should exist right upto the surface of the nucleons has

been confirmed by the electro-disintegration experiment7 of

the deuteron at Saclay. The experiment,e+d e'+n+p, has

been done in the region of small energy transfer (r̂  3 MeV)

and large momentum transfer.Comparison of the calculated

results8 with the experimental data,as shown in

fig.1,clearly shows that,to fit the experimental data,in

addition to nucleons,coupling of the electro magnetic probe

to pion currents in the deuteron is absolutely

essential.This coupling is required upto distances as close

as 0.5 fm. to the nucleons.

3.Pionic Excitations in Nuclear Reactions:

When a nucleon flies past another nucleon, reactions

involving pionic excitations should occur readily. Of

special interest in this context are the charge exchange

reactions, like spin flip piece of (p,n) reaction and
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Fig.l. Electrodisintegration of the deuteron at small
energy transfer ( ̂ 3 MeV) and large momentum
transfer. The data are from the saclay experi-
ment (ref.7) and the theoretical curve is from
the prediction made in ref,8.



excitation of the delta-isobar in pp collisions.In addition

it is also expected that these reactions should also be

describable in terms of a simple mechanism of one pion

exchange and additional one rho-exchange, if necessary.

Furthermore, because the Born term of the one pion or one

rho exchange potential is a spin-isospin interaction, the

Born term estimate of the T-matrix,i.e,

should be a good indicative of the qualitative behaviour of

the cross sections for the above process.One of the

suggestions of the above Born approximation estimate is

that the cross-section for the reactions like pn —? np

in the intermediate energy range and pp —^ n A + + should

have a weak dependence on the incident energy,i.e.

(8)

and



where t(=w2-q2) is the four momentum transfer and the

interactions,V^

given by

for one pion- and one rho- exchange are

WlTT

£
'71

- t

(10)

(ii)

r

For describing the pp —? n A. reaction, one of the

and Z S in the above are replaced by the transition

matrices S and T and one of the fF by those at the

vertex.f is the coupling constant of pion/rho to the

nucleon and F is the form factor at the vertex.

Experimentally,the measured cross-sections, shown in

figs.2-3, indeed exhibit that they have a very weak beam

10
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A(GeV/c)

r 2 Born
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-t(GeV/c):

Pig.4. dcr/dt (pp -* n A ) for various values of the
form factor length parameter, A . Data at
two incident energies are from S. coletti et
al. Nuovo Cim. 4_9 (1967) 479 and A.M. Eisner
et al; Phys. Rev. B 138 (1965) 670. Theoreti-
cal predictions are from ref.6.
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energy dependence. Initial varition in the pp -) d n

reaction cross-section occurs because the delta mass has a

spread of about 116 MeV. Therefore at lower energies it is

not fully covered. Once the incident energy covers the

delta spread fully the cross-section stablizes.

For the quantitative estimate of the cross-sections

for these reaction one,of course,has to include the effect

of the elastic channel. The calculated results6'9, which

include this channel, are shown by the continuous curves in

figs.2-4. It is remarkable that the experimental data are

fully reproduced.

Thus the above discussion and results establish that

the pions are very basic to nuclear physics. They have

origin at a fundamental level to keep the invariance of the

chiral symmetry intact in the non-perturbative domain of

the QCD. In addition, because the delta isobar is

connected to the nucleon by the pionic excitation the delta

degree of freedom is also as basic to nuclear physics as

pions and nucleons. They should exist in virtual state in

cold nuclei and in real state in hot nuclei. In nuclear

reactions, if the energy is sufficient, they should be

readily excitable. Experiments in this decade have vividly

shown that that is the case.

From above we should also realize that in a nuclear

medium the pion field has the same status as the

electromagnetic field in solids. Therefore, like the

electromagnetic field, the pionic field in the nuclear

media would also get renormalized through the many body

effects.Technically,
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(the free pion propagator) \ U3 — ^ — Mj

(12)

where TT^U),4O is the self energy of the pion. To the

optical potential, it is related through

(13)

In general, TT is a complex quantity and carries most of

the information about the dynamics of the pions in nuclear

media. Therefore it is of great interest to study this

quantity theoretically and identify appropriate experiments

to determine it from the measurements. Some theoretical

and experimental efforts have already begun in this

direction10.

SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS:

In summary we conclude that

(i) the QCD phase inside the nucleon indeed determines the

composition of the phase outside. The chiral invariance of

the QCO requires that the phase outside the nucleon has

pions and objects like f eo (made from them).

15



(ii) the size of the nucleon within which the quarks are

confined is around 0.5-0.6 fm. Thus at normal nuclear

densities there is little likelyhood that the quark

contents of the nucleons would overlap.

(iii) In nuclei at normal densities the manifestation of

the quark-gluon composition of nucleons lie directly in the

spin-isospin excitations and axial vector coupling events.
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Quark-gluon Plasma in the
Laboratory and in the Early Universe

B.BANERJEE
Tata Institute of Fundamental Reiearch,Homi

Bhabha Road, Bombay 400005.

Hadrons, made up of quarks and gluons, are expected to undergo

a transition to a unconfined quark-gluon plasma (QGP) phase at a

critical temperature, Tc, of about 100-200 MeV, according to finite

temperature QCD calculations [1]. There are two situations in which

this theoretical prediction can probably be verified — (I) in heavy ion

collisions at relativistic energies and (II) in the early universe.

I. Detection of Quark-Gluon Plasma Produced in Relativistic Heavy

Ion Collisions

In order to detect the phase transition in the laboratory heavy ion

collision experiments at relativistic energies have been done [2]. It is

hoped that at such high energies the energy density of the overlapping

volume of the two nuclei will reach values corresponding to the tran-

sition temperature and the phase transition will take place. However

since only the particles far away from the collision region are observed,

the problem is to know from such observations that QGP has formed.

Many proposals regarding the signals of the formation have been made.

Here we shall discuss only one of them, namely, the suppression of

production of the J/tp meson.

(a) Theory

In a relativistic heavy ion collision (rhic) heavy quarks c,c,b,b, etc.

are expected to be produced along with lighter quarks. Consider cc

pairs. After their production in hard quark-quark collisions the subse-

quent resonant interaction produces the J/i/f mesons. Matsui and Satz

[3] argued that if in a rhic a QGP is fonned the plasma will screen, like

the Debye screening of electrons in an electron plasma, the partners c

and c from each other and they cannot form a J/tp meson. Later when

the plasma cools the presence of c quarks is strongly (assuming they

have thermalized) suppressed by the statistical factor c'"1*'7'* ̂  6xlO"4

for Tc = 200 MeV (mc = 1.5 GeV).So a heavy quark cannot find an-

other partner and combines with a light quark to make an open charm

17



meson such as D (cu) etc. Plasma formation thus leads to production

of open charm and suppression of J/i>-

Let us make the argument more quantitative [4j. In free space the

potential betwen two quarks c and c is of the form,

V0(r) = - H + err,

where a and a are constants. In the plasma this potential gets screened

and becomes of much shorter range,

-r/rDV0(r) —> V(r) = V0(r)e

where rp is the screening length. When TD < ro, the radius of J/i/> etc.,

then the state will dissolve into its constituents. Karsch et al [5] have

calculated these limiting radii for various heavy mesons. The values

for the charmonium states are given in Table I. TD of course depends

on temperature. This dependence is obtained from finite temperature

lattice QCD calculations [4]. The results are shown in Fig. 1. As can

be seen from the figure all charmonium states except J/ij) disappear at

Tc. Jli> itself disappears at T/Te = 1.3.

(b) Detection of J/ip

Jjtj) can be detected by its decay products e+e~ or (i+(t~ pairs. The

competing process is the Drell-Yan mechanism,

, +X
fi+fi-

Here A and B are two nuclei and X stands for hadrons. This process

gives a continuum background. Lepton pairs produced from J / ^ decay

will be peaks above this background.

We first discuss what we expect to see in a nucleus-nucleus collision

by considering proton-proton interactions for M > 2.5 GeV (Fig. 2).

18



Table I. Screening lengths for the dissociation of some cc bound

states [5].
State rg ' (fin)

Fig. 1. Screening lengths rD as function of the temperature and disso-

ciation values of some heavy quark bound states [4].
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M
Fig. 2. Expected behaviour of the lepton spectrum as a function of

the pair m&3s M, if QGP is formed. The solid line is the pp form, the

dashed line the predicted form of nucleus-nucleus spectrum, shifted to

match the pp continuum. The shaded area indicates the the amount of

J/rp suppression in nuclear collisions [4].
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Here M denotes the mass of the fi+fi~ or e+e~ pair. The Drell- Yan con-

tinuum falls as M~3. Above the continuum there is a very pronounced

J/ij> peak and a much weaker ip' peak. In a QGP the Drell-Yan con-

tinuum should remain unchanged, whereas the bound states of cc will

disappear. There will of course be other non-QGP events to produce

J/ip, so that the peak will not disappear altogether but become reduced

in size. Therefore we expect to find a behaviour shown in Fig. 2 if we

match the the Drell-Yan continuum of the dilepton spectrum from pp

collisions with that from nuclear interactions.

^c) Experimental Results

The NA38 collaboration at CERN has studied the lepton pairs in

the J/ifr mass region in an experiment in which 16O nuclei with an

energy 200 GeV/nucleon interacted with 2 3 8f target nuclei [6]. In Fig. 3

the muon spectra for ET < 33 GeV and ET > 82 GeV are superimposed

by matching the fitted Drell-Yan continua. Here ET is the associated

energy of neutral particles emitted in the plane orthogonal to the beam

axis. As this transverse energy gives a measure of the associated hadron

multiplicity, it is also a measure of the energy density. From Fig. 3 we

see that at high Er, the J/i/> signal has become weaker. Also the hump

at the ip' has disappeared. Thus it seems that there is a suppression

of J/tp formation at a higher energy density and it was suggested this

could be considered a signal for the formation of QGP.

Unfortunately the same experimental results can be understood

without invoking the formation of QGP. So the observed J/ij) suppres-

sion is not a unique signature of QGP formation in heavy ion collisions.

We now discuss the non-plasma explanations.

(d) Alternative Explanations

The weakening of the J/if) peak at high ET discussed above can

be understood as an absorption in a dense hadron gas [7-10]. In this

picture the cc interacts with a qq pair and breaks up to form an open

21
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Fig. 3. The dilepton spectrum from l6O - 2 3 8 U collisions for ET < 33

GeV and with ET > 82 GeV, with superimposed backgrounds. The

shaded area indicates the J/$ suppression |4, 6].
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charm pair cq and cq. The probability for this to happen certainly

increases with density. The dominant break-up reaction is

+ h <— D +15,

which has a threshold of 600 MeV if the hadron h is a v. A simple de-

scription [4] of absorption can be given in terms of a 'survival' function

S,

S = e~xn',

where x denotes the size of the absorber, n the density of the scatterers

and o- the total cross-section for all J/^> break-up reactions. For a

nucleus of radius x ~ 7/rn and J/ij) -hadron cross-section, a ^ lmb, we

get 5 ~ 0.89 or a suppression of 11%, assuming the n to be the nuclear

density, 0.17/m~3. If we assume that in the CERN experiments a

much higher density of pions is achieved the observed suppression of

J/V> can be explained. In addition to the absorption one has also to

include initial state interactions of the partons which produce the cc

pairs to explain the observed pr (of the Jji\> meson) dependence of the

suppression [11]. In the plasma approach this pr dependence is already

implied because the plasma has a finite size and a finite life-time [12].

Recently Gavai and Gupta [13] have attempted to explain the weak-

ening of the J/xl> signal in a purely partonic model. They have deter-

mined the parton distributions in nuclei from the well-known EMC ef-

fect [14], With this knowledge of parton distributions they calculate the

production of J/i}> from parton-parton interaction using perturbative

QCD. They find that the pr dependence of the ratio of J/ij> production

in nucleus-nucleus collision and that in pp collision is similar to that

expected in the plasma model.

Thus the suppression of J/i/t production though observed experi-

mentally does not give an unambiguous indication of formation of QGP
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in heavy-ion collisions. Only further experiments can help us reach a

definite conclusion.

II. QCD Phase Transition in the Early Universe and Primordial

Nucleosynthesis

After many decades of observational effort the distribution of the

light elements 7H,3 He,* He and 7Li in the universe is reasonably well

established. The observed distribution is explained satisfactorily by the

standard big bang model (SBB) with three types of neutrinos, assuming

a uniform distribution of neutrons and protons. Recently it has been

pointed out that as there may have been a transition from the original

quark phase to the hadronic phase the distribution of neutrons and

protons was unlikely to have been uniform [15,16]. The quarks would

have condensed into hadron droplets. The size of these droplets could

be such that protons would not be able to diffuse across them before

the onset of nucleosynthesis but the neutrons would as they have no

electrical charge and therefore suffer less scattering by the background

electrons and photons. This would lead nucleosynthesis to occur in

the presence of both inhomogeneities and a variable n/p ratio [17],

Consequently the scenario would be quite different from that of the

SBB. Recenly several authors [17-23] have calculated the abundance

of 2H,3 He* He and 7Li using this inhomogeneous model of primordial

nucleosynthesis.

Perhaps the most important result of the SBB of nucleosynthesis is

that the the density of baryons in units of the critical density (nc) for

closing the universe, fl(, = rib/nc, is ~ 0.1. This is one of the reasons

for current searches of non-baryonic dark matter. In the first calcu-

lations [17,18] of the inhomogeneous model it was claimed that the

observed abundances of the light elements with the exception of 7Li,

which is overproduced in these models, can be explained with ilb ~ 1.

Malaney and Fowler [19] showed that the overproduction of 7Li can

also be reduced if one takes into account the back diffusion of neutrons



into the high density regions along with their diffusion out of those re-

gions. They argued that for certain phase transition parameters the

back diffusion can destroy much of the excess lithium produced as 7Be

through the reaction 7Be(np)7Li(pa)AHe in the high density regions.

However subsequently Kurki-Suonio and Matzner [20] and others have

shown that the back diffusion not only affects 7Li but also other light

nuclei. They foiind that for ilb ~ 1, 4He is also overproduced. Recently

Kurki-Suonio et al [23] have performed nucleosynthesis calculations by

varying the parameters of the model over a wide range of values. The

parameters are (1) the average baryon to photon ratio, ni,/n7 = ij

which is related to £lb, (2) the average density contrast, R, (3) the av-

erage distance scale of the inhomogeneities, 1, (4) the average volume

fraction of the high density regions, /„. (In the SBB 77 is the only pa-

rameter.) Since the geometry of the high density regions can have also

an effect the authors have considered three of them— planar, spher-

ical and cylindrical. The authors conclude that for reasonable values

of baryon density contrast R ^ 100 one can find agreement with the

observed abundance of the light elements if the mean separation of the

inhomogeneities, / & 150. The values of 77 lie between 2.2 x 10"in and

20 x 10~10. However in all cases Qb ~ 1 is excluded.

It has been found in the calculations mentioned above, that the

diffusion of nucleons from regions of density inhomogeneity, especially

the diffusion lengths of neutrons and protons moving through the sur-

rounding electron, positron and photon gases, has a crucial effect on

the nucleosynthesis. Therefore it is important to evaluate the diffusion

coefficients carefully. So far simplified expressions which neglect the

density dependence of some of the diffusion coefficients have been used

[17]. Recently we have calculated these coefficients in the framework of

relalivistic kinetic theory [24]. They are explicitly density and tempera-

ture dependent. It will be interesting to see how the improved diffusion

coefficients affect the abundance of light elements. Such investigations
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are in progress [25].
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EXOTIC NUCLEAR DECAY BY SPONTANEOUS HEAVY ION EMISSION

C . S h a n m u g a m , D e p t . o f P h y s i c s , P r e s i d e n c y C o l l e g e , M a d r a s .

I INTRODUCTION

The spontaneous emission of fragments heavier

than alphe particle termed as exotic decoy has now become

an experimentally confirmed reality. Theoretically, such

emissions were first predicted by Sandulescu, Poenaru and

Greiner . The first experimental observation of radioactive

decay of heavy nuclei by the emission of nucleus heavier
2

than alpha perticle was made by Rose and Jones from the

University of Oxford who reported the radioactive decay of

?23Ra by 14c emission with a half-life of Tj/2 « (3.7 + 1.1)
7

x 10 years. This result was soon after confirmed by Gales

et al and Price et al . Encourrged by this, researchers

tried to detect other novel modes of radioactive decay in

which heavy nuclei disintegrate by emission of intermediete

mess fragments. The emission of Ne, ' Mg and Si

from uranlc and transuranic nuclei heve recently been reported ,

Theoretically, the interest in such decays lies in the e s t i -

mation of lifetimes and branching ratios with respect to

alpha decay which can be checked with tlrv experimental results.

Study of such exotic decry systemctics might improve our

knowledge regarding nuclear clustering, internucleus potentials

and the nature of asymmetric fission process in nuclei.

Poenaru et ol have given a theoretical super-

asymmetric fission model for exotic decoy studies. Evon-

though i t has the greflt advantage of beinq analytical, s t i l l
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it Buffers from the disadvantage that the zero-point

vibration energy has been treated as on adjustable parameter

to compensate the overestimation of the barrier height which

in turn leads to violation of conservation of energy. An

elegant alternate model has been put forth by Shi

and Swiatecki by using a proximity plus Coulomb potential

for the post-scission region which brings the barrier heights

closer to the experimental values. But this model contains

the undesirable arbitrariness of the power of the potential

used in the pre-scission region. Apart from these two major

models, there are other models given by Pik-pichak , de

9 10
Carvalho et al and Blendowske et al .

In our earlier work , we tried to construct a new

model for exotic decay studies free of the defects which may

be present in the other available models. This model, which

we call the Cubic plus Yukawa plus exponential potential

model (CYEM), has a cubic potential for the overlapping region

which is smoothly connected by a Yukawa plus exponential

potential for the region after separation. In this model,

the zero-point vibration energy is explicitly included with-

out violating the conservation of energy and the inertial

mass coefficient dependent on the centre of mass distance has

been used. We have already demonstrated the success lof

1 A *} A

th is model by applying i t to the cnses of C and Ne
12emissions. We have extended this model for the recently
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24
reported emissions of fragments heavier than Ne from

uranic and transuranic nuclei. But, in all these cases

we have used only the two-sphere parametrizetion and not

taken the deformations of the parent and the fragments Into

account.

Pik-Pichak studied the deformation effects in his

model treating the parent and daughter nuclei in their

ground-states as spheroids and assuming the light nucleus

always as sphere. He assumed that, after scission, only

the Coulomb forces act between the fragments and the potential

energy is given by the interaction of a uniformly charged

sphere and a siheroid. In his model, the finite range

effects or the proximity effects were not considered. Shi

and Swiatecki first constructed the proximity plus Coulomb

potential model treating the parent and the fragments as

spheres. Later, they estimated the influence of nuclear

deformations on the lifetimes of exotic radioactivities.

In their study, the emitted fragment was still considered

spherical, but the parent and/or daughter might have an

axially symmetric deformation. Further, they stated that

they have considered the effects of ground-state deformations

only.

It is thus our desire to improve our earlier

model by including such deformations both in the Coulomb

energy and the surface energy due to finite range effects
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and study their effects on the lifetime-calculations in

the exotic radioactivities. We have thus modified our

earlier model by incorporating the deformations both

in the parent and the daughter nuclei keeping the emitted

nucleus spherical.

In section II, we present the details of our model

incorporating the deformation effects. In section III,

the results and features of this model are compared with

the other models and experiments.

I I THE MODEL

, I ! POTENTIAL FOR POST-SCISSION REGION

In our earlier work, we have presented a model

for exotic decay studies that essentially consists of a cubic

potential in the overlapping region which is smoothly connected

by a Yukawa plus exponential potential in the region after

separation. In this model, the parent 2nd the fragments

are treated as spheres. If the daughter nucleus has a

deformation, say quadrupole deformation only, while the

emitted nucleus is spherical and if the Q-vnlue of the

reaction is taken as the origin, then the potential for the

post-scission region as a function of the centre of mass

distance r of the fragments is given by
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V(r) = v (r) + V (r) - V,(r) - 0

Here,

V Is the Coulomb potential between a spheroidal

daughter and spherical emitted fragment as in Ref. 8'

V is the nuclear interaction energy due to finite
14range effects of Kreppe et al ,*

V. is the change in the nuclear interaction energy

due to quadrupole deformation P- o f t n e daughter nucleus

as in Ref. 14.

The Coulomb potential between the emitted fragments

i s taken as the interaction of a spheroidal daughter nucleus

and a spherical emitted fragment. For a prolate spheroidal

daughter nucleus with longer axis along the fission direction,

Pik-Pichak8 obtained

2 y
3 z i Z 2 e v f. 1 - v ' i v + 1 "I

and for an oblate spheroidal daughter nucleus with shorter

axis elong the fission direction,

Z z P 2

Vc(r; « -x — |_v(l+v )nrctg v -v J.... (3)

Here,

. 2 . 2 .1/2 '(a2 -b? /
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where a_ ©nd b, are the semi-major and minor axes of the

spheroidal daughter nucleus respectively.

For two separated spherical nuclei of equivalent

sharp-surface radii R1 and R-, the nuclear interaction energy

V n of Krappe et al
14 is given by

Vn = -D [p + f ^ 2 ] fli exp [(x12-r)/a]t ... (5>

where r.. • R. + R_ is the sum of their equivalent sharp

surface radii. The depth constant D is given by

"12

where

g(xj « x cosh x - sinh x t

and for the case of two separated nuclei,

2 ... (6$
r1

,

The constant F is given by

r12
F = 4 + — -

where

f (xj - x sinh x.
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Cs(i)

and I ± - (NA - Zt)/A± , (1 « 1,3) . ...

The following values are used for the constants \

rQ - 1.16 fm ; a • 0.68 fin ; ag • 21.13 MeV and Kfl « 2.3,

14Krappe et al have also derived an expression

for the nuclear interaction energy for the case of a spherical

nucleus 1 interacting with a deformed nucleus 2 whose nuclear

surface is specified in spherical polar coordinates r, 6

and * by the equation

R(©,<W - R 2 [ I + E r PnmYnra(e,*>] .
n«0 m*-n f

in a coordinate system located at the centre of mass of

nucleus 2. in this coordinate system, 9 and 9 denote the

angular coordinates that specify the location of the centre

of mass of nucleus 1. Then, the change in the nuclear

interaction energy due to the quadrupole deformation Pj of

nucleus 2 is given by

4R. C AJJO
v - 2 s 2 22

a ro

where



- a

r/aJ. (10)

II. 2. POTENTIAL FOR THE PRE-SCISSION REGION

The shape of the barrier in the overlapping region

which connects the ground-state and the contact-point is

approximated"by a third-order polynomial in r as suggested

by Nix having the form

r—r, 2 r-r-j 3
V(rl = -E + |.V(r.> + E ] [s ( *) - s ( ) J,

rA ̂  r $ rt « ... (11)

where r. is the distance between the centres of mass of

two portions of the daughter and the emitted nuclei in the

spheroidal parent nucleus and

rt

Here, a- is the semi-major or trinor axis of the spheroidal

daughter nucleus depending on its prolate or oblate shape.
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I I . 3 . EXPRESSION FOR X̂  OF A DEFORMED PARENT NUCLEUS

Consider a parent nucleus of spheroidal shape.

The radius vector R( ©) making an angle 0 with the axis

of maximum deformation locating the e f f ec t i ve sharp surface

of a deformed nucleus .is given by

co n

Rf o > = R fl + r v. P Y ( © ) ] .
nm nm J »

where R is the radius of equivalent spherical nucleus.

If we consider only the spheroidal deformation P-/ then

R « RQ [a + P2(5/4u) (|cos2e-^>] . ... (12)

For a prolate spheroidal parent nucleus with the

major-axis along the fission direction, the semi-major and

minor axes are given by

a o ' R o l 1 +

c V 2
and b » R̂  f l " P,(^rr) 1 . . . . (13)

Let a pl.anar section cut the parent nucleus into

two unequal portions with the mosses of the heavy and light

nuclei of the decay in question. The relationship between

the heights h, and h^ of the light and heavy portions

respectively is
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h l + h 2

If V-, V- and V are the volumes of emitted fragment A-

daughter nucleus A« and parent nucleus A respectively,

then

/ ^ - a /3 + J ]
V l ~ 3 a

o . A l

(4/3) n«o * /
Simplifying, we get

3 h l / a

Solving Eq. (15) numerically and using Eq. (14), one can

find the values of h- and hj. The distance r, between the

centres of mass of the two portions in the deformed parent

nucleus is now given by the expression

h 2 2
3 1 2

r< • rCs-Trr + S-TTT- ] • ... (16)

If the Ni l sson's hexadecapole deformation parameter

P4 i s a l so included in the parent deformation, then Eq.(l2>

becomes

v 1 / 2 3 2 1 V 5
R = RQ [1 + P2(5/4n> (-j cos e - -j) + P 4 ( 9 / 4 T I ) X

g- (3S c o s 4 9 - 30 cos 2e + 3>] ; . . . (17)
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and Eq. (13) becomes

,. .5.1/2- • 1 / 2

The values of r< calculated for the parent nucleus

treating i t as sphere; including spheroidal derontiution P2

only and also adding Nilsson's hexadecapole deformation P*

(both P2 and P4 are taken from Ref. 17) a r e u s e d | n t h e

caIcuI at i ons .

XX. 4. Q-VALUE OF THE REACTION

If*Q, is the energy released in the reaction,

its value is given by

I
Q • [M(Z,A) - MCZJ^AJ) - M(22#A2)] X 931.501 MeV ...(19)

Q-values for different decay modes are calculated using

18the mass-table of Wapstra and Audi and used so as to

incorporate the shall effects at the ground—states.

XX. 5. INCLUSION OF ZERO-POINT VIBRATION ENERGY

While including the zero-point vibration energy

E in the calculation of the lifetimes, one has to be

careful to see that the conservetion of energy is preserved,

In order to accomplish this, we follow the consistent

procedure to fit the cubic part of the barrier not to zero
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at r = rA but to -E y. For E v, we choose

1/2
... (20)

where C- and C 2 are the «• central" radii of the fragments
la

given by

C± = 1.18 A± - 0.48, (i - 1,2) ,

and ii is the reduced mass of the system.

ZZ. 6. NUCLEAR INERTIAL MASS C0EF7ICIENT

The nuclear inertial mass coefficient B (r) is

taken to be deformation dependent and the expression for

the inertia of the new valley in the semi-empirical model

of Moller et al 2 0 is

Br(r) - f(r,rt) k (Br
irr- t̂) , ... (22)

where

k « 16 ;

Rl ' a n d

r.-r
rt ri

r Jf rt
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Here, B r is the inertia corresponding to hydrodynamical

flow whose numerical results are approximated by Moller and

Nix21 as

for the case of symmetric fission (r is expressed here

in terms of R ) . For exotic decay studies, we use

B r
l r r - li= " ^ exp [ - " * < - _ * ) ] , . . . (?4)

where aQ is the semi-major axis of the prolate spheroidal

parent. *

II. 7. EVALUATION OF CONSTANTS «1 AND

The constants s. and s2 appearing in Eq. (11)

are determined by requiring that the value of the potential

V(r) and its first derivative be continuous at the contact

point r = r.. Thus, we get

Sj • 3 - S ;

and s2 * 2 - S

where

^ H E j [ v c <rt> + Vn <rt> " Vd
f<rt)]...<25)



II. 8. LIFETIME CALCULATION

Expressing the energies in MeV# lengths in fm

anc3 time in seconds, for calculating the lifetime of the

22
decay system we use the formula

T . 1-433 X 1<T [! + exp K J ... (26)
v

The action integral K is given by

K
1/2

(r) V(r.)J dr+ / [.2V
r rt

The limits of integration ra and rb are the two appropriate

zeros of the integrand which are found numerically.

ZZZ. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results and features of our model are
23 2,4-

compared with those of other models by Price ' (See

Tables 1,2 and 3 ) . It is seen from the tables that this

model which has realistic features yields results

comparable with those of other models and experiments.

The model can further be improved by incorporating the

Odd-even effect. The extension of our model to the study

of alpha decay (already completed) and cold fission will

make it a unified m o d e l .

The author thanks Dr.B.Kama I aharan for fruitful

col Iabora t i on .



Ref: P.B.Pric*, Nucl.Phvs.A502. 41 C (1989).
Table 1. Nuclei with Measured Partial Hallllves lor Heavy Particle Radioactivity

Theoretical Predictions o! log T (rels.)
Decay E^

<MaV)

22'Fr (14C) 29.28
2 2 I R » ( U C ) 30.34
2 2 2 R a ( u C ) 30.97

223Ra<"»C) 29.85
2 2 4Ra 0*C) 28.63

^ A c ( ' •C) 28.57
2 2*Ra (14C) 26.46

231pa<23p) 46 68

2 MTh(24N«) 51.75

W^Th (2*N*) 49.70
2 3 'Pa ( 2 4 Ne) 54.14
2 3 2 U <24Ne) 55.86

233U (24Ne) 54.27
233|J (2SS«) 54.32
234(j (24Ne) 52.61

234̂ J f26fyg\ 50 07

2 « U (2«Mg) 65.26

23'Np <3°Mg) 65.52
23»pu (30M g j 6 7 QO

23«pu {2»Mg) 67.32

23«pu (3?si) 7e.95

24 'Af.i( :"Si) flfljgfl

° log T

Poe.
(7)

14.4

14.3
11.2

15.2

15.9

17.8
21.0

25.9

25.3
28.8

23.4

20.8

124.8
•25.0
i26.3

'26.5

258

27 5
(25.7

*260

25 1

2±5

0.45

P-P
(351

16.5
14.7

13.3

15.6

18.0

19.0
22.9

>23.4

26.1

29.6
23.4

21.8
24.4
>24 4
26.4

>26.4

>26.4

27.7
>26.4

>264

26.4

1.33

SqW
H31

15.2
. 14.1

11.2

15.0

16.0

18.7
21.0

26.0

.24.8

29.1

23.7

20.7

24.9
25.1
25.8

26.2

25.4

28.3
25.9

255

25.7

2&5

0.26

SS
(27)

16.0
14.6
11.6

15.7

•16.8

19.7
22.2

25.5

24.9
28.4

23.5

20.0

24.8
24.4
25.7

25.0

25.7

27.7

24.6

2 6 2

0.67

BM
(36)

14.0
>12.4

11.2

15.3

16.1

18.8
21.2

24.4

28.7

21.6

20.2
23.7 I
....
25.5

25.9

25.7

>27.3

25.6
25.7

26.0

2L2

0.71

BW
(28)

15.5

14.2

11.8

15.1

16.2

18.6
21.1

24.8

27.9
23.4

20.8
25.4
....
25.6

26.4

25.4

29.9

25.8
26.9

25 7

2flJ3

0.35

SK
(371

14.5

13.3

11.8

14.2

17.0

18.3
22.5

25.2
29.4

22.3
20.6

23.6
2 3 6
26.4

2 6 5

25.8

268
25.7
25.4

255

22J}

0.82

IS
(55)

....

10.5
14.9

15.3

21.7

....

23.9
19.8
2<.4I
.... 1
.... ,

.... i

25.7

.... .

2JLS

0.6

Measured
log J (?ec) •

>15.77

> 14.35

11.0210.06

15.210.05

15.910.12

> 18.34
21.3310.2

>24.61

24.6410.07

>27.94

23.3810.08
21.0610.1

24.8210.15

25.2510.05

25.7510.06

>27.27

25.710.25

25.310 16

>25 3; >24 2

loo B

>13.3

>12.9

9.431006

9.2U005

10.3710.12

>12.4
10.610.2

>12.74

12.2510.07

>10.3

11.3710.08

11.710.1

12.1210.15

12.36i0.05

12.86iO.O6
>13.4

16.2510.25

15.8610 16
= • 1 5 1 : > 1 4 . 1

TPt

13;14

13;14

13;16

1O:9;15;13;17

13

14
16:14

30

29

12
30

31

24;32

21:25

21:25

29

11

11

29.22:34



Reft P.B.Price, Ann. Rev. Nucl.Part.Sci. 39, 19(1989),
Takfc 2 United models

M i u ooclBbcni
Radii
Deformation?
Assault frequency
Prcadssion potential
Potuctssion potential
Features

ASAFM (3. 7)

m{r) - JI - conn.
1.2149A"1

DO

AA*Q.ro)
quadratic
Vc
add £. to Q

inside barrier

Shi * Swiatccki (27)

m(t) m ft - const.
ellipsoidal
arbitrary directions
v. - 10" - J0»,
power law
proximity potential + Kc

attenuation or shell
effect! orfrafments

Pik-Pichak (3J)

ellipsoidal
along fission u is
l x l O " ' s - '
cubic

volumes of fragments - const.

Shanmugam & Kamalaharan (37)

m(r)-/(f)

ellipjoidal
alonf fisiion axis

JQ'UVIK, * 10"
cubic
Yukawa + exponential + f c

realistic potential

Tabi* 3 Ouster models

Radi
Asiult frequency
Preformation probability
Pr»Soion potential
Posucission potential
FcaUres

Square well (13)

0.928^"'
v, - 40».
• 1
• 0
yt only
simplicity

Blendowske & Walliser (28)1

l.233^"'-0.978>4-"»i
V/2R, * 4 x 10"
quanta!; S H ] ) * ? / ' - 1 "
Christensen-Winther potential + Kc

Christensen-Winther potential + Cr

quanta! calculation of clustering

Buck & Merchant (36)*

X - 6.75. adjust V,
see Ref. 36
~ l
Buck-Dover-Vary (49)
Buck-Dover-Vary (49)
3 turning points

* Alu unpubluhcd iiMmo
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FISSION AS A PROBE TO UNDERSTAND HEAVY ION REACTION
MECHANISM AND DYNAMICS

Alok Saxena, Nuclear Physics Division
B.A.R.C.,Bombay-400085

1. INTRODUCTION: Nuclear fission is not only a
phenomenon of great intrinsic interest, but it also
provides a valuable tool for the understanding of
reaction mechanism and dynamics of the heavy ion
collision processes. The large average total kinetic
energy release coupled with approximately symmetric
and binary mass division in a fission process helps
in distinguishing fission fragments from other
reaction products. Fission fragments are emitted
with equal momenta in the centre of mass system. Any
deviation of the separation angle of the two
fragments (613) in the lab system from 180° is
related to the magnitude of linear momentum
transferred to the composite system and hence
connected to dynamics of formation process. Fission
is relatively a slow process and thus the particle
evaporation from the composite fissioning nucleus
sheds light on the time-scale of the reaction.
Angular distributions of fission fragments provide a
basic probe for the classification and
understanding of fusion-fission reactions. In the
present talk the experimental results probing
various aspects of reaction mechanism and fusion-
fission dynamics will be discussed.

2.FUSION-FISSION DYNAMICS: In an oversimplified
picture, let us assume that in the entrance channel
the reaction is dominated by a sudden interaction
potential V(R). When the two heavy nuclei approach
each other and interact, they start losing kinetic
energy in relative motion due to friction forces.
The two nuclei are either scattered by this
potential after losing kinetic energy, angular
momentum and exchanging nucleons or the system is
trapped in the pocket of the potential. In the
latter case it will form a fused system. After
fusion there will be further mass exchange and the
system will drift along the mass asymmetry
coordinate to a completely equlilibrated



configuration. The distance at which the pocket of
the interaction potential exists,R_, depends both
on mass asymmetry a = (A2~A1̂  / (Â +A-,) and angular
momentum 1 as can be seen from fig.l(a) and fig.l(b)
and hence R̂  will not remain fixed during the drift
along the mS'ss asymmetry coordinate. Fig.l(b) shows
a typical curve for Rp(a,l=O) vs a for different
systems leading to the same compound nucleus. It is
seen from the figure that R_(a,l=O) is more compact
for asymmetric system than for symmetric system. The
drift along the mass asymmetry will be guided by the
potential energy of the quasi-molecular system1 thus
formed. This potential energy as a function of
mass asymmetry is plotted in fig.2 for a given 1.
The region labelled I corresponds to systems which
will drift towards symmetry leading to a symmetric
trapped composite system whereas in the second
region the drift will be towards more asymmetric
configurations(a =1 corresponds to the compound
nucleus configuration) . So we see that the initial
asymmetry of the system in the entrance channel has
a great influence on the later development along the
mass asymmetry coordinate. It is assumed that the
t rans i t ion from the sudden potential to the
adiabatic potential occurs when the mass asymmetry
hass achieved equilibration and the reaction
mechanism depends on how th is t ransi t ion to
adiabatic potential takes place. Similar concepts
are described in the dynamical model of Swiatecki

of nuclear shape evolution. This model emphasises
the spec ia l importance of three milestone
configurations in the potential energy versus
deformation landscape. The reactions are broadly
classified into four types: elastic and quasi-
elastic reactions, dinuclear reactions involving
deep-inelastic collisions, non-compound fusion
reactions and true compound nucleus reactions. These
reaction channels also exhibit a well defined
hierarchy in terms of relaxation times in specific
col lect ive coordinates. For compound nucleus
formation, the system should pass the unconditional
fission saddle point. If, however, the system does
not reach the unconditional saddle point then i t
results in quasi-fission. If the composite system
has a vanishing fission barrier then i t leads to
fast-fission. The composite system will re&eparate
into two f iss ion-l ike fragments without the
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formation of compound nucleus in both cases of
quasi-fission as well as fast-fission. It was also
proposed by Raroamurthy and Kapoor4 that if the
fission barrier is comparable to the temperature at
the saddle point, even if the system is captured
behind a potential barrier, the thermal diffusive
forces can shuttle the system back over the barrier
without achieving equilibration in all degrees of
freedom. When the barrier height is large, the
system evolves towards the potential minimum with
very little probability of escape over the barrier,
resulting in a quasi-stationary compound nuclear
state. The reaction products resulting from thermal
diffusion over the barrier before full equilibration
may have properties quite different from those
following compound nuclear formation. Thus in a
heavy-ion induced fission reaction, the observed
fission events consist of an admixture of events of
compound nuclear and one or more of the above-
mentioned noncompound nuclear type of events. This
often leads to apparent anomaly in the
interpretation of some of the experimental results
in heavy ion reaction studies. Various observables
of fission-like reactions providing signatures of
such non-compound type of events are reviewed below.

3.MASS DISTRIBUTION OF FISSION-LIKE PRODUCTS; The
masss distribution of fission fragments in heavy ion
induced reaction carries the information whether the
fission has followed the compound nuclear formation
or the fission is a characteristic of the
intermediate trapped composite system. The initial
conditions for the two cases are assumed to be
different6. In the case of compound nucleus fission,
the initial conditions are determined at the saddle
point whereas in the case of non-compound type of
events the initial conditions are decided at the
turning point. The experimental FWHM of the
symmetric fragments mass distribution for the
40Ar+165Ho system as a function of excitation
energy5"6 is shown in fig. 3. The curve in this
figure is obtained by extrapolation from low energy
measurements, where only fission after compound
nucleus is present, and accounting for the
temperature variation of FWHM ( FWHM a T ) as
expected for statistical fluctuation. The
temperature dependence is too weak compared to the
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observed variation. This deviation is more
pronounced where the rotating liquid drop fission
barrier is expected to vanish (lBf=o)• This observed
increase of the FWHM of the mass distribution has
been interpreted as the evidence of fast-fission for
1Bf=O < 1 < !cr ^n n e a vy ion collisions. Even for
the quasi-fission, where fission barrier is non-
zero, the broadening in mass distribution has been
observed7. In fig.4 the experimental double-
differential cross-sect ionda/d8cindA is shown for
the 2 3 8u beam on various targets in 5-6 MeV/nucleon
bombarding energy. One clearly sees the
characteristic ridges of the scattering region
centered around the target and projectile masses. In
lighter systems (238U+16O and Z38U+27A1) , these
ridges are clearly separated from the distributions
centred around symmetrical masses. The symmetrical
mass distribution for 27A1 is slightly broader than
that for 0. For 4 Ca the symmetric component has
spread over the entire mass region between
projectile and target mass. This clearly shows a
mass drift from entrance channel mass asymmetry
towards symmetry even for the cases where the
fission barrier is finite. This results in the
broadening of the mass distribution. The symmetric
component eventually disappears for the heaviest
target 8 9Y. This seems to indicate that the mass
drift towards symmetry in quasi-fission increases
with increasing radial injection energy. The radial
injection energy is the amount of the centre of mass
energy in excess of the angular momentum dependent
interaction barrier. From this one expects that the
mass drift toward symmetry will be more pronounced
for the central collisions than for the peripheral
collisions.

4.LINEAR MOMENTUM TRANSFER: A PROBE FOR REACTION
MECHANISM The measurement of the fission fragment
folding angle, ©12' n e l P s i-n determining the linear
momentum (LMT) transferred from the projectile to
the fissioning nucleus. For highly fissile targets,
nearly all interactions lead to fission and thus the
folding angle distribution represents an integrated
overview of all mechanisms that contribute to the
total reaction cross-section, at least for low and
intermediate energy projectiles. Fig.5 shows a
representative set of linear momentum transfer data
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for the 1 4N+ 2 3 8U system which demonstrates the
evolution of folding angle distribution over energy
range from E/A = 7-800 MeV . At incident energies
near the coulomb barrier , the most probable LMT
agrees with the calculated value for the complete
LMT which indicates that these collisions are
dominated by complete fusion processes. Small
contributions from low momentum transfer events are
due to peripheral collisions such as inelastic
scattering or transfer reaction leading to slightly
asymmetric folding angle distributions. At higher
beam energies two distinct components are observed
in the folding angle distribution: one associated
with large momentum transfers( central collisions)
and the other with small momentum transfers(
peripheral collisions). For energies above E/A >20
MeV, the most probable peak of the central component
remains at the same position near e ^ « 149°, but is
significantly larger than that expected for complete
fusion as indicated in the figure. At still higher
energies beyond 80 MeV/A, the folding angle
distributions become structureless over the entire
range of O]^, corresponding to a broad continuum of
linear momentum transfers and energy deposition in
the residual system. At relativistic energies the
fusion-like component eventually disappears11

signalling the occurrence of more complex reaction
mechanisms. The data on the linear momentum transfer
for central collisions have been obtained for a
large number of target-projectile systems. The
systematic dependence of LMT for the central
collisions12 on the projectile mass and energy in
terms of average linear momentum transfer per
projectile nucleon is shown in fig.6. The solid line
indicates the recoil momentum per projectile nucleon
expected for the case of complete fusion. Below E/A
=10 MeV, the reaction proceeds primarily through
complete fusion. For all projectiles with mass
greater than 4, the data lie on the same curve. For
the light ions,the fraction of momentum transfer is
larger for smaller projectile mass. This result
indicates that the single nucleon projectlie is
most efficient in transferring its linear momentum
to the nucleus in the reaction process.

5.NEUTRON EMISSION IN FUSION-FISSION REACTION:
Measurements of the average pre-scission neutron
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multiplicity in heavy ion fusion-fission reactions
can provide important information on two aspects of
reaction process, namely: 1) competition between
fission and neutron emission and 2) the dynamics of
the transition from the point of contact of target
and projectile to the scission point= In a number of
heavy-ion induced reactions, fission fragment-
neutron angular correlations and energy distribution
have been measured13"17. The measured neutron
spectra in coincidence with the fission fragments
are fitted with the assumption of three possible
neutron emmision sources: 1) non-equilibrium
emission from a moving source, 2) evaporation from
the composite system before fission, 3) evaporation
from each of the two moving fragments. Each of the
components is characterised by a temperature and a
source velocity and by a least-square fit to the
measured spectra at various angles, the neutron
multiplicities are determined. Fig. 7 shows the
experimentally deduced pre-scission neutron
multiplicities for various systems along with
results of the statistical model calculations. The
parameters of this calculations are determined by
fitting thr fission excitation functions. It can be
seen that the experimental values of pre-scission
neutron multiplicities are much larger than that
expected from the statistical model. Considering
that the neutron evaporation during the nuclear
dynamics is not included in such calculations, the
above discrepancy suggests that a significant number
of. neutrons are emitted during nuclear dynamics from
the point of contact of the target-projectile to the
point of acceleration of the fragments to full
velocities. In order to explain the large pre-
scission neutron multiplicities, Weidenrauller et al
18-20 jjave formulated a model where the onset of the
fission is delayed due to dissipation. The fission
life-time is increased due to dissipation in
internal degees of freedom. This interpretation,
however, ignores the role of dynamics of the fusion
process. If one considers the neutron emission
during the stage before complete equilibration in
all degrees of freedom takes place, leading to
compound nucleus formation, such discrepancies can
be explained. Measured pre- and post-scission
multiplicities in fusion-fission reactions have been
used to determine the pre-scission life-times. Pre
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scission life-times deduced for various systems21

are shown in fig.8. The filled symbols correspond to
cases with low excitaion energy and low angular
momentum so that the system still has a finite
fission barrier. The open symbols correspond to
cases where angular momentum contributing to fission
exceeds the value of 1 B£_Q. One can see that fission
with finite barrier is very slow with life-times of
the order of about 4 to 10xl0~20 sec whereas the
life-times for systems with vanishing fission
barrier seem to be shorter (1x10 sec) . Not much
work has been done for the cases where quasi-fission
and pre-equilibrium fission are supposed to be
present.

6. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS OF FISSION FRAGMENTS IN
HEAVY-ION INDUCED REACTION: It is well known from
fission induced by light ions that if the compound
nucleus (resulting from the fusion of the target and
the projectile) has some spin that is aligned
perpendicular to the incident beam direction, the
fragments resulting from the fission of the compound
nucleus exhibit an angular anisotropy with respect
to the beam direction. To interpret measured
anisotropy we need to know whether or not the
reaction time was sufficiently long enough to allow
statistical equilibration for the tilting modes of
the separating fragments. In equilibrium statistical
models, the magnitude of the anisotropy depends both
on the spin distribution of the fissioning nucleus
and on the distribution of the K-qunatum states at
the fission transition state22. The angular
anisotropy, N(0°)/N(90°) . is approximately equal to
the quantity 1+<12>/4KO , where <12> is the mean
square value of the spin distribution andKQ is
the variance of the K-distribution. The parameter
K Q 2 is related to the nuclear temperature, T and the
effective moment of inertia, Jeff at the fission
transition state and the assumption is generally
made that the saddle point configuration can be
identified with the transition state nucleus.
Studies of fission fragment angular distributions in
heavy ion induced reaction, therefore promise to be
a sensitive probe of the reaction dynamics if the
inputs to the statistical model calculation are
determined in the following way: The fission
transition state properties are known from nucleon
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and light ion induced reactions and the spin
distribution is determined from the reaction model
that describe the measured fusion-fission cross-
section. However, anomalously large fragment
arisotropies have been measured for a large
number of cases which can not be understood in terms
of standard saddle opint statistical model(SSPSM)22.
In a recent work , anomalous fragment angular
distributions observed in sub-barrier fusion
reactions have been analysed on the basis SSPSM to
deduce the value of the mean square spin, <12> of
the fissioning nucleus. The analysis gave values of
<12> which are considerably larger than those
calculated by the standard reaction models. This
result may imply the presence of new reaction
mechanisms such as channel coupling at sub-barrier
energies. The enhanced values of <12> were also
explained using energy dependent imaginary potential
within the framework of the optical model26 for the
16o+208pb Sy s t e m #

Fig. 9 shows a typical case where the
experimental data span an interesting angular
momentum range covering values of 1 both lower as
well as higher than lBf=0

4'27. Deviations from SSPSM
were found even at the lowest bombarding enrgies and
the deviations between the experimental results and
theoretical predictions increase with the increasing
Z2/A of the fissioning system. It was conjectured
that the fast fission competes with the compound
nucleus fission even for 1-values less than luf^O
and this competition is more for fissioning system
with higher fissility. Based on this Ramamurthy and
Kapoor4 proposed that the effectve K-distributions
for all non-compound nucleus fission events can be
represented by a narrow gaussian with a variance Oy~
given by, a k

2 = l2ae
2, where a Q

2 is the angular
variance representing the misalignment of the
symmetry axis of the fused composite system with
respect to the K=0 plane. With the two parameters aQ
and K-relaxation time t they were able to fit the
data shown in fig. 9. From this analysis they
concluded that it is the admixture of these pre-
equilibrium fission events with the true compound
nucleus fission events which is responsible for the
apparently anomalous fragment angular distribution
observed in heavy ion induced fission reaction.

Based on the pre-equlibrium fission model it
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was suggested28 that a characteristic signature of
fission before K-euilibration would be an entrance
channel dependence of the fragment anisotropies in
the mass/charge asymmetry degree of freedom. To look
for any such entrance channel dependence, we
carried out measurements of fragment angular
distributions in fission induced by boron, carbon,
oxygen and fluorine projectiles on thorium and
neptunium targets29"30 at energies near and above
the coulomb barrier. Fig. 10 shows the measured
fragment angular distribution for a few typical
cases of target-projectile system and bombarding
energies. The angular distributions were fitted by
legendre polynomials, to deduce the experimental
anisotropy values. These results alongwith the
earlier available data for the 16o+232Th system23""24

are plotted in fig. 11. The results of calculations
based on SSPSM are also shown in fig. 10 and 11. In
this calculation the spin distributions were
calculated in the framework of models of Esbensen31

and Wong32 by adjusting the barrier fluctuation
parameters to fit the measured fusion cross-
sections. The effective moment of inertia was
calculated from the measured systematics of a-
induced fission anisotropies3^ after suitably
correcting for spin and temperature of the compound
nucleus. It can be seen from fig. 11 that the
experimental anisotropies in general, are in good
agreement with the predictions of the SSPSM for the
cases of projectiles lighter than 12C for both 232Th
and 2 3 7Np targets whereas for 1 6O and 1 9F
projectiles the calculated anisotropies are in major
disagreement with the experimental data. These
results clearly show that the anomalously large
fragment anisotropies arise only for the target-
projectile combinations whose mass asymmetry values
are smaller than the Businaro-Gallone critical
asymmetry34, which is calculated to be 0.9 for the
range of composite nuclei studied in the present
work. The anomalous behaviour is unlikely due to any
compound nucleus effects, since some of the above
target-projectile combinations lead to similar
compound nuclei, but give different anisotropies
depending on the entrance channel asymmetrv. The
recent results of Kailas et al35 for the 9Be+232Th,
9Be+235U and Zhang et al36 for the 19F+232Th systems
also fall on the same pattern. Fig. 12 shows that
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the magnitude of discrepancy shows a sharp
discontinuity across the B-G line for the 2 3 2Th
target.

The angular distribution results for 232Th and
Np targets are consistent with the predictions of

the pre-equilibrium fission model and can be
understood in the following way. If the entrance
channel mass asymmetry a is larger than the Businaro
Gallone critical asymmetry oigG, the dinuclear system
after the capture inside the conditional saddle
point drifts towards larger asymmetries and smaller
elongation, thus leading to the formation of the
compound nucleus in a realtively shorter time-scale.
Even if the system reseparates before the formation
of the compound nucleus, the resultant products will
be target or projectile like. Consequently in these
cases, no pre-equilibrium fission will be seen.
Whereas for a < <*BG, the system drifts towards
symmetry and passes over the unconditional saddle
point and moves towards the spherical compound
nucleus. Thermal diffusion during this phase, when
Bf « T, leads to occurence of pre-equilibrium
events. However a quantitative calculation to
explain the observed anisotropies based on this
model will be required to substantiate the above
qualitative explanation. Systematic measurements of
the transfer-induced fission are necessary to find
out its influence on the quantitative comparison
between measured anisotropies and the calcultations
of SSPSM and pre-equilibrium fission.

7.CONCLUSIONSi From the above discussions it is
clear that the various observables in heavy-ion
induced fission e.g, mass distribution of the
fragments, linear momentum transfer to the
fissioning nucleus, neutron emission in fission and
the angular distribution of fission fragments carry
distinct signature of the mechanism of the fusion-
fission reaction processes. The deviations of the
measured quantities from the expectations of the
conventional models suggest the need to include the
presence of new reaction mechanisms. Fission
fragment angular distributions are anomalous for
the systems with entrance channel asymmetries
smaller than the BG critical mass/charge asymmetry
and this result is consistent with the predictions
of pre-equilibrium fission model. Further
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measurement on the mass distribution of fission
fragments and neutron multiplicities for various
reaction channels will throw more light on the
mechanism and the timescales of the reaction
processes.
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Structure of high spin states in nuclei
near the closed shell

P. Mukherj&e
3aha Institute of Nuclear Physics, Calcutta 700 064

1. Introduction.

208
The nuclei in the neighbourhood of Pb

offer a good testing ground for the study micros-

copic structure of high spin states. The pioneering
205•jork on three neutron hole spectroscopy in Pb

by the Stockholm group and the three proton spec-
211 2

troscopy of At by the Berkeley group indicate

clearly the role of the valence nucleons in the

development of high spin states in these nuclei.

The structure of the high spin states for all the

nuclei from Pb upto Ra can be understood in

terms of the aligned coupling of the protons and

neutrons (particles or holes) in shell model states
208outside the doubly closed shell core nucleus Pb.

Extremely pore shell model states with spins as

iarga as 36 T) can bs generated in this uay in Rn

and Ra nuclei.

Majority of the experimental investigations

reported so far are based on light-heavy ion

induced (xn,y) reactions on Pt, Hg, Tl, Pb and Di

targets at energies given by the heavy ion acce-

lerators like 14 VJD Pelletron, fllpha particles uith

energy in the range 36 !*eV to 60 HeV have also

been used effectively for the study of high spin

states in this region. Since majority of the



product nuclei have bean found to contain a number

of fairly long lived isomeric statss, most of the

studies reported so far are based on good quality

coincidence data. The occurance of the isomeric

states actually facilitates the contruction of

decay schemes, because tha "before" and "after"

time conditions in gamma-gamma coincidence studies

can easily identify transitions above and below a

particular isor.ar. Life time of the nuclear states

and their magnetic moments can give accurate infor-

mations about the shell model configurations of

these high spin states.

The experimental results obtained so far

give an uelth of informations about the structure of

high spin states in nuclei near the double closed
208

shell region of Pb. It is a remarkable finding

that not a single nucleus in this region shows any

evidence of E2 collectivity even at very high spin.

However most of them give convincing evidence of

the well known E3 collectivity originating for

octupole vibration.

2• Shell model description of high spin states.

2D5 211
2.1 Three nucleon system Pb and ___ At

ye start uith the three neutron hold system
20 5

Pb. High spin states in this nucleus is excited
by Hg(oC,3n) Pb reaction . Taking the energy

Ann

of Pb core as zero the energy of the different
205states in Pb is given by
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- X He) + 1 P «.i
The single nucleon states available for the three

neutron holes are : Pw- (D)» ^5/2 (57° k e y) »
P3/2 (B98 kBl/), i-,3/2 O63* k e y)» f 7 / 2 (2340 k e V)

and hg /2 (3409 keV).

For tho estimation of H( i , j ) one uses tha

empirical tuo-neutron hole matrix elements obtain-

ed from the measured energies of various excited

states in Pb. Thesa are l isted in Table 1,

together uith the Kuo-Herling matrix elements.

Calculation of the thret* neutron hole high spin
205states in pb becomes simple because there are

only a limited number of configurations uhich can

generate the high spin states. Thus for the cal-

culation of the 29/2" states in Pb only four

configurations are required. Table 2 gives a com-

parison of the calculated and observed energies

of the four high spin states 33/2+, 29/2+, 29/2"
o *^ C

and 27/2" states in Pb. However for the louer

spin states thd configuration space becomes larger.

The agreement betuean the observed level energy

and the calculated energy is remarkable. The uave-

functions of the various states, as listed in

Table 2, can quantitatively account for the obser-

ved branchings and also the life time of isomeric

levels.
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Table 1 .

Configuration

P3/2
- 1

P3/2

P i /2

i : i3 / :

P i /2

f5/2

P3/2

f5/2

f5/2

F7/2

^3/2

^3/2
. - 1

^3/2

3 ^

1 *

3 *

3 +

3 +

10 +

12 +

6"

Kuo-Herling
(keV)

+ 35

+ 66

+ 44

+ 6

+ 64

+118

- 90

+ 90 ;

+102

+ 93

Empir ical
(key)

+ 142

+ 145

+ 106

+ 158

+ 64

+ 134

i 0

+ 131

+ 107

+ 67
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Table

3*

3 3 / 2 +

29/2 +

2. 2 0 5 Pb.

Configurations

i13/2
, _3

Amplitude

+1.000

+ .998

E

5

5

c a l

,158

,072

exp

5,161

5,064

<f7/2h9/2 )8+i13/2 ~ ' 0 6 7

- 0 2 0

+.992 3,920 3,910

12+ F7"/2

10; f7~/2

( i13/2 )12*'p3/2

(i13/2>10+ h9/2

29/2" ( i i 3 / 2 ) i 2 + f5/2 + * " 4 3 ' 6 2 4 3 ' 6 2 65/2

i ) + F7/2

i13/2 )12+ h9/2 +

i i > + h i +'032
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211For tha tnreo proton nucleus At, spins up to

29/2+ are Generated by the angular momentum coupl-

ing of the? three protons in the hg/_ and i-j-Wo

states . For example the 29/2+ ipomer at 2641 K e V ^

is a pure (ng/2)
 ii'T/2 s t a t e» T n 8 l e v e l positions

of these three proton states can be estimated in
205the same way as in che case of Pb, using the

210tuo proton matrix elements from the levels of Po.
211

For the generation of higher spin states in At
i t is estimated that a more economical way to get

these states is core excitacions. Thus the confi-

guration of the 4177 keV 3i /2+ state is found to

be P (h
9 /2

3)2i /2~ ® n (Q9/2 P1/2~1^5" * s i m i l c r l y
the configuration of the 4816 keV, 39/2~ isomer is

P ( h9/22 i13/2?29/2+ ® n (g9/2 P1/2~1>5" * T h e

reason for the occurance of those core excited

state at louer energy is the strong attractive n-p

interactions between the i1- i /7 proton and 9g/o

neutrons* The diagonal matrix alements for these

n-p interaction can be as large as -1.4 FleV,

thereby pushing these highspin states to the louer

excitation energy.
20.8

The high spin particXa-hole states in Pb
which u i l l couple uith the aligned single nucleon

states in this region for the generation of high

spin states are shown in Fig.2. The shell model
on Q

structure of these states in Pb are obtained
from (d ,p ) , (p,d) and (p ,p ' ) react ions.
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6.0 Experimental

5.0

(V)

ThGoretical

- "12
/ 3 7 / 2~

3V4

7

) i

8 , t / /

8 )(h9 |2)3 in/2
8 , (h9 j2 }"

5 > ( ^\l) '13/2
6 , (h9 j2 )2

5 , ( hg|2) 17/2

5" (h 9 | 2r

h9|2 hl2 '13/2

3.0 -

2.0

1.0

0L_ -

Ex(MeV)

23/

2VI

13,

211
At

Fig. 1 .

/2254

/2
19/f

15/

l13|2

{ h9/2 } f7/2



208
Pb

7060
6740
6430
6100

5200
5072
4895
4610

4206
4037
3919

12
14
12"

12*

K
10*
8 *

6"
7 - }
6 J

n '13/2
•
J15/2

'11/2

h9/2
?9/2

'i1

99/2

"11/2
i "1

13/2

. -1
' i3 / 2

i "1

D ~

f -1

3198

2615

- 1
9/ P 1 ,9/2 1/2

3" Oct. vibr.

Fig.
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2.2. Qctupole v ib ra t i ona l c o l l e c t i v i t y in high

spin s ta tes.

The occurance of the 3~ octupole vibcational
2CISstate in pb and i ts effect on the single nucleon

states is 3 uidely studied phenomenon . As a result

of the coupling of the 3" vibrational state y i th
209

the shell model states j-j 5/2 a n d ^9/2 i n p b

both these s.p states acquire large E3 vibrational

components. This admixture is manifested in the

enhanced E3 transition rates between the 15/2**

3tate and 9/2* state in Pb. A number of enhanced

E3 transitions are also observed in transitions

between the high spin states in various nuclei in

Pb ragion. for example the measured Q(E3) rate of

the • • * transition between the 12* and 9" state?

in 206Pb is 360 e2fm6. This gives for the single

nucleon transition

B(E3, i 1 3 / 2 ~ % r7/2"1> " 3 7 0 0 0 a2fm6

in excellent agement with the estimate of Haaamoto5,

who has taken into account the 3*" octupole vibra-

tion coupling in the single nucleon states.

In order to identify such i f l lBBM E3 tran-

sitions between high spin states in this ragion a

powerful technique is on-line conversion electron

spectroscopy. The c(k and K/L ratios of the tran-

sitions can unambiguously establish the E3 tran-

sitions. The isomer l i fe time also gives supporting

evidence for the E3 transitions.
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A systematic study has been made recently

on the variation of the E3 collectivity for the
o n R

nuclei in the Pb region. The measured B(E3)

values for the 1 5/2~ to 9/2+ transitions are shoun
209 211in Table 3 for the one neutron nuclei Pb, Po,

JRn, ^' Ra and Th. It uill be seen that the

£3 collectivity actually increases uith the number

of protons in the h~/^ state. The reason of this

increase in E3 collectivity uith proton number is

not clear.

2092.3. Study of high spin states in At

The spectroscopic study of high spin states

in nuclei having both protons (particle) and

neutrons (hole or particles), are more complicated.

As an illustrative example ue give below the

recent investigations on At, having three

protons and tuo neutron holes outside the closed

shell. This particular isotope has been studied

uith the 2 0 9 B i (<?(f4n)
 2 0 9At reaction at Z^= 52.0

neV. The decay scheme is shoun in the left hand
209portion of Fig.3. The nucleus At contain three

protons and tuo neutron holes outside the closed

shell core. The high spin states uill be generated
211

by the coupling of the states of At uith the tuo

neutron hole states of Pb. Three types of inter-

action matrix elements are required for the cal-
209culation of the states in At : the proton -

protont proton-neutron hole and neutron hole -

neutron hole interactions. These matrix elements
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Table 3 . '5/2

Nuclide

2G9Pb

2 l 1Po

2 1 3Rn

*
2 1 5Ro *

2 1 ?Th

Energy J r&anliPe
(keV) t (ns)

1422

1065

896

773

(674)

2.0(4)

20.2(14)

38(1)

99(3)

I 203(72)

B(E3) 1
103 e2fm6

67(14)

51.0(37)

i

85.6(24)

103.1(32)

128(45)
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209 (a)
experimental Levels At '

£695

1.506 - T

4375 —i r-
1G/..0

J3837 ! J -'.05.C
3811 \ = r
3771/=
3747\.
3592'se

3292
3107

2663
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.) i 503.7
l •

/.O5./. I

737.0

G2/..0

3 3 / 2

C09.0

2611
2605

2402
2237 ,

1907
1051

1427
i32l

710.5
1

/JT
33/7*2

'/OD.O (27/j)

577.5

010./. 75'J.r.

/.23.0

105.7

376.9

505.9

29^+, 1.35 us

- - 2 S

-t'9/2)

7553

, 36 ns

soc./.

725
577

U.7.0

7.r..0
7?/,.7

2 0 C _ . !
Pb ®

7" ® 29/2+

9" «

7"<8

9"fi
9"® 1?2~ , :

7~(

2 + €

3+®

3 + ® 2I/2"

2*<

, 23/2-

> 2 9 , 2
+

> 23/2"

> 21/2"

& 21/2*

) 23/2"
) 29/2*

23/J
B> 21 / 2 "

& 2 1 / 2 -

2 + ® >7/2"

o*<

0 +

0 + <

0+®

2*®

» 23/2"

® 2lA2"
?) 17/2"

• 1 3 ^

9/2"

39/2+

33/2
29/2

25/2"
2 5 "

19,2

Figure 3 Experimental level scheme of 2o9Al (a) and the empirical shell model levels oi
20VA l
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are known from Po, "" Hi and Pb respectively.

It is seen that the nature of proton-neutron hole

interaction is such that invariably states uith

spin 3 -1 are louest in energy, uhare 3 is
ni3x "I3X

the maximum spin that can be obtained by coupling

a state 3, of 2 1 1At uith a state 39 of
 2 0 6Pb. The

209
calculated high spin states in At are shoun in

the right hand part of Fig.3. Because of the exis-

tence of tuo lou-lying high spin tuo neutron-hole

states, 7" and 9" in 2 0 6Pb, the core excitation208^,

high spin states are not favoured even for the

spin 41/2" in 20 Afe. This may be contrasted uith
tha situation in At, uhere the high spin 39/2~

state is generated by core excitation of the 5~

state in 2 0 8Pb.

Houever above this 41/2* state in ' At it

is possible to have high spin core-excitation
703

(in Pb) states. Transitions from such states to

the louer states uith tuo neutron hole configura-

tion -jill be highly retared, so that evan for £2

or f:1 transitions it is possible to have long

lived isomers. It uill be interesting to look for

such long lived isomers in At above the 41/2"
21 ft_

s t a t e . In "Rn such isomsrs are knoun uhere the
208transitions occur betueen the Pb core-exited

states and the tuo neutron hole states*
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• 91° 213 21^
2.4. Spectroscopy of Rn, Rn and Tr.

Rn nucleus contains four protons outside

the Z- 32 proton closed shell. High spin states
8 204

upto 3 = 32 f> has bnen identified uith Hg

(14C, 5") reaction. 213Rn contains one additional
204

neutron and has also been studied uith Hg

(1^C> 5n) reactions. A large nutrber of isomeric

states in both these nuclei helped in the spectros-

copy uork utilizing coincidence experiments uith

delayed spectrum* Tables 4 and 5 give a summary of

the experimental finding on the high spin states

together uith the probable shell model configura-

tions of the states in 2 1 2Rn and 213Rn. It will

be seen that for the generation of very high spin

states in these nuclei the tuo neutron-tuo neutron
208hole core excited states in Pb play a dominant

role. A very high spin (34+) isomeric state (34ju.s)

has been recently reported at 8533 key excitation

in Fr. This state was populated using 205Tl

( C, 5n) reaction at incident beam energy of 90 Pie1/

The isomer decays by E3 transition to the 31~ state

at 8255 keV sxcitation. The measured £3 transition

strength is 100 (12) x 103 e 2 fm6, in good agree-

ment uith the shell model plus octupole vibration

coupling calculation value of 91 x 1D3 e 2 fm6.

Configurations of these states are;

3« + -* P[(h
3
/ 2 i



fable •

XT

exp

1 8 '

2 0 *

1 9 "

2 0 *

2 2 *

2 5 "

2 7 "

3 0 *

(31-33)

6. nn .

E c a l
(keV)

4417

5200

G0Q4

5894

6673

6510

7649

8781

9476

10186(31*)
10316(32")
11025(33")

For protons: h »

For neutrons: g »

- 1
P

exp
(keV)

5088
5398
5746

6140
6190
7157
7893
8593

9710

h9/2 ' f *
1 V 2 ' *

" P 1 / 2 *

Configur

Protons

h2f i

h2 i2

h 3 f

h2 i2

h 3 i

h 3 i

h2 i2

h 3 i

h2 f i

h2f i

h2 i2

h2 i2

f7/2. i - i

" ^1/2' J "

1 - Lw

ation

Neutrons

gp~15"

gp"15"
gp"'5"
gp"15"
g i " 1 i 0 *
gjp"2 i2"
iJP"213"
gjp"2i2"

ijp"213"

13/2*

' J15/2»
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fable 5. fir*.

exp

31/2"

33/2

33/2 +

(37/2+)

(39/2")

(45/2*)

(47/2)

(49/2*)

(51/2")

(55/2")

(61/2*)

(65/2,67/2)

Ecal
(keV)

2725

2539(31/2*)

3220

3076

3818

5137 .

4873(47/2")
4926

6651(51/2')
5397(51/2*)
6204

8625(61/2)*
7386(61/2")

8825(65/2*)

exp
(keV)

2233
2961

3029

3079

3491

4499

4850
5218

5755

5921
6736

7918

Configuration **

Protons

h i

h*

h 3 f

h 3 f

h 3 i

h2 i2

h2fi
h2 i2

h2 i2

h2f i

h2 i2

h2 i2

h2fi

h2i2

Neutrons

9
9

9

g

9

9

i

g

j

j

j

gjp"1

gjp"1

gjp"1
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2.5 Spectroscopy of 2 1 4Ra, 215Ra and 216Ra

Since in Ra therB are four proton holes in

the hq/» shell (Z=88), the excitation spectra of

the sets of nuclei Rn - z ' Ra, and *'*Rn - ' 1 O ^

should be identical* The observed level schemes of

these nuclei more or less support this shell model

predictions. However not much is knoun for the

high spin states above 4 PleV excitation in Ra

nuclei. The reaction of choice is Pb( C,xny>

at E, k • 75-95 fleV. The N » 128 isotones
 214Rnlab 2 1 6

and Ra offer the unique possibility of

exciting aligned high spin states like

at fairly lou excitation. The strongly attractive

proton-neutron effective interaction uill signi-

ficantly louer the excitation energy of this state.

The high spin states in Ra nuclei is being inves-

tigated at present uith a vieu to identify such

states predicted from shell model*

3. Effective moment of inertia of high spin states.

Even though the structure of the high spin
208

states of the nuclei in the region of Pb are

pure single particle states as given by j-j

coupled shell model a plot of the excitation

energy E vs 3(3+1) gives a straight line whose

slope gives the effective moment of inertia for



the nuclei. In Table 6 ue have presented the

observed moment of inertia for the nuclei in this

region, together with the moment of inertia for

the rotor 238U. It will be seen that for 1p-1h and

2p-2h high spin states the effective moment of

inertia approach the rigid value uhich is 211 fleU"

for A » 215.

4. Search of E2 collectivity

Ue have seen that even upto very large spin

36 "h the nucleus Rn does not shou any evidence of

enhanced £2 transition between the high spin states.

It uill be a challenging task to look for such

enhanced C2 collectivity in the high spin and high

excitation region in these nuclei* Of all the

nuclei presented here the most promising region

seems to be Rn, FT and Ra.
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Table 6.

Nucleus Spin range Effective

Moment of Inertia (MeV- 1

208 Pb 5-14 53

210

212
Po

Rn

214, Ra

100

210 Po

212Rn

212,Rn

13-16 <1p-1h)

20-27 <1p-1h)

27-30 (2p-2h)

131

138

200

212 Po

214,
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Rn

Ra

90

238 U 18-24 191
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RECENT DEVELOPEMENTS IN HIGH SPIN STATES

A.K.Rath and C.R.Praharaj
Institute of Physics,Bhubaneswar-751005

1. Introduction

The atomic nucleus is a quantal many body system with very dis-
tinct static, dynamic and statistical properties. The ground state struc-
ture and the spectroscopy of lowlying levels of many nuclei have been
studied in the past several years. On the other hand the dynamical prop-
erties away from the ground state are more important and are growing
rapidly with tremendous developements in the experimental techniques.
Availability of high quality heavy ion beams and precision measure-
ments through multielement detector arrays have resulted in the iden-
tification of very high spin states with super collective E2 transition
rates. Recently several identical superdeformed bands have been ob-
served in neighbouring nuclei.[1] Observation of K-forbidden transitions
from high spin isomers of 174Hf [2] and 182OS [3] have thrown chal-
lenges to existing traditional theories. The high spin rotational bands
observed in odd-A and odd-odd nuclei reveal various degrees of signa-
ture dependence. These effects are not understood consistently [4] in
different theoretical models.

As it is not possible to review all the developements in the present
talk I will only discuss about the signature effects in nuclei.In section 2
we give some preliminaries about the signature effects. In section 3 we
describe the deformed Hartree-Fock and angular momentum projection
formalism and its role in understanding the signature effects. Results
will be presented in section 4. Conclusions are given in section 5.

2. Terminology

2.1 Signature ?
"Signature" quantum number is associated with the rotation of a

deformed nucleus around any principal axis by angle II . In fact this
is the only possible additional rotational invariance possessed by the
systems with axial symmetry . Any other rotational invariance would
imply an infinity of symmetry axes and hence spherical symmetry.

The operator Rk corresponding to rotation of II about a principal
axis is given by

Rk = e>"» (2.1)
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with k=1,2,3 enumerating the nuclear axes and jj. is the angular mo-
mentum operator.

The eigen values (r) of the operator defined in equ. (2.1) has been
called the "signature" (following the terminology applied to Regge tra-
jectories) by Bohr and Mottelson [5] and several other authors . Instead
of "r" another quantum number a [6] is in wide use and is related to "r"
as follows

r = e-inQ (2.2)

and is defined for a state of good I as:

In cranking model the total angular momentum is identified as the eigen
value of the j \ operator and no attempt is made to calculate j j 2 +J22 +
J32. So the states in the cranking model ( sometimes called routhians
in the rotating frame) are designated by parity and signature two of the
symmetries possessed by the cranking Hamiltonian.
2.2 Favoured and unfavoured Signatures:

Rotational bands built on K^ 0 configurations have angular mo-
mentum states I=K, K+l, K+2 r K+3,... Prom the definition (2.3) it
is clear that these angular momentum states get classified into two sep-
arate bands with different signatures (e.g even and odd spins in even-
even nuclei). The branch which is energetically lowered is known as
the favoured signature branch (a / ) and the other which is pushed up is
called the unfavoured signature branch (a u) . For an even even nucleus
we have

a = 0 . (r = + 1 ) for 7 = 0,2,4.... (2.4a)

a = 1 ( r = -1 ) for I = 1,3,5.... (2.46)

In general the branch containing even I states (signature a = 0 ) is
energetically lowered compared to the odd I states (signature or = 1 ).

For odd-A nuclei we have

a = +± (r = -i) for / = 5, §,§...• (2.5a)

i for J=J , | ,H. . . . (2.56)
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The above relations (2.4 and 2.5) are equivalently expressed as I=o;mod
2. For odd mass nuclei the branch with I=j mod 2 is energetically
favoured compared to the branch with I=j+1 mod 2 .
2.3 Signature inversion (anomalous energy splitting, i.e Eu<Ef)

This is seen in the low spin states(I<14ft) of the ui13^
 7r'lii/2 de-

coupled bands (a=l branch energetically lowered than a=0) of the well
deformed odd-odd nuclei (see Ref.7,9 for 160Ho and Ref.8 for lh2Eu).
Hamamoto [9] and Semmes et al[8] find this signature inversion to be
consistent with axial symmetry whereas Bengtsson et al [10] assume ax-
ial asymmetry (7=10.7°) to reproduce the signature inversion in 1522J7u.
Using axial symmetry we find [29] this signature inversion to be related
to the alignment of hu/2 protons. Thus there is some inconsistency in
the literature about the origin of signature inversion. Hamamoto and
Mottelson and others are of the view that one needs to examine the
signature dependence in electromagnetic transitions before concluding
about the nuclear shape . It must also be mentioned [4] that in l*7Ho
which is one of the best studied nuclei, the Qt values extracted from
the life time measurement can not be understood in a simple manner
in terms of a triaxial shape which is consistent with the understanding
of the other quantities.There is thus a need for microscopic calculations
for these and other nuclei to study the origin of signature effects.
2.4 Signature dependence in electromagnetic transitions:

The E2 transitions between states of favoured and unfavoured sig-
nature branches ( i.e AI=1 transitions known as unstreched E2 tran-
sitions) are signifantly retarded compared to transitions in the same
branch (A/ = 2 transitions known as streched transitions) in the yrast
7 decay sequence in the (HI,xn) reactions. The measurement of-these
AI=1 £2 to date are few and transitions show large error bars. The
AI — 1 E2 transitions are enhanced or reduced depending upon whether
the transition is from the unfavoured (au,I) signature to the favoured
signature (a/,I-l) or from the favoured (a/,I) to the unfavoured (av,I-l)
or vice versa ( signature dependence). One can have two types of
(say A and B ) signature dependence in E2(I—* 1-1) and M1(I-+ 1-1)
(A) The (au , / ) —» (ar/,I-l) transitions are systematically enhanced com-
pared to those of (a / , / ) —» (au ,7 — 1)
(B) The transition rates of type ( a / , / ) —» ( a« , / — 1) are enhanced
compared to those of (a t t, /) —»(or/,1-1) (i.e exactly opposite to type A)

Sometimes the signature dependence is reversed (signature inver-
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sion) from type A to B. This is discussed in section 4.2.3 and 4.2.4
Signature dependence in electro- magnetic transitions has been mea-

sured in several rare-earth nuclei [11,12]. Attempts have been made by
several authors to explain this large signature dependence using the
particle rotor [8,9,13,14,28], Cranking [15], rotating shell model and In-
teracting Boson Fermion Models [16]. However in particle rotor models
even after allowing for wide variations in the 7 degrees of freedom it is
not possible to explain the large signature dependence of A/ = 1 E2
transitions sometimes observed.

3. Deformed HF and angular momentum projection formalism
The model used here is fully microscopic. Unlike cranking model

[17] we have well defined angular momentum states and we can study
the signature effects at and around band crossings without ambiguity
in angular momentum values. We use an axially symmetric basis with
a K quantum number for each intrinsic state. This is actually not a
limitation of our model, because we can diagonalise among various K
configurations after projection. Quite often, angular momentum projec-
tion from a single K configuartion gives an adequate description of the
band structure in a nucleus [18]. Although some authors sometimes use
asymmetric rotor models with finite gamma deformation in an attempt
to explain signature effects in nuclei, there is no uniqueness in such de-
scription and the authors tend ascribe to gamma deformation what is
really a consequence of rotation alignment.

It must be emphasized that in the angular momentum projection
operator

^ ^ J (3.1)

e-t&J» rotates the intrinsic configuration and there is an integration over
all such rotations with appropriate factor sinfid1 MK(P) • Thus while
there is some K mixing inherent in the projection operator, this must
not be confused with genuine K mixing or gamma deformation. As
emphasized by Bhatt [18] angular momentum projection from a single
intrinsic configuaration can give an energy spectrum which is equivalent
to that obtained in an asymmetric rotor model calculation with sub-
stantial gamma deformation. However such gamma deformation is an
artifact of the particle rotor model (which does not treai the interaction
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among hamiltonian properly) and no gamma deformation should be as-
cribed to such nuclei. In many cases involving high j and small 0 orbits,
significant deviation from a regular rotational spectrum and signature
splitting occurs as a result of rotation alignment. It is significant to
note that the signature effects occur only for rotational bands involving
orbits with large j (such as z'13/2 neutrons, /in/2 protons)[11,13] or fairly
large j (/19/2 neutrons or 57/2 protons ) [19,20]. There is no case known
where there is any signature effect involving small j orbits. It is thus
likely that rotation alignment rather than gamma deformation which
is responsible for signature effects. Our microscopic calculation using
angular momentum projection techniques bears this out.

Our model space for the deformed HF calculation consists of one
major shell each for protons and neutrons outside the 1325n core. We
use Nilsson single particle energies. The 3sj/2,2^/3/2, 2<f5/2,lflf7/2,l^ii/2
proton states have energies 3.654, 3.288 , .731, 0.0, 1.705 MeV and
the 3pi/2, 3p3/2,2/5/2, 2/7/2,l/»9/2,1*13/2 neutron states have energies
4.462, 2.974, 3.432, 0.0, .686, 1.487 MeV respectively. The surface delta
interacton [21] with strength of Fpp = Fpn = F n n=.3 MeV is used as
the residual nucleon-nucleon interaction. We find the HF orbits cor-
responding to the prolate solutions to be lowest and construct different
configurations by particle hole excitation on it. The deformed HF config-
uration is a superposition of good angular momentum states giving rise
to a rotational band. We project out these states using the projection
operator

nJM 2I + 1
I dSlDiixiSl)* R(Sl) (3.2)

The energy, E2, Ml, and angular momentum carried by the nucleons
(J) are evaluated using the following equation.

) 1 / 2

TTT X

) (3-3)

where Tx is the tensor operator. For details of the formalism see ref.22.
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We examine the role of the high j nucleons in a rotating nucleus
by studying their rotation alignment properties by explicitly calculating
the angular momenta carried by these nucleons occupying high j orbits.
The phase and the degree of signature dependence comes out as a con-
sequence of the rotation alignment [23] which is maximum for a nucleon
occupying low 0, high j orbit.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Signature effects in 164Er
In this section we describe the signature dependence in the E2 and

Ml matrix elememnts in 164Er obtained by diagonalisation after pro-
jection.

The spectra of the lowest two orthonormalised states of each angular
momentum for the odd and even I branches are plotted in Fig.la. The
angular momentum shared by the 113/2 neutrons (/i l3/2) and the rest of
the protons and neutrons (Irest °r Icore) f° r the yrast states are also
calculated [24]. Signature splitting is very clear in fig.la and we see the
odd I branch lying about 2 Mev above the even I states. One observes
in this figure that the spectra of the even-I branch show compressions
and sharp bends due to band crossings, while the states of the odd-I
branch have a more regular behaviour. The band crossing in the even
branch is due to the rotation alignment of two neutrons in the 113/2
orbits makig most of the contribution to the total angular momentum
and a consequent lowering of collective rotational energy [25].
4.1.1 Staggering in rotational behaviour:

In fig.lb we plot the ICOrc f°r various yrast angular momenta (even
and odd). /i ,3 / 2 is implicit in this figure since J = JRAL + Jcore and
hence (for maximum M values M=I), Ii{a/3 = J — ICore'^n fig-lb, /core
of the odd-I branch varies rather smoothly with I, while for the even
angular momentum states there is a sudden drop in the ICOre between
8ft and 10ft. Before 10ft the Icore of the even I states is larger than those
of the neighbouring odd-I states . Due to the dominant contribution of
the 113/2 neutrons in the even branch after the band crossing, Iil3/3 sud-
denly increases and /cor« decreases. Thus the odd-even "staggering"
of angular momenta reverses sign after 10ft and becomes magnified by
more than a factor of two.
4.1.2 Signature dependence in E2, Ml transition matrix ele-
ments
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Fig.l: (a)Yrast spectra of the even and odd angular momentum states
of 164Er obtained by band mixing after projection, (b) The collective ro-
tational angular momentum (IeOre) for the yrast even (0) and odd (A)
states.

Fig.l . - a) Reduced EZ matrix elements for / - > / - l transitions along yrast states in «&*
(6 » harmonic-oscillator length parameter). ep = 1.5e and en - O.Se are used. 6) Reduced Ml matrix
elements in nuclear magnetons for / - » / - 1 transitions among yrast states. Besides the effective
charges already mentioned for the orbital motion, free nucleon y-factors for the spins of protons and
neutrons are used. In both figures: O even /, A odd /.



We have calculated the E2 and Ml transition matrix elements using
effective charges of 1.5e for the protons and 0.5e for the neutrons and free
nucleon g-factors for the neutrons and protons . In general the E2 matrix
elements for I—* 1-2 transitions within a band of the same signature (even
or odd I) are large. The only exception is the 10+ —» 8+ transition
between yrast states. This transition is slower owing to the sharp drop
in /core (and hence rise in 1,13/2) between 8+ and 10+ (Fig lb) and is
due to band crossing. Typical values of I—> 1-2 reduced E2 transition
matrix elements in eb2 (b=harmonic oscillator length parameter) are:
E2 (6+ -> 4+)=59.9, E2 (14+ -> 12+)=99.2, E2 ( 10+ -> 8+)=46.9,
E2 ( 13+ -> 11+)=91.8. However, the I -> 1-1 E2 transition matrix
elements between the yrast even- and odd-I states are always small (fig
2a). This can be understood as the effect of a general mismatch of
angular momentum properties ( ICOre and Inz/2) between the even-I
(favoured,a/=0) and odd-I (unfavoured,au = l) branches (figlb). In fig.2
we see large signature dependence of E2 and Ml matrix elements and
a correlation with the staggering of I core. °f fig-lb . In fact there is
a reversal of the signature dependence (signature inversion) of the
E2(I-»I-1) and Ml(I-> 1-1) matrix elements between 8ft and 12ft (fig.2)
and such a reversal is also seen in the plot of ICOre in fig. lb. In transition
14+ —* 13+ , Icorc increases by 2ft in stead of decreasing (see fig.lb).
For the 13+ —> 12+ transition there is a decrease in ICOre by about
3.5ft. The core rotations for 13+ and 14+ yrast states are such that the
angular-momentum loss in the 14+ —+ 13+ is inhibited. This inhibition
is reflected in a hinderance in the calculated E2 and Ml transitions in
fig.2.

We thus obtain in angular momentum projection and band mixing
calculation a large signature dependence in I—> 1-1 electromagnetic tran-
sitions and a microscopic explanation for such signature dependence .
This argument is also valid for other even-even nuclei. In the following
sections we shall see that the signature dependence in odd-A nuclei can
also be undestood in an equivalent manner.

4.2 Signature effects in odd-A nuclei:
In odd-A nuclei the bands built on the odd nucleon occupying either

a unique parity high j orbit (i13/2
 o r hi 1/2) o r a natural parity [26]

high j like (h—9/2 or g7/2) orbit show signature splitting in energy and
electromagnetic transitions [19,20] . We are able to study the origin of
these effects in both types of bands using our microscopic model.



TABLE 1
Signature splitting in the nucleon-nucleon
interaction energy between 19/2 and 17/2
states of odd Yb isotopes.

Nuclei £n 'PP JPN MM
159
161
163
165
167
169

Yb
Yb
Yb
Yb
Yb
Yb

1/2+
3/2];
5/2!;
5/2

0.283
0.285
0.356
0.064
0.029
0.026

0.778
0.903
1.128
0.200
0.100
0.095

0.531
0.526
.364
0.074
0.053
0.046

(b;
1/2*
J/l*

"C
i/2*
7/2*
7/2"

*/2*

1/2-

I-

S

5

J/j Son* r> '"Yb

.SI/2 « * - ' / 2
S7/2

a s - i / I s a * l / t

— M/2

—11/1

— 27/t

— M/2
— It/I
—19/2
— l l / l ^ISSS!

EXPERIMENT

-•!/»

-17/t

-JJ/I

• a/t
-21/2
.17/1

PROTON

Fig.3: (a) Prolate HF orbits of 1S9Yb. (b) Angular momentum projected
K=3/2 + band in 165Yb.
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TABLE-2

eZb2B(E2;I-I-2) values (in eZb2)for the lowest
ii3/2 rotational bands in odd Yb nuclei.

Experimental data are extracted fron
reference 30. b stands for barn.

Nuclei

1597""

K PHF

Yb

161Yb

- I

« / ! 41/1 SV?

-JJ16

8!

_ O • > > * - £ :
A a. = + -J-

"/2

EXPERIMENT

17/2
21/2
25/2
29/2

17/2
21/2

25/2

29/2

.581

.594

.599

.6

.632

.646

.653

.654

.681

.813

.788

.235

.835

.768

.904

.398

± .087
± .129
± .256
± .07

± .064
± .07
+ .24

-.17
± .064

(b)

IC*J
59/j

Fig.4: (a) Aligned (I,,3/2) and core angular momenta (ICor«) in K=l/2+ ,
3/2 bands of 163.i6SYb nuclei respectively, (b) Signature dependence in
B(E2;I- M) values for K=l/2+ , 3/2+ bands of ^.^Yb nuclei respec-
tivelv. b is barn.
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are compared with the available experimental data[30] in Table-2. The
agreement is reasonable.
4.2.3 Sisnature inversion in B(E2;I —> 1-1) rates in odd-Yb iso-
topes

The B(E2;I—>I-1) values show signature dependence of type
'A ' for 159-163Yb nuclei (see Fig.4b). Inverted signature dependence
(i.e of type ' B ') is seen for the high spin states (l>21/2h) of i65-i69yb

nuclei (see Fig 4b). This signature inversion exhibits the interplay of
collective and single particle features in the odd-A Yb nuclei. For 163V6
the signature dependence in B(E2;I—>I-1) transition probabilities are in
phase with that of the change in ICOre ( s e e fig.4a). This is also true for
159Yb and 161Yb nuclei. In case of ^s.ieTyb nuclei the B(E2;I-*I-1)
have similar kind of signature dependence [26] as shown by AJji.7/2 •
4.2.4 Signature inversion in B(E2,I—>I-1) rates in odd-Z rare-

earth nuclei:
In the last section we have discussed the neutron number depen-

dence of the signature effects. In this section we study the nature of sig-
nature dependence in spectra and AI=1 E2 transition rates with increas-
ing proton number. The /in/2 proton rotational bands for 147La, lA9Pr
and 151Pm are obtained by angular momentum projection from the
K=l /2~, 3/2~, 5/2" deformed HF configurations respectively (see fig.5
for 151Pm). The aligned angular momenta (Ihii/2) and the core rotation
(Icore) for these bands are plotted, as a function of total angular mo-
mentum I in Fig.6a. We find the states (1=3/2,7/2,11/2..) of a = - 1 / 2
signature branch are energetically lowered (and have more rotation align-
ment) compared to the a — \f1 signature branch (1=1/2,5/2,9/2..)
which is systematically pushed up in energy and have less of rotation
alignment (see Fig.6a).The energy splitting between the two signature
branches reduces gradually for 149Pr and 15lPm compared to that in

E2 transitions connecting these two branches show signature depen-
dence of type "A" for 147La and that of type "B" for 1 4 9Pr and 151Pm
(see fig.6b). Since E2 transition is dominated by the collective motion
of the particles I—> 1-1 E2 transitions in 147La show charecterstic signa-
ture dependence which is in phase with the change in ICOre (see Fig.6a).
The rotation alignment (//,,,/2 in Fig.6a) in K=3/2~ band of 149Pr is
much less prominent with /COre being larger than Ihxir2 in the entire spin
range. The I—+1-1 E2 transitions in 149Pr are collective at low spin (till
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Fig.6: (a) Alignment ( IMI /S) and core angular momenta (IMP«) for K=l /2~,
3/2" bands of 147La and 149Pr nuclei respectively.(b) Signature dependence
in B(E2;1— 1-1) values for K=l /2" , 3/2" bands of M7La and l4»Pr nuclei
respectively, b is barn.
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and show no signature dependence, a trend that is also apparent
in Icore and ^hll/2 (see Fig 6a). Beyond I=13/2ft where the signature de-
pendence in Icore and Ihlxf2 become pronounced;the I—*I-1 B(E2) rates
has dropped by an order of magnitude and shows considerable signature
effects .

Signature dependence in B(E2; I—*I -1) values has been studied
as a function of Z in N=90 rare-earth nuclei by Matsuzaki [28] taking
gamma vibration into account. In their model signature dependence
gets inverted for 149Pr (i.e signature effect of type "A" is seen in 145Cs
and 1A7La and that of type "B" in 1 4 9Pr and other odd-Z rare-earth
nuclei). We find signature inversion for 149Pr and 151Pm assuming axial
symmetry for the intrinsic states and could relate this to the signature
dependent properties of the high j nucleons.

5. Conclusion

we have studied the signature effects in the energy spectra and £2
transition rates for a few rare-earth nuclei(164J5?r, odd-mass 159-169y&
,1A7La U9Pr **lPm, 157'161ffo, "9Tm and 161-165Lu ). We draw the
following conclusions from our analysis.
(i) Signature dependent effects in odd-A nuclei are observed in the

bands based on either unique parity high j or a natural parity high
j like orbits..

(ii) The degree of signature splitting in energy or electromagnetic tran-
sition rates are maximum for bands based on high j and low ft orbits
(i.e low K values). The effects diminish with the increase of occu-
pancy of the high j nucleonic orbits . (for bands based on higher ft
states of the high j shell)—

(iii) Signature dependence of type "A" is seen in the begining of a high
j shell and that of type "B" in the mid shell

(iv) Signature inversion in AI=1 E2 and Ml transition rates for even-
even nuclei occurs at the backbending. Enhanced (reduced) transi-
tions are those for which the angular momentum change is in phase
(out of phase) with the change in core rotation.

(v) Over and above we stress that it is the rotation alignment and
not gamma deformation which causes signature dependent effects
in nuclei.
One of the authors (AKR) would like to thank V. S. Ramamurthy,

A.Ansari, L. Satapathy and S. C. Phatak for their encouragements
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SUPERDEFORMATION IN THE A=190 REGION

Umesh Garg*
Physics Department, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556, USA.

Following the initial discovery of a dicrete superdeformed band (SD) at high

spins in the nucleus 152Dy [Ref. 1], attempts began at several laboratories to locate other

regions of the nuclear periodic table where superdeformed shapes might occur. Some

guidance was provided by theoretical work which predicted the existence of shapes

corresponding to large deformations, equivalent to the A=150 region in terms of the shell

structures, in several other nuclei, the most favorable being those in the A=190 region2.

The first discrete superdeformed band in this new region was observed3 in 191Hg with the

Argonne-Notre Dame y-ray facility and since then an enormous amount of experimental and

theoretical work has been performed in a relatively short period. SD bands have since been

established in at least ten nuclei viz. l«M«Hg, 193,194x1, ̂ d l94,i96Pb fRefSt 3 . n ] md

the A=190 region has now rightfully become a fertile ground for performing detailed

spcctroscopy in the superdeformed well. In this report, we will briefly describe some

recent work done at the Argonne-Notre Dame y-ray facility and highlight some of the

features of the SD bands in this region elucidated from this work. Most of the results

presented here have been published elsewhere or are in the process of being

published3-4'8"11; the reader is referred to the appropriate papers for details.

*In collaboration with K.B. Beard, W. Reviol, D. Ye (Noire Dame); I. Ahmad, MJ>.
Carpenter, R.R. Chasman, P.B. Fernandez, R.VP. Janssens, T.L. Khoo, EJF. Moore, SX.
Ridley. F. Scarlassara. ELJ1. Wolfs (Argonne); M.W. Drigert (INEL, Idaho); I.G. Bearden,
Ph. Benet, PJ . Daly, Z. Grabowski (Purdue); J.A. Cizewski (Rutgers); R. Wyss
(Stockholm); S. Piloae (Tennessee); and W. Nazarewicz, W. Satula (Warsaw).



A brief description of the facility has been given elsewhere12. It consists of 12

Compton-suppresscd Ge spectrometers (CSG) surrounding a 50-elemcnt BGO sum-energy

and multiplicity array (the "ball")- Excellent pcak-to-total ratios in the final suppressed

spectra (typically, better than 0.61 for the ^Co source) are achieved because of the

transverse geometry of the suppressors (also made of BGO) which results in an excellent

suppression down to the lowest energies. Further, selection of high-fold events with the

"ball" results in very clean spectra which are comparable to, and in many instances better

than, the triple-coincidence spectra recorded without any multiplicity gates.

Superdeformation in 1 9 2 Hg

The superdeformed band in 192Hg was measured with the 16OGd(36S,4n)192Hg

reaction at a beam energy of 162 MeV (Ref.8) and is presented in Hg.l. A total of 7.2xlO7

coincidence events were recorded of which approximately 2xlO7 belonged to the An

channel. The SD band consists of a series of 16 transitions extending in energy from 257

3000-

2000-

1000-

200 400 600 800

ENERGY (keV)

Fig.l. 7-ray spectrum in 192Hg obtained by summing five clean
coincidence gates on transitions of 257,300, 341,381, and 496
keV. The y-ray at 629 is an identified contaminant
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kcV to 792 key. This band was also observed in an independent measurement by Becker et

a/.13, and the two sets of data are in substantial agreement, except that Ref.13 reports an

additional transition at 215 keV for which we have found no evidence in our data. The total

intensity flow through the SD band is roughly 1.7% of the intensity associated with all the

transitions in 192Hg, comparable to the SD band intensity in 191Hg (Ref.3) but substantially

higher than the typical 1% intensities in the A= 150 region. The average moment of inertia

3(2) associated with this band is 113 f^MeV"1 and compares well not only with the average

value for ^iHg (108 fi2MeV"1), but also with the calculated values (109 fi2MeV-*)2. In

general, the band has many properties similar to those observed in the SD band in 191Hg.

The intensity pattern along the superdeformed band is shown in Fig.2. The

decreasing intensities at higher frequencies (fico > 0.23 MeV) reflect the initial population;

the intensity then remains essentially constant over a large range and the decay out of the

band towards the yrast line appears to occur mainly from the lowest level, although the

second lowest level also has a 10% decay branch to the yrast states. As has been the case

O.I 0.3
hu (MeV)

0.4

Fig.2. Relative intensity pattern of Y-rays in the SD band of 192Hg.
The data are normalized to the 381-keV transition. Data for
191Hg are also given for comparison. The inset shows the
feeding from the 192Hg SD band into the yrast line.
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with all the SD bands observed so far, the linking transitions between the SD band and the

yrast slates to which the band decays could not be observed. The feeding pattern into the

yrast states (also shown in Fig.2), however, implies an average entry-spin into the yrast

states of 8fi and, assuming the average angular momentum removed by the linking

transitions to be 2ft, the spin of the lowest level in the SD band can be estimated to be 10ft;.

with that assumption, the SD band in 192Hg extends to a highest spin of 42fi. Because of

the uncertainties associated with this procedurc, the error in the proposed spin assignment

could be as much as 2-3fi. We note that the same spin assignment is arrived at in Ref.13

from a procedure wherein the 3<2) is fitted by a power series expansion in co2 which is then

integrated to give the spins.

The static and dynamic moments of inertia 3 ^ and 3@) for ^ H g are presented

in Fig.3 as a function of rotational frequency together with 3 ® for 191Hg. Several specific

characteristics displayed by these moments arc apparent in the figure: the 3 ® is significantly

larger than 30) over the entire frequency range; the 3<2) values for both isotopes are very

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
tiu (MeV)

Fig.3. 3<!> and 3^) for the SD band in 192Hg. The 3<2> for 191Hg is
also given for comparison. The line joining the data points for
3 W) is only to guide the eye.
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close but slightly higher in case of 192Hg; and, there is a monotonic increase of up to 40%

in 3<2) as a function of fico. The last feature is common to the SD bands in all the Hg

isotopes. A change in deformation as a function of rotational frequency (the, so called,

centrifugal stretching) is, of course, a possible explanation. But, the mean-field calculations

attempting to reproduce these variations have suggested two more factors that might

contribute seperately or cooperatively to the observed increase viz. (i) changes in pairing at

large deformations14, and (ii) occupation of specific high-j intruder orbitals14-15. We have

examined these possibilities through the measurement of the transition quadrupole moments

Qt in the SD band of 192Hg.

Lifetime Measurements in the Superdeformed Band of 1 9 2Hg with DSAM

We have measured the lifetimes within the SD band of 192Hg using the Doppler-

shift attenuation method. The major milestone achieved in these measurements is that while

in the previous DSAM measurements on the SD bands only the fractional Doppler shifts,

F(t), had been extracted3'1^, we have been able to analyze detailed lineshapes for individual

transitions within the SD band. Analysis of individual line shapes allows the determination

of the variation of Qt as a function of fio>, as opposed to a constant Qt that must be assumed

over the entire band in the F(t) data; the information obtained on the feeding times is an

added bonus.

The measurement was performed with the aforementioned reaction at a beam

energy of 159 MeV (Ref.10). The target was an isotopically enriched foil of lmg/cm2

thickeness onto which about 14 mg/cm2 thick Au had been evaporated. Lineshape analyses

were possible for transitions with energies between 458keV and 700keV and the state and

feeding lifetimes were extracted from these lineshapes using the computer code LILIFI17;

details of the analysis are provided in Ref. 10. Examples of fits obtained for the backward-

angles spectra for selected transitions are shown in Fig.4 and the extracted lifetimes are

summarized in Table 1. The errors included in Table 1 are only statistical; the systematic
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errors, associated with the treatment of the slowing-down process, are estimated to be up to
15-20%. As is evident in Fig.4, the measured lineshapes arc well reproduced in our
analysis.

1000 1020 1040
CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig.4. Examples of fits (thick line) to three transitions in the SD band
as measured at backwatd angles. The data are represented by thin
lines. The transitions an identified in the upper right comers.

The lifetimes extracted from the lineshape analyses were transformed into

transition quadrupole moments, Qt, using the standard formula and assuming spin values

mentioned above; the Qt values, thus obtained, are also included in Table 1 and displayed as

a function of fi© in Fig.5(b). The quadrupole moment, and hence the deformation, remain
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TABLE 1. Summary of lifetime.
quadrupolc moment i

Er (keV:

458.4
495.9
532.0
567.5
602.0
634.9
668.2
700.0
730.4
761.8
791.9

) r(ps)

0.234(75)
0.184(40)
0.129(45)
0.083(24)
0.080(20)
0.060(24)c

0.049(13)
0.046(20)

<0.044

5 (£2), and
information for the SD band in

S(£2) (W.u.)*

2700(108°)
231Od«8)
231OdJ&°)
2590(1 IB0)
?ooodJJ8)
2040(1}^)
193O(1J83)
1630(1}^)

> 1500

Q, {e b) (<?

22.0d3»)
20.6di:J)
20.6(11?)
21.8dli)
19.1(118)
19.3d58)
18.7(1*1)
17.2(1^)

• > 6

transition
"2Hg.

, ) s F ( f b ) k

26(15)
>24

17(H')
16(1!)
14(15)

> 8
15d5)
9(15)

•W.u. denotes Wcisskopf units.
'These values were obtained under the assumption of sidefceding

properties similar to those of the main band (see text for details).
'Derived from fit to preceding and succeeding transitions (see text).
dEffcclive lifetime, not corrected for sidefceding. Obtained from fits

to Fir) values and to line shapes of lower-lying transitions (see text for
details).

essentially constant over the entire frequency range, effectively ruling out centrifugal
stretching as the raison d'itre of the observed behavior of 3<2) as a function of fioo; the
expscted behavior if the rise in 3 f2) is attributed solely to centrifugal stretching is shown
superimposed as a dashed line in Fig.5(b). As already pointed out in Ref.8, the mean-field
calculations without pairing2'1** give proton and neutron contributions to 3@) which remain
essentially constant with fico, implying that the rise in 3@) cannot be accounted for by the
occupation of specific high-j orbitals. Our results, therefore, point to the need for
examining the effects of pairing.

To better understand the pairing effects, cranked Strutinsky-type calculations
with pairing have been performed with a Woods-Saxon potential; the approach is similar to
that described in detail in Ref. 14 and used with some success to describe the bands in 191Hg
by Carpenter et al? and in 194Hg by Riley et alP. The single-particle neutron and proton
routhian diagrams used in these calculations were adopted from Ref.7. Fig.5(a) compares
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the calculated 3<2) with the data; the rise in the calculated 3<2) has been ascribed to the

combined alignment of a pair of 112/2 protons and a pair of j 15/2 neutrons. The calculated

V
2

140

120

100

80

60

1 1 1 " " '

lo)-

l92Hg

i . . . . i . .

0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40

0.20 0.25 0.30
hw (MeV)

0.35

Fig.5. (a) Comparison between measured and calculated (solid line) 3W as a
function of fico in the SD band of 192Hg.
(b) Comparison between the measured and '•a'cn'atfd Qt in the SD band of
192Hg. The dashed line represents a calculation of Qt assuming that the
rise in 3 <2> is due to cenrifugal stretching only; the solid line is the
cranked shell model calculation described in the text The inset shows the
calculated changes in fc and P4 over the frequency range of interest; the
arrows point toward increasing frequencies.

evolution of nuclear shape with fica is shown in Fig.5(b) and the resulting Qt values agree

wcU with the measured ones; the inset in Fig.5(b) illustrates that within the frequency range

of interest, the predicted changes in fo and p4 are very small. The success of the
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calculations in reproducing all aspects of the data on 192Hg permits us to suggest that the
quasiparticle alignments and the concomitant changes in pairing are the major factor
contributing to the observed rise in 3(2) in 192Hg and, most likely, in other nuclei in this
region.

The DSAM measurements also provide information on sidefeeding lifetimes as
an essntial part of the fitting process. In the case of the SD band in 192Hg, the sidefceding
appears to occur only into the highest spin states (see Fig.2); thus one needs to analyse the
lineshapes of only the highest transitions. With the assumption that the sidefeeding comes
from rotational bands with the same 3<2) as the SD band (such assumption has often been
used for the description of the sidefeeding into rotational cascades; see, e.g., Ref.17), the
resulting transition quadrupole moment, (Qt)sf. can be derived from the sidefeeding
parametr (Qt2/35)sf, the resulting (QOsf values are also given in Table 1. As it happens, the
average values for Qt and (QOsf differ slightly (20 e.b. vs. 16 e.b.) and this difference may
reflect an admixture between the SD levels and states of smaller deformation above the yrast
line, as proposed in Ref.19. At least partly, the smaller (Qt)sf value could also be attributed
to the approximation used in describing the sidefeeding cascade as a rotational band feeding
the SD band directly.

Excited Superdeformed Bands in 191Hg and 193TI

All data obtained on the superdeformed bands in the A=190 region points to a

special status for the nucleus 192Hg—it is a "doubly magic" nucleus, akin to !52DV in the

A=150 region, in that in shell gaps occur at large deformation (£2*0.55) for Z=80 and

N=l 12. To specifically elucidate the nature of the proton and neutron excitations out of this

"doubly closed" core, we have investigated the SD band structure in 193T1 and 191Hg in

detail. This data provides a a crucial test for the cranking calculations mentioned earlier that

have successfully described this "core" nucleus since these calculations also make specific

predictions for the neighboring nuclei.
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Two additional SD bands have been observed in 191Hg (Ref.9). Denoted as

Band 2 and Band 3, they represent the two lowest excited SD bands in this nucleus and are

shown in Fig.6. Each band corresponds to an intensity of -0.8% of the events attributed to

300 400 500 600 7CO

Fig.6. Y-ray spectra in 191Hg obtained by summing the cleanest coincidence
gates. The members of the SD bands and the known yrast transitions are
identified. Several identified contaminants are also present in the spectra.

191Hg (compared to about 2% intensity for the "main" SD band3, referred to as Band 1

hereinafter) with the result that both bands are rather weak and most of the transitions are

contaminated by other lines of higher intensity. Accordingly, the spectra of Fig.6 contain
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identified contaminants; the coincidence relationships between the various transitions in the

two bands are quite firm, nonetheless. All three bands in this nucleus exhibit essentially

the same intensity pattern—the intensity remains virtually constant in the frequency range

0.175<fiox0.24 MeV, decreasing gradually at the higher rotational frequencies [Fig.7(a)];

the decay out of the two new bands occurs at a lower frequency than in Band 1, however.

2.0
e/i
ui

1.5

1.0

ul 0.5

1.0

o
o

0.5

(o)
••• B-ND 2
r E-NO 3

•ki

— i -
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_J J
0.15 0.25

hcu (MeV)
0.35

Fig.7. (a) Relative intensities of the y-rays in the three SD bands in 191Hg.
(b) Comparison between the measured fractions of full Doppler shift for
some of the transitions in Bands 1 and 2. The solid curve shows the best
fit achieved for Band 1 [QQ=18 e.b.J.

The measured fractional Doppler shifts indicate that the lifetimes of transitions in Band 2

arc similar to those in Band 1 [see Fig.7(b)], confirming the large deformation associated

with these new bands.



Fig.8(a) displays the dynamic moments of inertia 3<2) for the three bands as a

function of fico. In all the three bands, 3 ® is observed to increase monotonously with fico;

the average 3<2) for Bands 2 and 3 (110 f»2McV-l and 113 fi2MeV-1, respectively)are

somewhat larger than the corresponding value for Band 1 (108 fi2MeV-1) and, in fact,

closer to the value for 192Hg(l 13 fi2MeV'1). Furthermore, for y-ray energies below 400

keV, the transition enrgies in Band 3 are almost intermediate to the energies in Band 2—a

situation similar to that reported in 194Hg wherein two excited SD bands have been

reported to exhibit the same feature over a larger frequency range7. In analogy with the

case of 194Hg, then, Bands 2 and 3 are interpreted as "signature partners". The degree of

"signature splitting" can be inferred, from the experimental single-particle routhians for

these bands shown in Fig.8(b) as a function of fico; for details of the assumptions involved

in obtaining these routhians, the reader is referred to Ref.9. It can be seen that the two
150

Fig.8. (a) SO for the three SD bonds in 191Hg [ (.):Band 1; (0):Band 2; (a):Band 3].
(b) Experimental single-particle routhians for Band 2 (0) and Band 3 (a). Data for 194Hg is given for
comparison ( + and x ).
(c), (d) Results from a cranked Woods-Saxon calculation. The calculated 3 ^ are denoted with T in
(c); the solid line represents the configuration proposed for Band 1, the dahed line for Band 2, and the
dotted line for Band 3. The individual contributions of the neutron configurations built on the v?3/2
(v, solid line) and v[642]3/2 (v, dashed, and doited lines) routhians are also given. The contribution
due to protons is shown with a solid line denoted JC. The quasiparticle routhians are given in (d).
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bands can be treated as signature partners (i.e. they follow the same trajectory) for fico <

0.2 MeV that exhibit increasing signature splitting for fi© > 0.2 MeV. This behavior is

different from that in 194Hg (also shown in the figure) wherein the two bands show very

little signature splitting over the entire frequency range.

In order to interpret these results, cranked shell model calculations with pairing
were performed using a Woods-Saxon potential, as described above; the calculated neutron
quasiparticle routhians for 191Hg are presented in Fig.8(d). The calculations indicate that
the yrast SD configuration is built on the aligned V73/2 routhian with parity and signature
quantum numbers (n=-, r=+i). We associate this configuration with Band 1; Bands 2 and
3 can, then, be understood as signature partners built on the [642]3/2 orbital with quantum
numbers (71=+, r=+i) and (rc=+, r=-i), respectively. The evolution of the calculated 3#)
values for the three bands is shown in Fig.8(c) wherein the individual contributions of the
proton and neutron contributions under discussion are also presented. The major
contribution to the rise in 3<2) comes from a gradual alignment of the Ji64 protons; the
neutron contributions differ for Band 1 and the other two bands. In Band 1, the N=7
neutron crossing is blocked whereas it is present in Bands 2 and 3; the neutron contribution
to 3(2)> consequently, remains constant for Band 1, but an additional increase is predicted
for Bands 2 and 3. A comparison between Figs. 8(a) and 8(c) clearly shows that the
calculations reproduce the data rather well qualitatively, especially for fico £ 0.2 MeV; the

deviations at lower frequencies can be attributed to the renormalization procedure employed
in the calculations14. Further, the signature partner of Band 1 (%=-, r=-i) is predicted by
calculations to lie several hundred keV higher in excitation energy because of the large
signature splitting [see Hg.8(d)], explaining, perhaps, the non-observation of this band in
experiments so far.

The calculated values of 3<2) in Bands 2 and 3 are very similar to that of the
lowest band in 192Hg since all these bands have the same intruder orbitals [four ii3/2
protons and four j 15/2 neutrons]. Also, the v[642]3/2 routhians form a coupled structure
below fico - 0.15 MeV, with signature splitting increasing gradually at higher frequencies
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[Fig.8(d)]. All the above features are present in the data and can be considered as a strong

argument in favor of the proposed orbital assignments. Another possible assignment for

Bands 2 and 3 could involve the neutron orbitals [512]5/2 and [624]9/2 and this possibility

cannot be excluded a priori since these calculations reproduce the positions of the single-

particle states to only within a few hundred keV. The calculations, however, predict these

orbitals to remain strongly coupled over the entire range in fico with very little, if any,

resultant signature splitting. The observed signature splitting at higher frequencies, thus,
reinforces the assignment of v[642]3/2 orbital for the SD band in this nucleus.

Turning now to the proton excitations in the SD well, we have investigated the

SD bands in the nucleus 193TI which is one proton added to the doubly magic 192Hg. The

states in 193T1 were populated by the reaction 160Gd(37Cl,4n)193Tl at a beam energy of 167

MeV; relevant experimental details are provided in Ref.l 1. We observe two bands with

average enrgy differences between successive transitions of 37.5 keV and 36.4 keV,

respectively; these values are again consistent with a SD shape. These two bands are

shown in Fig.9 and, as can be seen, are rather weak with most of the lines contaminated by

other lines of higher intensity, akin to the Bands 2 and 3 in 191Hg; the total intensity flow

through each of these bands is less than 0.3% which is lower by a factor of four compared

to the intensity measured in the main SD bands of 191«192Hg, and by a factor of two

compared with the excited bands in 191Hg. Because of this very weak population, it has

not been possible to obtain reliable information on the decay pattern out of the band and,

hence, no attempt has been made to assign any spins.

The usual 3@) plot is shown in Fig.lO(a), along with that for 192Hg; again,

increases with fico for both bands although this rise seems to occur only for fico > 0.2 MeV.

At the lowest frequencies, the value of 3<2) is larger for the bands in i^Tl than the

corresponding values for 192Hg; the overall rise in 3<2) is, however, larger for 192Hg than

the two bands in 193T1. For fray energies below 400 keV, the transition energies of Band

2 are almost intermediate between those of Band 1, a situation very similar to the excited

bands in 191Hg and, in tune with that case, we refer to these bands also as "signature

partners". The degree of signature splitting can be inferred from the experimental single-
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particle routhians shown in Fig.lO(b); it is clear from this figure that, under the standard

assumptions employed in extracting the experimental routhians11, the two bands may be

termed "signature partners" for fico < 0.2 MeV and exhibit increasing signature splitting for

fico > 0.2 MeV, a behavior again very similar to that of the excited bands in 191Hg.

IOCO-

5 0 0 -

Ti : 8AN0 I

200 300 400 500
ENERGY (keV)

600 700

Pig.9. y-ray spectra for the two SD bands in 193T1. The members of
the SD bands and the known yrast transitions are indicated.

Once again the cranked shell model calculations with pairing may be employed

to interpret these results. Above the pronounced gap at Z=80, the proton single-panicle

routhians reveal the presence of the third N=6 (ii3/2> orbital with Q=5/2, *ith the [514]9/2

Nilsson level lying about 500 keV higher. The neutron gaps occur at N=l 12 and N=l 16,

lying between the third N=7 (J15/2) orbitals with fl=3/2 and Q=5/2, respectively. The
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population of the third i i 3 / 2 proton orbital results in the observed increase in the values of

30) with respect to those in 192Hg a t the lowest frequencies. Also, at low frequencies, the

two signature partners for this orbital are degenerate with a spUtting predicted to occur at

frequencies fi© > 0.2 MeV, as also observed experimentally.

140-

120-

°BAND I
• BAND 2

O.I 0.2 0.1
hu (MeV)

Rg.10. (a) 3<2) for the two SD bands in 1«TL The full line shows the
trajectory of the 3® for 192Hg.
(b) Experimental single-panicle routhians for the two SD bands.

To summarize, we have presented some recent results on superdeformarion in

the A=190 nuclear region. A good description of the observed properties of the SD bands

can be achieved in conjunction with cranked shell model calculations including pairing.

The inclusion of pairing appears to be crucial for reproducing the data, especially the

smooth increase of 3(2) with fiw, a feature common to most of the SD bands in this region.

The pairing correlations are predicted to be weak and are mainly of dynamic nature. In the
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proton system, the pairing is reduced by the Z=80 shell closure; the calculations7'8 require,

however, that the neutron pairing be reduced as well if one wants to reproduce the

similarities in the behavior of 3®.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENT IN DYNAMIC DEFORMATION THEORY

J. B. Gupta
Ramjas College, University o-f Delhi, Del hi-110007

1. Introduction

In a microscopic theory of collective motion,
one attempts to combine the advantages o-f both the
shell model (basic, ultimate goal o-f nuclear
theory) and the collective model (on accounte- of
its simplicity). The Dynamic Deformation theory
(DDT-1) as. developed by Kumar-Bar anger (Kumar 1963.
1975, KB 1967, and BK 1968 & ref. cited therein)1"4

is based on the Pairing -plus-Quadrupole (PPG)
residual 2-body interaction (after extracting the
1-body average potential), which approximation has
been widely used and which represents the major
parts of the 2-nucleon residual interaction, at
least the parts responsible for the low , energy
collective quadrupole motion. A brief sketch of its
historical background is illustrated in Fig.l.

Combining the t-dependent Hartree Bogoliubov
(TDHB) technique with DPPQ interaction and the most
general collective Hamiltonian, it is an excellent
and. powerful nonlinear theory, applicable squally
well to spherical, deformed (axial or nan-axial)
and shape transitional nuclei, but is limited to
the low quadrupole motion in even Z -even N nuclei.
A fined equilibrium shape of the nucleus is not
assumed, but the nucleus is allowed to take any (or
all possible) shapes in each of the states. It is
dynamic in this sense. KB (I960)21 illustrated its
usefulness for the shape transitional region of W-
OS-Pt nuclei.

In the last two decades, in collaboration with
Kumar, I have illustrated the capabilities of this
method in reproducing the wide ranging collective
characteristics in a large number of nuclides in
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the near A=l5J?)̂  region, for Nd,Sm,Gd and Dy isotopee
(Gupta 1989) ̂ 'c. Thus its validity in a spherical
nucleus, T*)d, only 2 neutrons away from the cloeed
shell23, transitional nuclei ,&">. 154Gd (ref.
24,25) and more deformed nuclei 1 5 8» 1 A ODy <Ref.26)
has been well demonstrated. Upto 25 collective
states spread over 1© K-bands (e.g. in Gd) have
been analyzed.

The DDT of Kumar— Baranger3'4 differs from the
conventional shell model approach. In the latter,
one aims to use a realistic nuclear force and
constructs all JT matrix elements (mes), but the
complexities of the calculation and the size of the
H-matrix compels the drastic reduction of the
configuration space and active nucleon space. An
opposite point of view is adopted in DDT, viz. the
nuclear force is approximate and mes for only few
JT combinations are taken, but a large configura-
tion space (36 p +, 49 n° orbits) and large nucleon
space (N-70, 2-40) is included. This yields a rela-
tively small size H-matrix and the calculation is
simple (efficient), taking about 6-7 hours on a
fast (10 Mhz or more) computer for one nucleus* At
Delhi we have adopted it even for a PC-AT micro-
computer. This also increases its applicability (in
principle) to almost all medium mass and heavy
nuclei for their low lying collective excitations.

However, it has its limitations, as pointed out
previously2" . Firstly, it is a semi-microscopic
theory. An inert core _af Z=»40, N=70 is used for
which a core renormalization correction has to be
applied, since the core contributes to the mass
coefficients for vibration and rotation, which
affects the energy scale of the spectrum (moreover,
this dependence is not linear). Also the single
particle levels have to be varied for different
regions, the smooth dependence of the quadrupole
force strength needs further local correction for
the shell effects (though only £ 5X variation was
needed for all the nuclei studied). But same
effective charge has. been used. See ref. 23 -for a
comparison of the variation of the input parameters



in DDT-1 (same as DPPQ) and the more recent
Interacting boson model (IBM-2) in Nd isotopes. The
direction of variation is the same in the two quite
different models but our variation is relatively
much smaller.

These limitation* have been remedied largly in
the second version DDT-2 (see Kumar, 1984) .
Mainly it differs in the method of derivation of
the average deformed potential field. Here the
modified Nilsson harmonic potential is employed
with Strutinsky shell correction, instead of the
sprerical + deformation producing quadrupole force
as* in PPQ model. This enables the use of all major
shells (9 shells used) with no inert core. Also
improved BCS calculation is done by including the
particle-hole (ph) channel for J»0 pairing. This
gives better results for the cases where two or
more s.p. levels cross neeir the Fermi surface. With
several other refinements, DDT-2 has b«tn applied
to nuclei all over the A*I2-240 region. This vers-
ion is being used by Hamilton group at Sussex, U.K.

Other extensions of the DDT have been made by
Kumar and collaborators, for the unified treatment
of even-even, odd-even and odd-odd nuclei , or of
the nuclear structure and nuclear reactions^ or
the fission of heavy and super—heavy nuclei .

In sec. 2, I briefly review the dynamic defor-
mation theory, and in sec. 3 the main steps of the
calculation in DPPD model. Some applications are
illustrated in sec. 4 and conclusions are stated in
sec. 5.

2. The dynamic deformation theory

(a) Bohr Hamiltonian
The most general collective Hami1tonian,

subject to the conditions of invariance under
rotation, reflection and t-reversal and slow motion
(restriction to quadratic terms of velocities) is:

H c = V(ao,a2) + T r o t + T v i b (la)
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U/2) XZX <ao,a2) ^.2 (lb)
k-1 ,3 . .

T v i b - <l/2> 2Z B m n (a o ,a 2 > a f f l a n CIO
m,n-0,2

where a ^ pcosV , a2==a_2= ^ /SsinY. The wave
•function !otIM> in the lab. system are related to
those in the intr insic, system by

j . M K , , f / <2a>

Nj is a normalization factor « C <2I + 1) / (8 IT2) 3 1 / 2.
The -function IOCIM> is a tensor o-f rank I. The gene-
ralized rotational basis (6RB) is valid in the
rotational limit as well as vibrational limit,
hence can describe collective quadrupole motion of
any nucleus. Note that since 3^ is » function of
*ao*a2*' Tro^. includes the interaction with the
shape vibration.

In a microscopic approach,

X<p,nucleon co-ord. ) <2b)

where & is any collective co-ordinate ( quadrupole
deformation or energy gap £\. ).

<t»> PP& Hamiltonian

In the microscopic approach, one calculates
the 7 parameters of Hc, via. V, three B's and 3^
from the Shell Model Hamiltonian, e.g. HppQ, using
in effect the Cranking model:* expressions for *
and B's. In PPQ approximation '3

where 1«( >= ! nl jm t>, t =n, p, c , c are spherical
single part ic le operators and £^ are energies.

Mo o 2
where P^ = mr* w* Y2^ <0,B> = n»w
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In a spherical basis, the pai r ing -fore© acts with a
constant strength between any 2 pairs of nucleons
coupled to J=O. In a de-formed basis the saffie force
leads to the matrix elements:

VP = -Q« T.S, s S ef 3V (5)

<c) Adiabatic Tims Dependent Hartrae Fock4

Define the J—body deformed Hamiltonian

HD<t) - Hs -D<t) Q

and HF density f = < C* C v >.

The t-dependent Schrodinger equation i s
wr i t ten as

with ^ ( t ) »= jQ<b<t>) + j» (t) (8)
where p commutes with HQ.

The slow collective notion makes j * srfial 1 , so
that the f i r s t order perturbation theory yields
for total collective energy

« F "̂ ft <D> + D2/2X + BD 2 /2
- ft

= V<D> + BD 2 /2
!<a!QJA>l2

with B = 2 T~_
aA << y?,-<7A>3

where iA> » occupied state, and fa> the unoccupied
one.Expression <10> is same as obtained in Cranking
model, but in TDHF the self consistency condition
is satisfied at a l l times instead of at the equ i l i -
brium deformation only.

<d) Adia&atic TDHB4

In Hartree-Bogoliubov treatment of generalized
BCS pairing approximation (with H'20"0» H'11«a+a),
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the Hartree potential P and the pairing
potential A . are treated on equal -footing.

-s 0 - /\,' /\ =g/2 F"~ s_ K. (12)
< V — — T<> V — — T v >

where k_= <c-c >. (13)

>y v >
The Hartree density P now goes over to R of 2m
dimension

R

with | ,K as submatrices of size m. The average
nucleon number conservation requires

h» = H - X IZ c* c

Then the total HB potential is

r _
*•

W
- /A

The motion of the t-dependent density R in the
potential W given by the Schrodinger equation

i R = CW,R3 (17>

is solved in t-dependent perturbation approximation
expanding

R * R_ + R. +Ro + ... , (1B>

RQ depending on £ , Rj on fi , l3 , F̂> on C, ft2,
The simple form of pairing potential /Ji^^in (12)
enables one to split the solution of HB equations
into 2 parts:

<i) Diagonalization of H D • H s + P
(ii> Standard BC8 solution with deformed eigen-
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values and e igenstates, v i z .

/; - A ) 2 + /V

V j 2 = 1 / 2 Cl - iy]i - A

9 ZZ " 4 v 4
i

- 1

Then the collective average total energy ii

V2X, /\) - 21

Bab

and

r <uivj - <i}Jk lj>2

(19a)

(19b>

(19d)

(19e)

(20)

(21)

(22)

UsinQ these 7 parameters, the collective
Hamiltonian of (1) is constructed. The X<£ ,
nucleon co—ord.) of Eq. (2b) now refers to the zero
quasiparticle state built out of a number of proton
,neutron s.p. states.

<e) Solution of Schrodinger equation3

The classical kinetic energy

T - 1/2 C ^n<«> ^mn
is replaced by the operator

T

where B,

-1/2 ri-1

- 1

(23)

(24)

(29)

-fj^ is the inverse of the mass parameter
matrix of(24), B is the determinant, and
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dV - !Et: 1 / 27Td a n , a n = <*,6,ljl, / * , Y <27>
n

This yields a 5-dimensional coupled Schrodinger
equation <CSE> which is solved numerically.

3. The DPPQ method

The calculation based on PPQ Hamiltonian is
carried out in two parts. The first part proceeds
as follows:

(A) Microscopic part

1. The spherical single particle energies Bre
taken up from the odd—A nuclei data for near closed
s-hell nuclei and kept constant for the whole
region, except for the smooth A-dependence.

2. The single particle wave functions are those
for the spherical Harmonic oscillator in j-j
coupling scheme.

3. The matrix element* of angular momentum J
and quadrupole moment Q « r2 Y 2Q and r

2 V22 *
r e

calculated -for all s.p. states and stored.

4. A triangular matrix space of variables </3,V>
with |5 = 0 -0.5 and V = 0 - 60° is taken with fine
mesh points. It is well known that this is equiv-
alent to the total space of 360°, since V is
unchanged under the transformation "V-> - ) , V~>
Y +1206.

5. At each <P,Y> the Nilsson transformation
from spherical basis I«O- t o deformed basis * i>

c* <cf!i>, c , = 2T <i!tf>c . <28)
C * oL *
is done with the field effect producing

quadrupole forces, so that as large as possible
residual interaction effects are included in the
average static f ie ld. The quadrupole strength X in
X=XQ A~ * is the same for the nn, pp and np inter—



actions. This yields the deformed s.p. energies *] j
and de-formed vectors ti>.

(6) The calculation is repeated for both shells
and for protons and neutrons seperately.

(7) As stated above the generalized B-V trans-
formation enables the seperation of Nilsson transf-
ormation from that for pairing. The B-V transforma-
tion ' from deformed particle basis to deformed
quasi—particle basis is

ai + " ui c i + " sivi cr

ai = "i ci - Bi vi cr + < 2 9 )

The Nilsson transformation is skipped over in the
QRPA treatment <KS, 1963)15.

The Pairing strength g_ is slightly greater than gn

gp - Bo/A ( 1 + G1(Z-N)/A ), (30)
n

where GQ » 24.5 MeV and Bj-0.5 was choosen. The
quadrupole strength has smooth A—dependence.

The pairing equations (19d,e) *rm solved for deter-
mining the pairing gap /\. and the Fermi level X
using the auxiliary Eq. (19a,b> for the quasi-
particle energy and the definition of the occupa-
tion probability amplitude.

The particle-hole combinations Cc+ c3jT of type-
J=2, T*0 and of particle-particle, hole-hole pairs
tc +c +3j T of type J»0, T«l ar« employed, in contrast
to many other approach** where all JT combinations
arm included (but the configuration spac* and th«
active nucleon spaces are reduced drastically).
This makes the calculation tractable and with th«
given nuclear interaction these met a m the most
important.

(B) The neutron, proton contributions are
combined in the following step:



The 7 -functions V(aQ,a2> > 3 B coef -f ici ents
and 3 rotational coefficients are calculated using
the relations <20-22> in above.

(9) The whole calculation is repeated for each
Y) point.

AlKO all the static and electric and magnetic tran-
sition operators and the derivatives of \ and AV.
mre calculated at each mesh point. This forms the
microscopic part of the calculation.

Conceptually, the dynamic deformation method of
BK is related to the generator—coordinated-method
of Hill and Wheeler (1953)"1 where the extra-col lee
tive degree of freedom is absorbed in the deformed
wave function

fir) = J <f) <r, p > f <(J> d p (31>

The potential energy of the collective Hamiltonian
is identified with the local <fj'=«(2> part of the GCM
energy function, while the kinetic energy is ident-
ified with the non-local part (p* <* (1) . The PDT
wave functions, obtained as solutions of Hc are the
linear combinations of the microscopic wava funct-
ions corresponding to different shapes (see fig.2).

—x—x—' * x—x—y-v—x—x
— x — x x—x—f <—x—x

v __v.~———— S————y_——v——._s——-—_—v—__V—-_—_
AA * n n r A A

\ t > = CoS0P-0H>+£CpHS2P-2H>+ ZT Cp H p ,H , !4P~4H>

Fig.2 Equivalence of DDT WF with superposition of
multi -pa r t i c l e multi-hole WFs (Ref.27>.
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As deformation changes -from ^ to f^ to P3, the
s.p. levels move up and down. So that even though
only zero-quasi-particle states are accounted for,
the final wave function reperesentes a linear comb-
ination of multi-quasi-particle states.

(B) The collective part.

In the second part of the calculation, the
collective Hamiltonian Eq. <1> is constructed and
quantized using Pauli-method (Eq.25>. The Coupled
Schrodinger Equation (23> is then solved numeri-
cally. In the improved method of Kumar (1975) ,
trial wavefunctions satisfying certain symmetry
requirements are constructed and the matrix
elements < Y ^ I M 5 H C 1 ̂ *IM> o f Hc a r e calculated. The
integration and differentiation over (aQ, a^) And
<<£. ,Q ,t|i!) is performed here. The Hamiltonian
matrix is diagonalized to get E^j and the wave
functions A^j K (aQ , swj

J °* Ec?- <2b). Then the static
and transition moments are calculated again by
summing over the full fa ,a^) mesh.

4. Predictions of the Modal

<A> Global systematic*

The drop of 2 j energy and rise of B(B2,B—2 ̂>
as ons goes away from the closed shell, in a Qroup
of isotopes is a regular feature of the collective
spectra, which is interpreted as a transition of
the static nuclear shape from spherical to deform-
ed, thereby increasing the moment of inertia and
the intrinsic quadrupole moment.

Nilsson and Prior32 (1961) and others explained
this transition by calculating the minimum in the
sum of s.p. energies of the occupied orbits.
Belyaev (1959)ll explained it as a consequence of
the competition between the quadrupole and pairing
forces with opposite effects. From the static micr-
oscopic part of the PPQ model calculation,
KB(1968)3j gave a more complete picture of these
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shape changes in terms o-f the potential energy
surface V<f3,Y> on the (f^Y) space or in the <Vo=(zP)
plane cuts, whereby they not only predicted correc-
tly the shape changes -from spherical to prolate
de-formed at N=S£-90 region, but also the prolate
deformed — asymmetric - oblate deformed — spherical
shape changes in the W-Os-Pt region . From the
full dynamical calculation, they also predicted
nonzero quadrupole moment Q(2j+> for spherical
nuclei, and change of sign of Q<2 ) in 0s -

Pt. The non-constancy of the kinetic coeffi-
cients B on the <̂ 1,Y> space and the spread of the
spherical wavefunctions over various states was
well illustrated . This work led to a greater
insight of the static and dynamic structure of the
even—even nuclei.

(B) Detailed predictions

Further improvements in the method of solution
of the coupled Schrodinger equation enabled the
execution of the programme more efficiently, requi-
ring much less computer time and RAM memory size.
In W-Os-Pt, only I <4+ levels could be calculated.
Now upto 6* levels can be calculated. In principle,
higher spin levels can be calculated, however,
matrix size increases rapidly. Also the revolution
in computer architecture has enabled the adoption
of the programme for a PC-AT.

At Delhi, in collaboration with Kumar, .we have
made extensive studies of about 20 nuclides of
Nd-Dy. Large amount of data has become available on
several of these isotopes, which we have compared
with DPPQ model predictions.

<i> An illustration

154In Bd data on 8 even-parity bands below 2.3
MeV were available. From the model calculation, we
presented the results for 25 levels, spread over IB
K-bands, including upto seven states of the same
spin (2 ,4*), compared to only 3—band inking calcu-
lations in many works. From this study we showed
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that:

(a) The classification into multiphonon (/J —
vibration, V—vibration) bands as K^= 0 (g, B, 26,
3p,2> ), K*~= 2+ < Y , V+p, V+2p), K = 4+ <2V, 2V+p>
is -fairly relevant (predominance o-f one K—value).
In other words, collectivity o-f the structure
extends to such high -excitations.
<b> The coulomb excitation strength o-f the 2 , 2y,
2» levels varies through a -factor o-f 250. Not only
these were closely reproduced, but the predicted
ntrength o-f two higher 2 states (2^« and 2py) were
in accord with expectations and with those o-f early
version o-f DDT-2.
<c> Other absolute B(E2) values were well predicted.
(d> About 80 interband transition ratios between
these bands were compared with experiment. In more
than 607. cases, our values agreed within a factor
o-f two, even though the numerical values were
vastly di-f-ferent from unity.
<•) The predictions o-f other static and transition
moments was also in broad agreement with data. 13
tables of data were presented .

(C) Variation with N

The variation with N (or A) of the various
collective characteristics discussed in Sec. <4A)
have • been studied extensively for each group of
isotopes. Thus the sharp shape transition at N«86,
89 reflected in E<2*>, B<E2, 0-2) and f, Q<2*>, R4

(»E4/E2>» the dip of CU, 2 and rise beyond N-90,
and of B(E2) for m^-2^f 0j-23. Crossover transition
ratios etc. all have been fairly well reproduced.
The crossing of 2 p. 2y Ifyel* ft. aopropriate N
is reproduced as in 1Oft» 1=>wGd, 1Dfo»1=>BDy (see Ref.
34,26).

(D) Variation with Z

Recently we presented^*"* the values of p—g, V~9
2) ratios for 2*ic? levels in N=90 isotones of
m, %d andP T)y, which calculations were

carried at different times ' and independently
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Table 1. The B(E2) ratios for
in N=90 isotones.
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0
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3
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.56
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0.66
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0.56
0.4
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0.
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0.
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.4
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,09
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}& the 3 isotones. Compared to
I52Sm, the B(E2) ratios
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Bd and l o 2

and decreased

by

for 2y as in
are increased

experiment.

S. Conclusion

The Dynamic Deformation Theory (DDT>, referred
to here, is quite powerful and of general utility,
as proved by its application to the simple PPQ
model,to the Nilsson model, and other extensions to
odd-even nuclei, nuclear reactions and fission.
Even in DPPQ model , its predictive power has been
demonstrated extensively (over the whole rare—earth
region) and intensively for many U-bands in a
single nuclide, for the static and dynamic moments.
In fact, we have tested the model beyond th* realms
of validity of its various approximation*, e.g.
large deformation or energies higher than two quasi
-particle energies, even in a near closed shall
nucleus like *4MMd. The parameter variations is
limited to only two for the Hamiltonian. Effective
charge and correction for magnetic moment has been
just constant.

However, all is not well yet in our treatment
of it. The vibration energy scale is always expand-
ed. Many predictions are somewhat input parameter
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dependent. It is hoped that we may be able to
resolve these di-f-f icul ties in the future work.
Other in-built limitations o-f the DPPQ model i
such as the limitation to quadrupole mode, to even-
even nuclei, to even-parity states and low spins
have been partly removed in other versions of DDT
as described earlier.
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ACCELERATOR PROGRAMME AT CAT

S S Ramamurthi
Centre for Advanced Technology, INDORE-452013

1. Introduction

In view of the growing demand of synchrotron radia-
tion of wavelengths ranging from UV to x-rays, the
Department of Atomic Energy has decided to con-
struct two synchrotron radiation sources viz.
INDUS-I and INDUS-II. The first source will provide
radiation in the VUV regime and the second one in
the x-ray regime. The development of these sources
is being carried out by Centre for Advanced Tech-
nology at Indore under its accelerator programme.
As a lot of technological infrastructure has been
built during the construction of these sources,
other activities such as the development of DC ac-
celerators, electron and proton linacs, rotating
anode x-ray generators, turbomolecular pumps and
triode sputter ion pumps have also been taken up.
A major part of this paper is devoted to the
synchrotron radiation sources INDUS-I and INDUS-II.
The remaining part gives a brief account of the
other activities of the accelerator programme:

2. SYNCHROTRON RADIATION SOURCES INDUS-I & INDUS-II

The layout of the accelerator system incorporating
the two synchrotron radiation sources is shown in
Fig.l. It consists of a 20 MeV microtron, a 700 MeV
synchrotron and the storage rings INDUS-I and
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700 MeV Synchrotron
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Fio.l:Layout of Synchrotron Radiation Sources
INDUS-I & INDUS-II
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INDUS-II. Electrons of 20 MeV from the microtron
will be injected into the synchrotron for accelera-
tion upto a maximum energy of 700 MeV. The
synchrotron will supply the accelerated electrons
to both INDUS-I and INDUS-II. For injection into
INDUS-I the electrons will be accelerated upto 450
MeV which will be the peak energy of the storage
ring INDUS-I.

Presently, the synchrotron radiation facility
INDUS-I as shown in Fig.2 is being constructed.
This involves construction of the storage ring
INDUS-I, the synchrotron, the microtron and two
transfer lines. The second radiation source i.e.
the storage ring INDUS-II is in the design stage.

2.1 Synchrotron Radiation Facility INDUS-I

2.1.1 Storage Ring INDUS-I

The magnetic lattice of the ring consists of four
superperiods, each having one dipole magnet with a
field index of 0.5 and a magnetic field of 1.5
Tesla and two doublets of quadrupoles. The critical
wavelength of the radiation from the dipole
(bending) magnets will be 61A as shown in Fig.3.

For injection of beam into the machine, one kicker
scheme as followed in SOR(Japan) and MAX(Sweden)
will be used. Electron beam will be injected in the
radial plane--in-.the straight section SI. Injection
kicker will-be. installed in the straight section
S3. The natural chromaticity of the ring will be
corrected by installing two sextupoles in each
straight section. The vacuum system of the ring has
been designed to maintain an ultimate pressure
lower than 10"Btorr under full load. The space has
been provided in the straight section S4 for accom-
modating a wiggler magnet of 3 Tesla. This will
provide radiation in 10-30A for use in lithography
research. The spectral flux for the wiggler is
plotted in Fig.3. The storage ring has a wide
tuning range. The parameters of the storge ring at
one of its the tune points are given in TABLE-I.
The spectral brightness is plotted in Fig.4. Nine
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beam lines have been planned at INDUS-I for studies
involving techniques such as PES,ARPS,SXAFS and
lithography.

TABLE-I
PARAMETERS OF INDUS-I

Energy
Current
Critical wavelength(Ac)
Spectral flux (Ac)

Circumference
Dipole length
Tune point (Vx, V«)

Spectral brightness (Xe)

Touschek lifetime (1/e)
a«/E
Harmonic number

2.1.2 Synchrotron

450 MeV
100 mA
61 A
7. 2x10^

(Ph/(s.mrad.0.1%BW)
18.9664 m
1.5708 m
1.88, 1.22
7.0xl0~e m.rad
0.142
3.1x1012

Ph/(s.mm2.mrad2.0.1%BW))
(10% coupling)
2 hours
3.8x10-*
2

The synchrotron has been designed to accelerate
electron beam up to energy 700MeV. It consists of
six superperiods, each having a dipole magnet and a
focussing and a defocussing quadrupole for tuning
of the ring as shown in Fig.2. Major parameters of
the synchrotron are given in TABLE-II.

Injection into the synchrotron will be carried out
with a 20 MeV electron beam from a microtron by
multiturn injection process at a repetition rate of
1.5-2 Hz. In each injection cycle, 14 turns will be
injected by an electron pulse of more than 1
nicrosec length. Because of the short stay of the
beam in the synchrotron, the vacuum of the order of
10~7 torr will be adequate in its bean envelope.
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TABLE-II
PARAMETERS OF THE SYNCHROTRON

Energy(maximum)
Current
Circumference
Dipole length
Tune point

(Vx, Ve)
€x

450 MeV
700 MeV

a
Harmonic number

2.1.3 Microtron

700 MeV
30 mA
28.44 m
1.887 m

2.25, 1.22

8.8xlO-8 m.rad
2.0xl0~7 m.rad
0.1
3

A classical type of microtron is being developed to
provide the 20 MeV electron beam with the charac-
teristics shown in TABLE-III. Major components of
the microtron are an accelerating cavity and a
dipole magnet. Electrons emitted from a LaBs emit-
ter, which is also housed in the cavity are ac-
celerated due to electric field of the cavity.

TABLE-III
PARAMETERS OF THE MICROTRON

Beam energy :
Pulse current :
Pulse duration
Repetition rate
Energy Spread
Emittance( Horz.)

( Vert.)

20 MeV
30 mA
1-2 iis
1-3 Hz
0.2%
1.10-*nm.

: 3.10-8nm.
rad
rad

2.1.4 Transfer Lines
Transfer line 1 has been designed for transporting
20 MeV electrons from the microtron to the
synchrotron. The matching requirements of the beam
at the injection point of the synchrotron will be
taken care of, by using of three quadrupole
doublets and one bending magnet as shown in Fig.2.
The transfer line 2 has been designed for trans-
porting electrons from the synchrotron to the
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storage ring INDUS-I. In order to achieve matching
of phase space and dispersion at the injection
point of the storage ring, four quadrupole doublets
and two bending magnets will be incorporated in it
at the locations shown in Fig.2.

2.1.5 Subsystems

An accelerator can be classified into various sub-
systems such as magnets,magnet powerscpplies, RF
system, beam diagnostic instrumentation, vacuum
system and control system. The subsystems of the
synchrotron radiation facility INDUS-I are dis-
cussed below.

2.1.5.1 Magnets

This accelerator facility will have many magnets of
different types as given in TABLE-IV.

TABLE IV
NUMBER OF VARIOUS MAGNETS IN THE FACILITY

INDUS-I
Dipole
Quadrupole
Sextupole
Septum
Kicker

4
16
8
1
1

Synchrotron
6
12
-
2
4

T.L.I
2
6
-
-
—

T.L.
2
8

. -
-
—

2 Microtron
1
-
-
-
_

Besides the above mentioned magnets, the ac-
celerator system will also have small steering mag-
nets for correction of beam path and a wiggler mag-
net in INDUS-I for producing radiation of shorter
wavelengths as explained above. The steering mag-
nets are being fabricated at the centre, whereas
the wiggler nay be procured from abroad.

The dipole magnets for INDUS-I are made from
forged steel blocks and that of the microtron from
carbon steel. All other dipoles, quadrupoles and
sextupoles are made from Cold Rolled Grain
Oriented(CRGO) Silicon Steel. Septum magnets are
made from 0.1 ma thick laminations of 0.1mm thick
Ni-Fe alloy. The kicker magnets for the synchrotron



are made from from a Ni-Zn ferrite. For the injec-
tion kicker of INDUS-I, several designs are being
tried. The fabrication of these magnets is at
various stages of completion. The prototype dipole
magnet for the synchrotron and the transfer line
dipole magnets have besn made and tested to the
required satisfaction.

2.1.5.2 Magnet Power Supplies

Regulated power supplies are required for develop-
ing precise magnetic fields in dipole, quadrupole,
septum, kicker and steering magnets. In the storage
ring, DC current regulated power supplies will be
used to energise the magnets to get stable constant
magnetic fields. In the synchrotron, the magnetic
fields of dipole, quadrupole, correction coils will
be varied with time following trapezoidal
waveshape. Pulsed power supplies required for the
septum and kicker magnets will be voltage regu-
lated and their currents will have sinewave of half
periods of few tens of microseconds with peak cur-
rents of few hundred amperes repeating at few
cycles per second.

Prototype powersupply for the synchrotron dipole
magnet has been made and tested. Other powersup-
plies are on the verge of completion.

2.1.5.3 RF Systen

It can be divided into two categories viz. the RF
system for the synchrotron and INDUS-I and RF sys-
tem for the microtron.

The RF system for the synchrotron and INDUS-I will
have two RF cavities with an operating frequency of
31.613 MHz, one for the synchrotron and the other
for the storage ring INDUS-I. Both the cavities
will be fed by 12 KW RF power sources.

The design of both the cavities have been final-
ized. Due to space limitations a capacitively
loaded structure has been chosen for the
synchrotron cavity. This cavity is being Bade out
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of OFHC copper and is in an advanced stage of
fabrication. Due to the difficulties being faced in
the fabrication of the synchrotron cavity, the
INDUS-I cavity has been designed with almost twice
the length and the reduced diameter will be made
aluminium.

The 12 KW power source for the synchrotron has
been developed. It mainly consists of a frequency
synthesizer, a 200 W solid state amplifier and a
power amplifier. Both the amplifiers have been
built using indigenous components. The power source
arrd its control syslwrn has been tested to full
power with a dummy load as the synchrotron cavity
is under fabrication. A similar power source is
being developed for the INDUS-I cavity.

RF system for the microtron consists of an RF
cavity and a klystron power source. A flat
cylindrical cavity operating at a frequency of 2856
MHz has been designed for the microtron. The cavity
will be excited by a 5 MW klystron power source. A
prototype of the microtron RF system has been made
and tested.

2.1.5.4 Vacuum System

The vacuum system has been designed to maintain a
pressure less than 10~s torr in INDUS-I, and 10~7

torr in the synchrotron and the transfer lines.
Stainless steel has been chosen as the material for
the vacuum chambers. For interconnections of the
chambers, flange joints with the copper gaskets
will be used. Chambers and components after
fabrication will be preconditioned by (a)
ultrasonic, alkaline and acid cleaning (b)
electropolishing followed by a high temperature
vacuum degassing, and (c) argon glow discharge
cleaning (GDC). This will ensure hydrocarbon free
clean UHV conditions in vacuum system. For evacua-
tion, cryosorption pumps, turbomolecular pumps,
sputter ion pumps and sublimation pumps will be
used. Penning guages and BA guages will be used for
measurement of pressure, whereas RGAs and compact
helium leak detectors will help in monitoring the



composition of" residual gases and leak hunting
during operation of the accelerator system. Vacuum
pumps and gauges have been procured.

Vacuum chambers for the dipole magnet sections of
INDUS-I have been fabricated. These have a box type
design with two tangential ports one for tapping
synchrotron radiation and the other for a dis-
tributed ion pump. For the synchrotron dipole mag-
net sections, SS bellow type chaiabers with a wall
thickness of 0.3 mm and a racetrack crosssection
bent to 1800 mm radius have been designed and
fabricated. These have been successfully tested.
The vacuum chambers for the straight sections for
both the rings have been fabricated using SS tubes.

The vacuum envelope of microtron is formed by
carbon steel magnet poles in which an ultimate
pressure less than 10~T torr is required to be
maintained. This will be achieved by using a com-
bination of a close cycle helium cryopump and a
turbomolecular pump.

2.1.5.5 Beam Diagnostic Instrumentation .

Efficient operation of accelerators require
neasurenent of beam parameters such as position,
current, bean emittance and energy spread etc. The
facility under construction will also have several
types of bean diagnostic devices as 4 buttons type
position monitors, synchrotron light monitors,
fluroscent light monitors, RFO devices and current
transformers. A prototype 4 button type position
monitor has been developed and tested. Other
devices are at various stages of fabrication and
testing.

2.1.5.6 Control System

The design of the control systen for INDUS-I
facility is based on modular and distributed ar-
chitecture. The control system will be a dis-
tributed processor network comprising of personal
computers serving as intelligent work stations and
a number of microprocessor based device controllers



dedicated to the task of data aquisition, monitor-
ing and control. Each device controller will have
an autonomous capability to control the subsystem
it will be connected to. These controllers will be
downward connected to front-end equipments and up-
ward connected to workstations via a serial link.
The workstations can be interconnected on a LAN
link. The control system is ready to be installed
and connected to the various systems.

2.1.6 Commissioning Schedule

The facility will be housed in a separate building
which is presently under construction. A part of
this building will be available in Hay 1991 to com-
mence installation and assembly of the microtron.
The microtron will be commissioned by the end of
1991. The entire building will be ready for occupa-
tion by December 1991. The synchrotron will be as-
sembled in the building by March 1992 and is ex-
pected to be commissioned by 1992 end. Installation
and commissioning of INDUS-I wilL also be carried
out simultaneously in 1992 and the radiation from
the ring will be available to the users from the
begining of 1993.

2.2 INDUS-II

INDUS-II is being designed to produce radiation of
wavelengths ranging from 5A to less than 1A. The
magnetic field of bending magnets has been chosen
as 1.2 Tesla which will produce radiation of criti-
cal wavelength 3.87A. For producing radiation of
shorter wavelenths, it is proposed to install a
high field wiggler of 5 Tesla. This wiggler will
generate sufficiently high flux and brightness of
radiation down to 0.5A. A multipole wiggler of 1.8
Tesla is also being designed as the technology for
making such a wiggler is readily available at CAT.
This will provide radiation with enhanced flux and
brightness in 1-10A range. Provision will also be
made to incorporate one or two undulators for
production of higher flux and brightness towards
softer side of the spectrum say 10-25 A. For inser-
tion devices, the ring will have at least five dis-
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persion free straight sections each with a length
of 4.5m. A DBA type of lattice is being considered
for this ring, which will have circumference in the
neighbourhood of 170m. The detailed design studies
to arrive at an optimized configuration are in
progress. The ring is scheduled to be commissioned
by 1996 end. Tentative parameters of the ring are
listed in TABLE-V.

TABLE-V
PRELIMINARY PARAMETERS OF INDUS-II

Maximum Energy
Minimum Energy
Bending Magnet Field
Beam Current
Beam Emittance

Critical Wavelength

2.0GeV
0.7GeV
1.2 Tesla
300 mA

5.0x10-° m.rad
5.0xl0-Q m.rad
3.87 A (Bending Magnet)
0.93 A (5T Wiggler)
2.59 A (2T Wiggler)

3. Other Activities

3.1 DC Accelerators .

Development of a 2OKW 750 KeV DC electron ac-
celerator has been taken up for irradiation of
cables. (Irradiation, under certain conditions,
make the cables fire resistant). The electron gun
and the accelerating tube for the accelerator have
been developed and tested. Acceleration of
electrons upto 150 KeV has been achieved. The SFs
vessel for housing the electron gun, accelerating
tube and high voltage transformer is under con-
struction. The accelerator will be tested upto
750RV in the SFs vessel. Two such accelerators will
be constructed in the eighth plan for irradiation
of cables.
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3.2 Electron Linacs

Electron linacs (linear accelerators) are being
developed for research, industrial and medical ap-
plications. In the first phase, an 8 MeV, 3KW linac
has been designed. This uses a travelling wave ac-
celerating structure operating at 2856 MHz. Its
various parts viz. an electron gun, a prebuncher, a
buncher and an accelerating section are under
fabrication. This section will be powered by a 5 MW
klystron power source. The accelerator will be as-
sembled and tested by 1991 end. Later, an addtional
accelerating section will be added to it to in-
crease the energy of electrons to 16 MeV.

3.3 Proton Linacs

CAT envisages to take up developeroent of a 500 MeV
proton synchrotron for cancer therapy and nuclear
physics studies in future. The injector for the
synchrotron will be a 40 MeV linac, which will also
be developed at CAT. Presently, the first part of
this linac, which will accelerate protrons upto 4
MeV is being developed. It will consist of an ECR
source, a 1 MeV RFQ and an Alvarez structure. The
ECR source with an operating frequency of 2.45 MHz
has been fabricated and tested. The design of the
RFQ has been finalised. It will have four aluminium
vanes to provide acceleration at a frequency of 450
MHz. The material for the RFQ has been procured.
Oesign studies of the Alvarez structure are in
progress. The assembly of this part of the linac
will be carried out in 1991 and the test for ac-
celerating the protons to 4 MeV will be performed
in 1992. Later, more Alvarez structures will be
coupled to the first part to increase the energy to
40 MeV. The linac will be fully commissioned during
eighth plan.

3.4 Rotating Anode X-ray Generators

Because of their high x-ray flux, these x-ray gen-
erators are widely used for material studies in-
volving techniques such as EXAFS, x-ray topography
and powder diffraction. In view of the great demand
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of these sources in several laboratories of the
country, efforts were made to develop a 5 KW gener-
ator at the Centre. The generator which mainly con-
sists of an electron gun supplying a 20-60 KeV
electron beam and an anode rotating at a speed of
3000 RPH has been made. X-rays are produced by
bombardment of an electron beam on the anode. The
generator has been successfully tested with an OFHC
copper target and will be delivered to Vikram
University shortly.

3.4 Turbomolecular Pumps

This is a mechanical pump which can produce a
vacuum better than 10~Btorr. The pump is conmomly
used in synchrotron radiation sources and surface
science experiments where hydrocarbon free vacuum
is required. The development of a 1501/s capacity
turbomolecular pump "has been taken up to cater to
the growing need of these pumps in the centre and
other laboratories. A prototype pump with an opera-
tional speed of 45000 RPM has been designed. The
complex mechanical geometry of the pump including
the rotor and the stator has been fabricated. The
high speed motor and its control unit have been
developed in collaboration with BARC. The prototype
pump is presently under test.

3.5 Triode Sputter Ion Pumps

These pumps can evacuate of a vacuum chamber from
10~3torr to 10-lotorr without any contamination of
hydrocarbons. The pumps of pumping speeds of 70 1/s
and 2701/s are required in large numbers for ac-
celerator activities of CAT. Development and mass
production of these pumps have been taken up.
Prototype units of the pumps have been fabricated
and tested. For these pumps, indigenously developed
permanent magnets have been used.
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NEUTRINOLESS p>DECAY USING A QUARK MODEL WITH

RELATIVISTIC HARMONIC CONFINEMENT*

S.B. Khadkikar
Physical Research Laboratory

Naviangpura, Ahmedabad 380 009

1. Introduction

The neutrinoless double beta decay, OvflP, is considered to be at the moment the

only experimentally accessible means of getting at the basic character and the mass of

the neutrino. It can be shown that the Qv0j3 decay is possible only when the neutrino

is a massive Majorana particle. Thus the direct observation of this decay mode would

support the Grand Unification Theories (GUT) which allow for the possibility of a Majorana

neutrino, and thus the violation of the lepton-number conservation.

The Ot>0ff decay can proceed through the Majorana mass term or through charged

weak interaction currents that couple to right handed gauge bosons. The effective values of

the corresponding right-banded coupling parameters, called {A} and (17), are also of great

interest in attempts of ruling out the standard electro-weak model of Glashow, Weinberg

and Salam. However, the experimental data on the ordinary beta decay and the theoret-

ical calculations of the nuclear OP/?/? processes point to quite small right-handed coupling

strengths.

The weak Majorana mass (m,) is a quantity which is not uniquely determined in the

GUT's. These theories predict mass values ranging from 10~s eV to few eV. A particularly

interesting mechanism to obtain very small values of (mv) starting from light and heavy

mass eigenstates of the neutrino is the so-called see-saw mechanism. If this mechanism is

the one governing physical processes, then (m») would probably be so small that the Oufid

decay through the mass channel cannot be detected experimentally in the near future.

The short-range correlations in nuclei cause situations where the only possible fh»mi»U

of decay for a nucleus are the two-neutrino double beta decay, 2v00, and the Ovffff decay.

The study of these nuclei has been a topic of extensive investigation i~li) in the recent

past. The actual difficulties in the calculations lie in the uncertainties of the nuclear matrix

elements and the free parameters in the hadronic currents. To overcome these obstacles we

proposed in ref. " ) the use of a quark model u ) with relativistic confinement and which

also fits nudeon (light hadron) properties such as the charge radii, masses, axial vector

coupling strength JA , etc.

Nuclear-structure calculations of necessity have to be approximate. The relation be-



tween the ground state of an even-even nucleus and the states in the odd-odd neighbour is,

however, well described by the quasi-particle proton-neutron random phase approximation,

pnQRPA. Perhaps the most interesting result obtained in this formalism is the suppression

of the /?+ decay strength with increasing ground-state correlations in the neutron-deficient

even-even nuclei 7 l* l i s) . This also strongly affects the 1v00 decay strength because it

solely proceeds via 1+ states of the intermediate nucleus. Contrary to this, the Ov00 decay

strength is not very much affected by this mechanism 10>13) because there is not much

suppression for the transitions that lead to the other intermediate states J" through which

the Ou00 decay can also proceed.

Up to now the calculations of the Qv00 decay half life have normally been done by

replacing the energy of the intermediate state in the energy denominator of the transition

amplitude with a constant average energy and then exploiting the completeness of the

intermediate states to obtain an expression in terms of the neutrino potentials. This leads

also to unnecessary difficulties with the singularities of these potentials. We perform the

intermediate-state summation explicitly without the closure approximation by using the

method of Hone and Sasaki " ) where one has no problems with singularities. By comparing

our exact approach with a calculation using closure, we deduced in ref. l 3 ) that the closure

approximation is very good if the average energy is guessed with an accuracy of a couple

of MeV.

In section 2 we discuss the structure of the we&k transition operators which we obtain

by evaluating the quark currents on relatidstic quark wave functions. In section 3 we list

all' the matrix elements which can be obtained by combining the basic weak interaction

operators of section 2 with the electron s and p wave terms in the mass <4i«Tin»1 and in the

4M7M channel of the Ou00 decay amplitude. In section 4 we recapitulate the Qv00 decay

half life expressions and introduce a wealth of phase space integrals which arise in our non-

closure formulation of the Ov00 decay. Section 5 is devoted to presentation of the results

of the calculation of the Of 00 decay of 7*Ge and comparison with other xecent approaches

on this field. We also discuss the implications of these results in this section. Finally, in

section 6, we present the conclusions.
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2. The transition operators

In App-1 we introduced a model to calculate the Ov0P decay half life of ground-ttate-

to-ground-state transitions. We ttart from a quark model aiwiiming; relativistic quark wave

functions with harmonic confinement (the relativistic harmonic model, RHM, ref. M ) ).

The charged weak currents

^ (1)

(2)

are evaluated with the quark wave functions to yield the weak transition operators in quark

coordinate*. After Fourier transformation one obtains the following operators *

where

(4c)2

(4/)

The operator far »• denned hen without the factor i of rst " ) .
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(49)

~«*-144 '

and

i (

I S * ' «*>

(4m)

(4n)

(5)

Hen q ia the momentum of tbe virtual Majoraaa neutrino emitted in tbe first decay vertex

(d-»u-K~+P) and absorbed in the second (d+v -»u+e~). cj ** *** '"TT^nt unit

rsctor. Parameters t and c are defined in rat >T) and aaniim in our iilnilatkti the values

c* - 0.154, */v « 247 MeV.

tbe factors involviof t sum from tbe momentum conservation in the decay vertices

and simulate on tbe oucleon level tbe recoil of tbe decaying neutron. Without the recoil

correction*, i.e. when « -» 0, tbe operators £vr and £r vanish as one easily can see from

eqs (3b) and (3d). The rector-Fermi operator £vr '- responsible for the so-called recoil

effect in tbe Ovfifi decay. The higher order Gamow-TeUer operator £r (a traceless tensor

ia 4) P**f» • niaor role ia tbe numerical values of tbe different possible rwrtear matrix

Now we form tbe complete one-body form factors

f (7)J
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function on whoce spin and isotpin parts one evaluates the internal transition operator

$,{q). Here p = (po>p) denotes the components of the q-dependent operators of eqs (3a-d).

The Of/J/J-decay amplitude contains the form factors of eq. (7) &s products of the form

(for more details see ref. "))

^ / i^Vq+pi) . (8)

where the quantities F are now many-body form factors of the form

and thus sums of the form factors of eq. (7) because the ground state of the daughter

nucleus, * / , and the virtual states of the intermediate nucleus, • « , are linear •prnVwiy+kfir

of the single-particle orbital* •*•" . Here 0'(q) is one of the transition operators of eqs

(3a-d) connecting the intermediate state * , to the final nuclear state * / . In the second

form factor the state ¥ / is replaced by the ground state of the parent nucleus • , . Here Pi

aad pi are the momenta of the two electrons emitted in the process.

3. Definition of the nuclear matrix elements

We hare extended our calculation of ref. u ) to allow one of the electron* to be emitted

in a p wave, It. we talce the electron ware function to be

) . (10)

where s denote* spin. The relatiristic s-ware function read*

(^xJ , (11)
aad the reUtivistic Pi/j-ware function is

with

#i - | | + (e + m)/3 , / _ , « | | + ( e - m ) / 3 .

where Z is the atomic number of the decay daughter, m is the electron IDMS, t VU

» its spin and r iU position vector, x* M the ordinary oon-reUtivietic spinor aod J>V(2tc) is

a relatiristic Fermi factor taking into account the Coulomb attraction betweeu the sisrtroa

and the daughter nucleus.
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Let us Ar4\r>m the following form factors (the operator in the parenthesis corresponds to

the operator $'(q) in eq. (9)):

. FOT(AJT) . Fvr(/5vr) , (14)

r ( * " Aw) . F G T ( R * A n ) . F # ( R x & F ) . (15)

The operator &JT includes also the /§x operator of eq. (3d) in the above formulae.

Then we define the following matrix elements

{ 1 6 a )

. 5 l / £ l
2 y «

<:}. - -in, / £ £r+(Fir • Fvr -

l / r C / • Fvr
RAJ -> ^

wir,CT_ . _̂ f il^T-ifi'l • For -
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FVF) , U«P)

(16g)

(16r)

(16*)

where

(17«)

Ax is the nuclear radius and Mi and Mj are the mmri of the parent and the daughter

nucleus. Em is the excitation energy of the intermediate state a. All the above matrix

are scaled Aiwn*n*rwA—m «nd we hare set fv * f A * 1-

The above matrix elements (16a-s) can be used to define the following quantities

(19.)

(1»)

(l»c)

(1M)

(19e)
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4. Expression for the Ov00 half life

Using the matrix elements of eq. (19a-k) one can write the Oc/90-decay half life as

(20)

where the effective parameten (mv), (A) and {17) are averages over the neutrino generations,

and

(21a)

(216)

M,M%G7 + M^C, (21c)

+ l
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= 2R-R+G, - |(i#*JE-

i ) ())CIo (21/)

where

f J * 1 ^^ • (22)
m, is the neutrino jnmm and tbe phaae-space intefrala Gf, t » 1,2, ...,24, are defined as

r.-i
F,(Z,el)Fo(Zte2)piPi9iClC2dcl , (23)

/ e i ) * - l , (24)

1 , (25)
m

w

10 1

fll "

* « »

'in.

4 cica 4-1
3r ( to

( 2 6 m )
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OH

when

^ - 3 o Z + re. , r - m J I ^ , (27)

Q is the Oe££ dacajr Q value, and cverjrtlunf is scaled by the electron mass m. It is to be

noted that the matrix elements (19) and the phase-space integrals (26) are defined as in

rcfs. *•") (for all those quantities that are listed in these references).



S. Result* and discussion

We perform the pnQRPA calculation as described in ref. > s ) . We add the p-wave

matrix elements in our calculation and thus obtain information of the p-wave contribution

to the Qi/0f3 decay half life of T*Ge. This contribution can be analysed by making use of

the expressions (21a-f). Because we do not resort to the closure approximation we have

instead of the usual 9 phase-space integral- *•") alltogether 24 of them. We list the values

of these integrals in table 1 for "Ge with Q = 2.045 MeV and RA = 5.08 fm.

We obtain also a wealth of nuclear matrix elements, part of which are the same as in the

closure-approximation and are discussed by other authors as well. These matrix elements

are listed in table 2 where the definitions of eqs. (16) and (19) are used. The other matrix

elements (table 3) become so numerous because of the possibility to decay via vector-Fermi

transition mediated by the operator 0vr of «q- (3b).

Inspection of table 2 indicates that our present calculations more or less reproduce the

calculations of Tomoda et aL, refs *•'*), especially in the case of the s-wave matrix elements.

Tomoda et al. obtain a bigger recoil matrix element, tin, which very clearly reflects upon

the magnitude of the Cn term in the expression (20) for the half life. Anyway, it must

be remembered that in our case the recoii stem* from the quark-recoil .terms of the quark

model (see ref. >T)) and thus appears in a natural way in the theory.

The calculation* deviate more in the case of the p-wave terms. The deviation* for the

matrix elements A/Jj'+, ifjox-t and M$+ »re within a factor of two when compared with

the latest work'*) of TomocU. The considerable difference in the matrix element* M^)

and Mi*' between this work and the other* ic accounted for by the matrix elements of eqs

(19f) and (19h) omitted by the other authors. Especially the matrix element M$ar+ of

table 3 is very important and even becomes dominant in M1/1 leading to a lane positive

value for this matrix element instead of a small negative one.

Table 5 compares our result* with the results of Tomoda et al. for the coefficients C"

appearing in the half-life expression of eq. (20). We also list the contribution of every single

term in eqs (21a-f) to the value of the C** coefficients in table 4. The individual terms

are numbered in succession from the left to the right just as they appear in eqs (21a-f).



Table 1. The phase-space factors of eq. (23) for T*Ge.

1 4.44 • 10~19

2 7.30 • 10"19

3 2.51 10"19

4 8.61-10"20

5 1.34 • 10"17

6 1.02 • 10"18

7 6.19 10"15

8 4.16 10"16

9 2.30 10"14 17
10 1.46-10"18 18
11 1.46-10"18 19
12 5.03-10"19 20
13 1.99 10"16 21
14 1.13 • 10-20 22
15 2.70-10"17 23
16 9.72 • 10"21 24

-6.67 • 10" l9

1.00 • 10~"
8.96 • lO"19

2.66 • 10~"
1.06 • 10~18

1.88 • 10"16

1.02 • 10~22

1.77 • 10"19

Tmble 2. Ratios M/AfQ = x of the matrix elements of eqs. (16»-s) and (19a-k) for the Ou00
decay oc T*Ge. The column "symbol" refers to the indexing of x, e.g. (OF*-* XF'-
The symbols are the same as in eqs. (16a-s) and in (19a-k).

Symbol

(s)F
(sVF

(s)u;GT
R

(P)?F+
(p)9GT+-)

(P)?P+
00-

(«)+
(P)-

(P)+
(s)m

M^Ifm-1]

This work

-0.256
-0.233
0.895
0.209
0.583

1.79
-0.354
-1.12
0.667
-1.98
2.35

-1.26
-1.36

Tomoda*)

-0.290
•0.262
0.951
0.906

-0.318
0.350«)
-0.242
-1.21
0.689

-0.032
0.668
-1.29

-0.660

Tomoda6)

-0.222
-0.198
0.910
0.392

-0.245
0.418

-0.103
-1.11
0.712

-0.172
0.663
-1.22
-1.22

Haxtonc)

-0.2
-0.2
1.0
.

-0.231
0.406
0.134
-1.20
0.80

-0.175
0.637

-1.2
-0.822

') Ref. i n ) , a pnQRPA Calculation.
6) Ref. 8 ) , a VAMPIR calculation.
c) Ref. 2) , a shell-model calculation.
') This x contains also the tensor term of refs 4<s>12).
') Contains no tensor term.



Table 3 . Ratios M/MG ' j = x of the matrix elements of eqs. (16a-s) and (19a-k) for the Ovfifi
decay os ™Ge. The notation is the same as in Uble 2, except that the symbol A refers
to the ratio x &/M%\

Symbol

« V F
(s)u,VF
(P>?F-

(p)mF+
(p)mF-
(PVF+
(p)o,F-

(p)mFGT+
(p)mFGT-

X

4.5 • 10"
4.4 • 10"

-2.0 • 10-
7.1 • 10"
1.9-10"

-7.1 • 10"
- 4 . 9 • 10"-
-4 .1 • 10"<
- 3 . 2 • 10™1

Symbol

1 (PfcGT-
» (p)«VF+
• (p),VF.
s (p)wFGT+
s (p)wFGT-
1 (p)jFGT+
1 (P)?PGT-
' (PVP+

X

0.023
-0.019

-2.2 10-*
9.2 10"1

6.3 • 10~*
0.418

1.7-10"*
0.058

Symbol

(p)wP-
(pkP-

(p)m
A(p)m

A(p>
A(p)+

P
AP

X

-3 .5 • 10"*
-1 .6 • 10-»
-3 .4 • 10-*
-3 .0 • 10~*

-0.019
0.021

-0.296
-1 .9 10-*

Table 4. The contribution of the vmrious terms in eqs. (21a-f) to the values of the coefficients
C(o) of eq. (20). The numbers in the column "ordinal" indicate the place of the term
in question counted from the left to the right in eqs. (21a-f). The sign in front of each
term is always included.

ORDINAL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

d&

1.93-10-"
-2.50 10""

6.0* • 10""
2.59 - 1 0 - *
5.06 1 0 - "

c
-2.50-

1.96-
1.59

-1.05-
-1.05

ml
io-"
io-"
10""
10""
io-"

cSl
-2.73 -Mr 1 4

-2.33-10""
-1.80 10""

6.25 10-"
140 • 10""
5.16-10-11

1.37 • 10-"
1J9-10-"
3J0-10-"

-IM • 10-"
-1J5 10-"
-5.05-10-'•

1.6* • 10""
- 2 .60 -10 -"

9.20-10""
-2 .17 -10 - "

7.18-10""
1.72 1 0 - "

• • - . - •

as
1.99-10-"
3.40 10-"
1.30 10-"
2.67-10""
8.95 -10-"
2.28-10-"
i.sS'io-'*

8J8-I0-"
1JI10-"
•.88 • 1 0 - "
4.10 - 1 0 - "

C

3JU-
2.26-

-2.19-
3.13-

-1.60-
-3.96-

t o - "
I0-"
10"'*
W - "
io - "
io-«»

•
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Table 5. The coefficients C. of eq. (20) in units of a"1 for the 0vB8 decay of T*Ge,

X[a-»J

mm
mX
mr)
XX
nn
Xrj

a) Ref.
6) Ref. '

This work

1.93 10""
-3.87 • 10"15

6.48 • 10"12

8.20 • 10"14

2.19 lO"10

-1.84 10-"

l 0 ) .
8) .

Tomoda°)

1.21 • 1 0 ~ "
-6.04 • 10~14

2.08 • 10~n

1.74 • 10-"
3.69 • 10"»

-1.14 • 10""

Tomoda6)

2.88 • 10~"
-1.02 • 10~"

2.34 • 10~"
2.97 • 10""
1.98 • 10"9

-2 .34 • 1 0 ~ "

Table 6. The upper limits on the neutrino mass (m*) and the right-handed current coupling
parameters (A) and (IJ). The lower bound for the experimental QvBB half life is taken
from ref. " ) .

Quantity This work Tombda") Tomoda6) Haxtone)

| (m,) | [eV] 2.0 2.5 2.4 3.7
| (A) | 5.1 10"8 3.6 lO"6 3.7 • 10"6 8.2 • 10"6

| <»7> | 1.1 10"7 2.8 10 - 8 5.8 10"8 1.2 • 10"5

°) Ref. 1 0 ) .
fc) Ref. 8 ) .
e) Ref. a ) .
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The sign in front of each term is always absorbed into the term itself. Our values for the

C ( o ) coefficients Me consistent with those of Tomoda and co.. The main difference appears

in the coefficients clZl and 0$, which are smaller because our recoil matrix clement is

smaller. The magnitude of the coefficient Cj°' is governed by the matrix elements Jli£,

MpMji and Afp. The main contribution comes from the quantity MR and the two other

terms, often called the p-wave effect 3 l <), contribute somewhat less.

Comparison vith our previous results of ref. I J) shows that the p-wave part affects the

coefficients Cw in a non-trivial way. The most drastic effect is in the C'^ term where

there is almost An order-of-magnitude difference owing to the combination of the * and

p wave terms in the matrix element fi_ of eq. (22). The other C(o> coefficients retain

their magnitudes to within a factor of three the main reason for the difference being the

above-mentioned one.

In the last t*ble, table 6, we present the upper limits to the effective neutrino mass

K ) and the effective right-handed coupling parameters | (17) | and | (A) | resulting from

the ellipsoid of eq. (20). The experimental half life is taken from ref. '*). One can se« that

our result, agree with the results of Toznoda et co., except that our upper bound for | (17) |

is not as stringent as theirs because we do not obtain such a big recoil term as they do.

Our previous upper bound for | (A) | l s ) was 1.7.• 10"' which is smaller than our present

value because now the p-wave terms interfere destructively resulting in a much smalle* c£\

coefficient.

0. Conclusion

We have summarized a method of calculating the Ov00 decay half life on the quark level

avoiding the closure approximation and the use of effective vector and axial vector coupling

constants in the hadronic currents. We obtained a large number of OfJ.i matrix rletiirnts

by combining th« four basic fl decay transition operators in different channels. The recoil

structure of thes* operators was presented in great detail. Inclusion of the p-wave electron

resulted in a complicated expression for the half life. The detailed expressions of all the

phase-space integrals appearing in the half-life expression were presented.
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We found that the upper limits for the effective neutrino mas* and the effective coupling

constants of the right-handed weak interactions are in agreement with the results of other

iuthots. This was also the case for the C<0) coefficients appearing in the half-life expression

of the Ov00 decay. We obtained a big (-wave recoil matrix element originating from the

vector-Fermi operator induced by the quark recoil in the decaying neutrons. This recoil

effect was found to be very important in the determination of the coupling strength of the

right-handed leptonic current to the left-handed hadronic current. The inclusion of the

p-wave terms was found to affect the final result but appreciably less than the recoil term.
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APPENDIX - I
We *tart from the'moit general weak interaction hamillonian (deauty) valid in the

-T8W energy regime ( £ < M w ^ WGeV). The current-current form of tbi. hamiltowan

and Ibe left- and right-handed leptonic current! are given by

BereJU* tb« Fenni coupling coD.t«t, G = 1.16637 x l O G e . c ^
" "^nigle /mBd the weak eifeMtfctes of the neutrino., vA and •<•.. • « »*•» » t e n n *

iBHS«gen*t»te* N,% and itfj» •» follow*

»*,

Here A, u Ike ••mber of geaentioo*. Tke expreMkxu far the hadronic cnrteata are gives
ia term of ^aarki (• a»d d) a* ioOowf

J? - «T*a - 7.W , / ^ - «7'0 + 7iH • (6)

In the above a.nark n n o U we have mot iaduded the Cabibbo-Kobaya»hi-Ma»kawa n a n
wagtea. The nixiag ratio far right- ami kft-haadwl « « a d • yurk ( m i l l it ab»orb«d
is ddUimg the >«raaet«ra x, 9 Md A. The haniltoniaa Aw !• to be cral«ated ia Mcoad
order far donhlc bet* decay. It ahovtd be soled that at the ««ark leva! the axial aad the
vector coapbmgs arc eaaa] to oae aad thete U mo iadnovd pamdo-acalar tern. OB the
hadroo le*el the current is obtained by urisg a convcaicat fvark coaiaeaieat aM>d«l aad
evaluating the quark current* oa aacJeoa wave function*.

The amplitude for the neutrinoUM atode of the double bete decay U given by the well
known aecond order perturbation ifniaawna

> - (1 ~ 2)

where
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and
»-7.h.*?(y)

where (m,). (A) and fo) are suitable averages over the neutrino generations. The above
expressions are the ones which contribute the moat to the Ovflff half life.

The electron w»»e function! • are distorted by the coulomb field of the daughter
nucleus. We use in our calculation. rdativistic plane wares for the emitted electron* with
Ihe usual fermi factor* to account for the coulomb distortion. Use of these wave functions
cacti the amplitude (6) into the following form

(10)

We have suppressed here the spin and the angular momentum quantum numbers for sim-
plicity. The expression (10) is well-behaved and has no singularities unlike those obtained
in the neutrino-potential formalism.

Computation with (10) would be very simple if the number of state* in the interm*di-
ate nucleus is manageable aad the form factors * i / - l ' ( q + p , ) and / ^ ( - q + P ^ c a n b e
eraluated on soitabk nackar (tract*!* ware functions. In this paper we content owsdms
with the fast approximation of expression (10) by decoupling the leptonk and hadronk
parts by neglecting the electron snosocnta p, and p» relative to q, the rirtasJ nevtrino
momentum. This corresponds to the s-ware cootribntion in the partial-ware expansion of
the rdatinstic cottkunb wave function.

We want to incorporate •nark ttnsctnre of the nuckon in computing the mdanr farm
factors F. The total wave function of a wsdson in the n«dcu* can be taken as a ncodnct
of the shell atodd Mate and the internal nuark wave functions. This is a wM-feunoW
nsMaption at encrgics rckvmnt io the fifi sWay. Bence we can frst write down the one-
body form factor as

/ (11)

where | *t) - | • • * * ( * ) # x t o l ( f l ) . i - U , •«» • * d l W >• ** •P»*i«J &P
function which is coupled to the inUmal amark ware function containing soU4UTOW/iolor
asd « • internal coordinate;^. Now we can write oa (11) in terms of ouark

/ ((•* I £ J\k< + *Wr: + ft - x)
•

with i * i{r[). As n Matter of feet ]\{ft + ft) does not depend on ft, it is a oroouct of
the dtrac i nsatricos. This Isosls to
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Table 1^ Values of the coefficients C (*\ defined in eq. (23), for the transition T*Ge ->"Se.

1.S410"11 - 7 .M-10* 1 4 4.S7-10-" 7.75-10"" 1.47-lO"10 -2.04-

Table 2« The value of the Gamow-Teller matrix element M£} and the ratio* X of eq.
(28) for the transition MGe -T»Se. » and xR describe the magnitude of the quark recoil
terms.

xa x'a
-1 .1* •4U14 MS4 M l -J.M

|2J. tac H U W

flff l f J * ^ ""T*1 "*° I U (iMWe th< ^P* 1* rf lke • « « « » «— »odlhe parameter{«?) for HTHHU wlue. of the parameter (X). (A) is g i t . i . ^ i u of 1 0 - . P * r m m e t w

10 0.0 1.0

eta * 107

2.0
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We have omitted here the detaili of the operator and the coupling to show the essence
of the methology to compute the form factor*. The general retail obtained above will be
•ppbed usini reUtivistic lorenU scalar plus vector harmonic (RHM) confinement model
for quaxki | » j and harmonic osciUator wave functions for the shell model states.

The baryonic wave function is expressed in RBM in terms of three quarks in the lowest
s state of spin-flavour and color antisymmelrised form. The beta decay operator doe* not
depend OD color and through the factorisation in terms of space and spin-flavour part we
can expreii the form factors as an operator acting in coordinate space times operators
acting in the spin-flavour space. The internal spin-flavour form factor is written in terms
of relativistic qu&rk wavefunction by constraining the cen'er of confinement to the origin
l l

(14)

where we now use the following explicit expressions

s
\*t*(h2.3)) = Y[k'i)xsTC , (15)

J,(x) = 6,(r.)*(r.-x) . (16)
. The quantum •umbers S,T and C refer to spin, iaospin and color, respectively. The small

components ia the relativistic harmonic-oscillator Os wave functioa 4 can be riimiaaUd
in RBM wave fmactions to obtain 6 , (r t ) , which act oa large components. Therefore the
vector and the axial vector currents are gives by the faOowiag expreaskms (or (he fi~ decay

, 6(r) - -f+iVw x » ,

6\{T) m 0 . 6»(r) - *•[# - €9vr*» + 2t*yt{T • # ) ] . (M)

with
j» - (19)

The quantities E, m and i> are defined ia ref. [IS], where m aad v were fitted to yield
low eoercv hadros properties. Note that a this model the time component of the axial
vector, (^, does aot coatrib«tc d»e to coaMaemeat. Thca the expressions for the internal
fora (actors, (14), are redact to fowrier Uaacforaas of operators 6 given ia «qa (17) aad
(II) mpplemeated with raeoil factor* ariaiagfrota the M M ' - -

This completes the description of the iateraal form tactors lor the fi~ decay. We have
to evaluate the fottrier-traasfon»ed operators oa the QMPA wave fisactioa* to owtaia the
complete one-body form factor* F of oq. (11) a*

Bere ^,(f) i* a oae-bodjr traaaitioa operator baaed oa the operator* (14).
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I The many-body form factor* F in eq. (10) are linear combinations of the one-
body form factors (20) because the nuclear states are linear combination* ol single-particle
orbital*.

Tbe half life for the Of00 mode can be written as

(23)

where tbe coefficient* C**' are obtained by integrating various leptoa phase space {actors
G{tt,tt) aad nuclear matrix demeats Jtf(«i,<)) with rospoct to eaergio* «i aitd tt of the
emitted electron*, i.e.

} , (24)

where the constant <?«• is defined as

C - ^ ^ . 2 J 0 1 0 - » y - , 1 . (25)

We omit here the detailed expresoioa* aad gire them elsewhere. It smites* to kaow that
the exprewioB* can be cast into * form which resrmbls* the nyisssinas of the tkffifi half
Bit (pvea for the s-wa*c slactroas ia the Kteratare [1,1^. The «••> vifnmow C«WM ir*a
the ^ Mode which i> o«r c u t jridds ad4iti—si rscoS toras atfsrtiag C^V i» *d4Hi— t*
Cit*. Also, as we already *«taUdOTit«ara«r, we take #A > f v - 14. W* list tbe MMcrical
value* of the C*1'coeftoenU in table 1 ia waits of y"1. Tbe Urge vmlwe of C{Hl owsstotbe
large recoil coatribvtioa d«c U the operator £ coaihiaiag with the asal voctor opMators
^J""aad^fT. It is iar>oruat to aote, that all tWroc«iltcnas*maishM tbe bait of static
approsiatattoo of the ^uark carrcaU, i-e. whea if « • .

The various saatrix oleateats iavotvol« our calcaUtioas caa be writtea ia tbe I

where i £ £ ' deaoto* a farat sactar coataaaag the Ciamw-ToBsr opswtw at oo.. (22), ate
Tbe taotrbiagof tW two arts of iatrr—ai*U st*4osarioiagirowitaetw»Q||yA calcaiMioas
(*»<?> aad u t e ) is •irlsiatsdia tbe saaw way as ia rot IT}, la alaitill tbe lalswiag ratios
awyWaciaed

J-Sr»/*«?. X-OT - i^/AiS?1. (»>
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Signatures of Parity Mixing Among
the Nuclear States

5. Saha
Nuclear Reactions Group, TIFR

Colaba, Bombay 400 005.

Introduction

Study of parity violation in the weak interaction dates back to 1956
when it was discovered by Lee and Yang[l] to bring an end to the T — 6
puzzle. Since then, a lot of detailed experimentation and theoretical
investigation were persued to unveil the nature of the weak interaction.
An account of these works is outside the scope of this presentation and
can be found in many review articles. As a result of these activities, the
weak interaction is classified into three major classes; viz. the leptonic
weak interaction (eg. scattering and decay of the leptons e~t/e —* e~ue,
li~ -» e'Ucfp), the semileptonic weak interaction (eg. nuclear beta
decay, electron capture, decay of the pions such as x —> fiu^, r+ -*
w°e+fe) and the nonleptonic weak interaction (eg. decay of the strange
mesons and the baryons such as K -» 3*, A -* px~, £ + -* mr+ and
the weak scattering and gamma decay of the nudeons and the nuclei).
The first two classes of weak interaction have been investigated well in
nuclear physics and particle physics and the phenomena are found to
be largely in agreement with the standard model.

The nonleptonic processes can be divided into two dasses,vtz. the
strangeness changing and the strangeness conserving processes. The
nonleptonic weak decays in the K° - K° system have led to the only
manifestation of CP symmetry violation(2]. The origin of the isospin
selection rule A / = 1/2 in the strangeness changing weak decays of
(he baryons, such as A -• fifx, E -* NT, is not fully understood yet,
although some explanation based on the QCD have been given[3] which
is valid at higher energy (E ~ GeV). The strangeness changing weak
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processes must be mediated by the charged weak currents as the neu-
tral current contribution to these processes are highly suppressed by
the GIM mechanism. Consequently, the strangeness conserving weak
processes provide the only window to the weak processes mediated by
the neutral Z° vector boson in the nonleptonic sector. This proved to
be the major motivation behind the study of the parity nonconserving
(PNC) phenomena in the nuclear processes at low and medium energy,
which can provide the same information that can be obtained from the
high energy physics experiments.

Unfortunately a reliable theoretical understanding of such phenom-
ena on the basis of our present knowledge of the standard model and the
electroweak gauge theory of quarks is plagued by the fact that the short
range force among the nucleons due to the strong interaction is repulsive
in nature. The only plausible approach appeared to be the inclusion
of the weak interaction in the meson exchange model by considering
one of the nucleon-nucleon-meson vertices as a weak PNC vertex. In
other words, modification of the long range correlation due to weak
interaction can be estimated by the above approach. An extensive at-
tempt was made by Desplanques, Donoghue and Holstein[4] exploiting
various symmetry principles, sum rules and the relevant informations
known from particle physics to estimate the set of PNC coupling con-
stants corresponding to the exchange of *•*, p and u> mesons.

From the isospin properties of the mesons, it is evident that x*
exchange can contribute only to the isovector (A/ = 1) interaction
whereas p and u> exchanges contribute to the isoscalar and the isovec-
tor interactions. Only the p exchange contributes to the isotensor in-
teraction. The isovector interaction is dominated by the weak neutral
current because of the Cabibbo suppression of the charged weak cur-
rent contribution. In other words, the PNC observables sensitive to the
isovector weak interaction are the only tool to determine the neutral
current contribution to the nonleptonic weak processes. Having given
this background, we shall first look into the PNC observables in the
two nucleon system, followed by the more complex light nuclear sys-
tems where a reliable theoretical understanding is yet to emerge and
finally the heavy nuclear systems where considerably large parity viola-
tion have been observed but a reliable theoretical interpretation of the
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results has not been attempted yet.

PNC in the two nucleon systems

The PNC observables in the two nucleon systems are: a) circular
polarization (Py) of the 7-rays from the unpolarized np system, b) 7-
asymmetry (A.,) with respect to the polarization of the system (eg.
polarization of the neutron in the np system), c) longitudinal asym-
metry (AL) which is also called the longitudinal analyzing power, and
rf) the PNC neutron spin rotation (8PNC)- In the case of scattering of
polarized protons from an unpolarized proton target, the only observ-
able is the longitudinal analyzing power AL = (0+ - a_)/(a+ + cr_),
where a+ and <7_ are the scattering cross sections for the longitudinally
polarized protons with positive and negative helicities. This observable
scales as the 1S0{I = 1) -» 3P0(/ = 1) weak PNC amplitude. This
interaction is mediated by the p and u> mesons. Measurement of A&
is conducted at various energies by different groups. Most of the low
energy experiments were done at E ~ 45 MeV. The best measurement
is reported by the SIN group: AL = (-1.50 ± 0.22) x 10"7[5].

The theoretical predictions based on the DDH model[4] with various
corrections and meson exchange potentials[6,7] are in good agreement
with the above experimental result. The value corresponding to the
best fit parameters of the DDH model is: AL (45 MeV) = -1.35 x 10~7.
Recently Kloet et al. have included the T + exchange contribution to
the p-f p weak interaction through the A resonance by the N N --• NA
process[8]. Although this contribution should be significant at higher
energy (Al ~ 0.5 x 10"7 for 300 MeV < Elah < 900 MeV), they predict
a minor correction to AL at 50 MeV of Al ~ -0 .2 x 10~7.

The np system can provide more information about the weak inter-
action because of formation of the predominantly 3 5 t deuteron bound
state in addition to the neutron-proton scattering. The circular po-
larization of the 2.25 MeV 7-rays can arise from the isoscalar as well
as the isotensor weak interactions. The original experiment was done
by Lobashev et al\9] using a transmission type Compton polari meter
which yielded an erroneous non-zero result because of improper shield-
ing of the polarimeter from the polarized Brehmstrahlung radiation
coming from /J-decay of the fission products in the reactor core. Their
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recent result: P7 = (1.8 ± 1.8) x 10"T[10] shows a null effect with un-
certainty greater than the theoretical prediction of 5.6 x 10~s[ll] based
on the DDH model.

The 7-asymmetry in the np system is an important quantity as it
includes the n* contribution (A, is sensitive to the isovector weak in-
teraction). In order to measure this quantity, the np system is polarized
by the capture of polarized neutrons by protons in a liquid parahydro-
gen target with detectors placed in the transverse plane on the opposite
sides to detect the 2.25 MeV photons coming out parallel and antipar-
allel to the neutron beam polarization. The most recent result reported
in 1984 is a null result with an upper limit of 2 x 10"7[12]. The sen-
sitivity is not enough to reach the theoretical prediction of —5 x 10~8

based on the DDH model[ll].
The PNC neutron spin rotation ($PNC) arises in the coherent for-

ward scattering of the transversely polarized neutrons from the protons
in a liquid parahydrogen target. Because of the presence of a PNC pseu-
doscalar potential of the form: Gpff • p, where o and p are the neutron
spin and momentum, the two helicity states will propagate through the
nuclear medium with different phase velocities resulting in a net phase
difference between the iwo states. This is manifested as a rotation of
the neutron spin in the transverse plane by an amount equal to the
phase difference. Expressed in terms of the coherent forward scattering
amplitudes /±(Jfe,0) for the two helicity states, the PNC spin rotation
per unit length is expressed as:'

The longitudinal analyzing power (At) defined before in connection
with the p + p system is related to the imaginary part of (/+ - / _ ) .
The threshold bet aviour of the PNC observables Qpnc *nd At, have
been studied by S.odobky(13). It is shown that for p -» 0, the spin
rotation per unit length becomes constant while At, -» 0 unless there
is a 7-absorption channel related to the PNC channel.

An estimate of $rsc can be made on the basis of the DDH model
using the two-body PNC potential given in ref. [14] to calculate the
PNC forward scattering amplitude in the first Born approximation.
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The PNC spin rotation dpnc over a target length / is obtained as:

(2)

where Unp, Vnp and Wnp are the weak scattering amplitudes correspond-
ing to the 35i -» lPu

 J 5 0 ->
 3P0 and the 3 5 a -»

 xPi couplings in the
np system. The values of these amplitudes are calculated from the cou-
pling constants in the DDH model. The estimate of 6PNC for a liquid
parahydrogen target of 25 cm length is Bpsc ~ - 3 x 10~7 radians using
the bert fit values of the coupling constants in the DDH model. Using
the reasonable range of the coupling constants, the value ranges from
1 x 10~r to —7 x 10~7 radians. A search for Opnc is planned with a liquid
parahydrogen target using the available high flux cold neutron facilities.
With a beam flux of about 10s neutrons/sec, the required sensitivity
can be reached in about a week. However, all possible systematic effects
have to be studied thoroughly to reach that level of sensitivity. Some of
these systematic effects have been studied in the measurement of 0/wc
in the heavier nuclei which will be discussed later.

PNC in the light nuclei

In the case of light nuclei such as "N, "O, "F, "F and "Ne, one
can, in "principle, observe Pn corresponding to a regular El transition
produced by the interference of an irregular Ml transition (or vice versa)
due to the wrong parity impurity to the nuclear states. However, in-
terpretation of the results and extraction of the PNC coupling con-
stants from the data require a large set of basis states so that a reliable
shell model calculation hu not been done yet. To overcome this diffi-
culty, the PNC experiments are mostly done for the selected transitions
where one of the levels has a nearby level of opposite parity. If the dou-
blet separation is sufficiently small, a considerable enhancement results.
Theoretical interpretation becomes somewhat simpler as one needs to
consider only the doublet and the state involved in the transition for
extracting the PNC matrix elements. In addition, because of the known
isospins of the parity doublets one can single out whether the transi-
tion is of the type A/ = 0, 1 or 2. A good example is the case of 1SF
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nucleus where a parity doublet exists at Ex = 1.081 MeV (0 ;0) and
at Ex = 1.042 MeV (0+; 1). The P7 corresponding to this transition is
sensitive to the / = 0 —+ / = 1 isovector PNC amplitude and there-
fore, complements the capture 7-asymmetry (Ay) measurement in the
np system. A detailed account of these experiments and the relevant
theory can be found in the review article by Adelberger and Haxton[14].

PNC in the heavier nuclei

The presence of a large number of closely spaced levels in the heavier
nuclei makes them promising candidates for the search of the PNC ef-
fects. Unfortunately, because of the complexity in the nuclear structure
involved, it becomes virtually impossible to understand the dynamical
behaviour of any hadronic or electromagnetic probe especially if it is
used to probe the weak interaction among the nucleons. The earlier
search for parity mixing through the observation of P7 was done in
181Ta for the known Ml transition (5/2+ - 7/2+). Unlike the light nu-
clear systems, the parity impurity to the participating levels in this case
comes from a few nearby levels so that a reliable interpretation of the
result in terms of the weak PNC couplings becomes more difficult. In
addition, there is no source of enhancement of the PNC effect in such
a system. In the case of heavy nuclei, in general, it was first pointed
out by Forte[15] that the PNC effects will be significantly enhanced
close to a p-wave resonance because pf the substantial overlap between
the s and the p states. The first measurement of Qpuc was conducted
in the 117Sn sample where a non-zero effect was found[16]. The en-
hancement was about 2 orders of magnitude over the single particle
estimate. Encouraged by this result, searches for the different PNC
effects were done in m S n and various other nuclei. A summary of the
results of these measurements are given in the Table 1. Subsequently,
the enhancement mechanisms were explained on the basis of the com-
pound resonance model of the nuclear reactions at low energy[17]. The
first mechanism of enhancement called the dynamical enhancement oc-
curs because of the large level density (N) in such a heavy nucleus
(typically N ~ 104 - 10*/MeV) whfch increases the mixing probabil-
ity among the opposite parity compound nuclear states compared to
that among the single particle states. Using the N single quasiparticle
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Nucleus Ep P-, Ay AL QPNC
(eV) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6) (10-6 rad)

117Sn

139La

81Br

207pb

133Cs

1.32
(O.O1)
0.734

(0.005)
0.88

(0.01)

9.5
(0.03)

81
'(24)
-160
(25)
161

(11)
< 2

-2 .4
(0.8)

2.4
(1.6)
- 1 8
(2)
—

—

—

6.2
(0.7)
9.0

(1.4)
19.6
(2.0)
-8 .9
(5.1)

—

- 9 8
(7)

-219
(29)
-184
(27)
83

(12)
4.5

(9.0)

Table 1: The experimental results for the PNC observables in neutron
scattering and (n/y) reactions. The P7 and A\ results are adopted from
ref. [19]. The A& results for Sn, La and Br are quoted from ref. [18] and
the Pb result from ref. [20]. The BPNC results for Br and Cs are from
ref. [21] and the Pb result is quoted from ref. [23].

basis states for the compound nuclear states, the random phase rela-
tionship among them and the first order perturbation theory, it can be
shown that the dynamical enhancement factor is VN. The other mech-
anism for enhancement is the so called resonance enhancement which
will occur at energies close to a p-resonance. This can be understood
by considering the capture of a neutron through the s-wave channel and
its subsequent emission through the p-channel carrying the PNC signal.
Utilizing the fact that the neutron capture and decay amplitudes scale
as the square root of the respective neutron widths, the PNC scattering
amplitude can be expressed as:

-Ep + iTp/2) { '
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where + and — refer to the two helicity states, g is the statistical spin
dependent factor and {s\Hwk\p) is the weak matrix element between the
s and the p compound nuclear states. Using Eqs. (1) and (3), the PNC
spin rotation angle Qpuc for one attenuation length A in the scatterer
(A = pna where a is the total cross section) is given by,

BPSC = fP

ax

- r ' r > / 4 ]

where, [s(p)\ = (E - E,^))2 + 1 ^ / 4 . A similar expression for the
longitudinal analyzing power can also be derived. It can be seen from
Eq. (4) that for E ~ Ept the PNC spin rotation angle scales as, 9PNc ~
y/r^/fjj. In case of 81Br nucleus, I? = 0.2 eV and T£ = 5.8 xlO"8 eV[18]
so the effective enhancement factor is about 2000 over the estimate
based on the single particle description.

A measurement of dpsc was recently conducted using the cold neu-
tron beam facility at the high flux reactor located at the Institut Max
Von Laue - Paul Langevin, Grenoble. The experimental set-up is shown
in the Pig. 1. Monochromatic neutrons, polarized by a magnetic super-
mirror type polarizer along the z-axis, are sent through a guiding mag-
netic field into the low magnetic field region where the bromine sample
is placed. A similar guide field along the y-axis and a supermirror
type spin analyzer are placed at the exit to pick up the spin projec-
tion along the y-axis. The transverse spin rotation angle is determined
by periodically flipping the guide field along the y-axis and measuring
the count rate (N±) for the two senses of the y-field. The spin rota-
tion angle 9 is determined as: sin0 = {N+ - N.)/(N+ + N.) x PP
where PP is the normalization factor that depends on the overall effi-
ciency of the spin rotation set-up. A careful measurement of PP yields:
PP = 0.9100 ± 0.0004. To extract the PNC spin rotation angle, a spin
precession coil is placed at the centre of the apparatus. The coil pre-
cesses the neutron spin about the z-axis by 180° (and hence the name
7r-coil). This coil, in conjunction with the alternate placement of the
sample in the two positions, is used to cancel out the spurious rotation
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—
( 0

MS

V

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the spin rotation apparatus. PS: Po-
larizing supermirror; I: Input coil; SF and SB: Sample placed in the
front and the back position; P: 7r-coil; O: Output coil; AS: Analyzing
supermirror; D: Neutron detector; MS: Magnetic shield.
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Sample

139La

81 Br

133Cs

-14
(27)
- 4 6
(38)
_2

(13)

- 2 4
(29)
- 3 7
(33)
- 2 4
(20)

QPNC

-174
(19)
-184
(27)

4
(12)

0PNC

-182
(35)
-169
(36)
12

(16)

6,

39
(25)
-25
(33)
-23
(17)

36
(20)
30

(19)
-21.6
(8.8)

Table 2: Results of the 9PNC measurements in 139La, 81Br and 133Cs.
The systematic effects 9Q and 9W as described in the text are also shown.
The spin rotation angles obtained after the regression analysis (indi-
cated by the superscript R) are also shown for comparison. The un-
certainties in the results are scaled by the reduced x2 values wherever
necessary. All the angles are expressed in 10~6 radians.

due mainly to the leakage magnetic field. The following checks for the
systematic effects are done: 1) between two runs with the ir-coil on,
one run is taken with 7r-coil off which should indicate any systematic
contribution (0O) other than that due to the 7r-coil; 2) the 7r-coil field is
periodically reversed in order to study the systematic contribution (0W)
from the 7r-coil; 3) the 7r-coil field is doubled to study the systematic
effect linear and quadratic in the 7r-coil field; 4) the sample orientation
is reversed and all the above processes are repeated.

The results of measurement after corrections for the linear and
quadratic drifts in the data are shown in the Table 2 for 139La, 81Br
and 133Cs. A multiple regression analysis of the cumulative signals
with possible contributions from the spurious magnetic field, sample
position dependent asymmetry and the 7r-coil systematics (both linear
and quadratic effects) shows no significant correlation of the systematic
effects with the true PNC signal in 81Br. The result obtained in 139La is
in reasonable agreement with the previous result[22]. In case of 133Cs,
no significant correlation with the true PNC signal was found.



Conclusion

Although the simplified idea of two level mixing in the compound nu-
cleus helps us in understanding the enhancement mechanism, it is diffi-
cult to extract unambiguously the PNC single particle matrix elements
from these measurements. The case of 117Sn can be cited where more
than one s-wave resonances can participate in the weak mixing of the
compound nuclear states. The estimates of the ratio A^jdp^c for 81Br
and 139La are found to be in good agreement with the experimental
results. A reliable theoretical calculation in the heavy nucleus regime
is therefore necessary to interpret these data and eventually to extract
the various weak PNC amplitudes that can be related to the weak cou-
pling constants in the 2-nucleon system. Meanwhile, attempts should
be made to increase the sensitivity in measurements of the various PNC
observables in the 2-nucleon system which will prove or disprove the re-
liability of the meson exchange model.
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SHRI : SEPARATOR FOR HEAVY RECOIL IONS

(A Recoil Mass Spectrometer for the Bombay Pelletron)

P. Singh

Nuclear Physics Division

Bhafcha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay 400 085.

1. introduction

Considerable theoretical and experimental ef-

forts have focussed recently on fusion reactions in

moderately heavy systems. Points of particular in-

terest include (i) the sub-barrier energy dependence

of cross-section where fusion is "thought to proceed

via multidimentional barrier penetration /I,2/ (ii)

competition between the survival of the compound

nucleus leaving an evaporation residue, o^R,
 an(* f^s~

sion ./3,4/ (iii) the possible requirement of an

"extra-push" energy to achieve fusion in heavy sys-

tems /5,6/. Identification of the evaporation

residues, left after light particle evaporation from

the compound nucleus, represents an unambiguous sig-

nature of fusion. The small fusion cross section at

the below barrier energies emphasizes the importance

of being able to identify the formed fusion products

with a collection efficiency as high as possible. The

experimental identification of the fusion products

is, however, complicated by the fact that they are

strongly forward focussed. into a cone of a few de-

grees around the beam direction. The background due
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to the beam and/or elastic and inelastic beam scat-

tering within that angular range requires that the

evaporation residues be physically separated from the

beam before they can be detected. The evaporation

residues can be studied both directly by detecting

and identifying the residual nucleus itself, and in-

directly by observing emitted nucleons, r-rays or 6-

rays. Indirect measurements using e.g. T-rays can

reveal a wealth of information about nuclear struc-

ture but may be laborious to interpret and perhaps

inconclusive without some a priori knowledge of the

nucleus under study. Complementary techniques involv-

ing direct identification of ER using particle detec-

tors have been limited by two principal problems.

First, in fusion-evaporation reactions heavy frag-

ments recoiling forward through a thin transmission

target lie within the cone of elastically scattered

beam projectiles; particle detectors ordinarily can-

not operate in this region because of high overall

count rates and low event rate. Second, for recoil

fragments heavier than 100 amu the energy resolution

of existing particle detectors is not sufficient to

permit a unique determination of mass using combined

time-of-flight and energy measurements.

Several devices in operation in different

laboratories are capable of detecting ER emitted at

0°. The SHIP spectrometer at GSI is designed as

velocity filter which transmits particles only within

a certain velocity window /if. The Bruokhaven Heavy
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Ion Spectrdmeter consists of a velocity selector fol-

lowed by $. split-pole spectrograph /8/. The recoil

mass spectrometers at Rochester /9/ and Padova /10/

use longitudinally separated electric and magnetc

dipole fields and focuss the ER on detector according

to their m/q values. The recoil mass spectrometer

under construction for use with the 14UD BARC-TIFR

Pelletron accelerator facility at Bombay consists of

a combination of electric and magnetic fields in

QQEBE configuration /ll/. An electric dipole field

dispersing in E/q as the first element gives a better

separation between beam and ER. The magnetic dipole

following this is in a crossed field mode and dis-

perses in p/q and the third electric dipole element

disperses again in energy. This mirror symmetric

configuration is used to cancel to first order the

energy dispersion effects leaving only mass disper-

sion. The extensive use of magnetic quadrupole lenses

involves the production of intensive chromatic aber-

ration that drastically limit the energy range ac-

ceptable through the device. For this reason the use

of such lenses has been limited to a minimum. The

layout of the spectrometer, SHRI, is given in Fig.l.

2. Design details

The system consists of a magnetic quadrupole

doublet (Qj^) followed by a mirror symmetric con-

figuration of two 20°- electric dipoles (EDI and ED2)

and one 40° magnetic dipole (MD). Maximum attainable
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Fig.l. Geometric layout of the recoil mass

spectrometer.
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electric and magnetic rigidities have been chosen

considering the various target-projectile combina-

tions planned for the Pelletron accelerator. The an-

gular distribution of the ER ane strongly peaked at

0° with characteristic angular widths ranging from

2° to 3° for heavy residues involving only nucleon

evaporation. For lighter residues involving a

evaporation it might be 20° to 30°. The width of

velocity distribution in case of nucleon evaporation

with heavy nuclei is about 3% while in case of a

evaporation with light nuclei it could be around 30%.

Out objective is to construct a spectrometer

operating at 0°, accepting a large solid angle and

having a finite energy width. At the same time if

the energy of the particles differs more than the al-

lowed width it should be rejected. This would cut

down the background. :

For various target-projectile combinations, con-

sidering the maximum energy of the Pelletron ac-

celerator/ theelectric and magnetic rigidities of

equilibrium charge states of ER are presented in

Fig.2. In our design the electrostatic deflector

plates are separated by 12cm, across which, a maximum

voltage of 400 kV can be sustained. The radius of

curvature of the electric deflector is 4m giving an

electric rigidity of 13 MV. The maximum magnetic

rigidity required is 10 KG-m. The radius of curvature

is chosen to be 1.4m with the magnetic field of 7K6
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which is easily attainable. The quadrupole lens is a

doublet having effective length of each element to be

3 0 cm, and an aperature of 10.6 cm. The material of

the anode for electric dipole is a polished stainless

steel plate and the cathode is a plate of aluminium,

as the latter has a low electron emission coeffi-

cient. The beam optics was worked out using the com-

puter codes TRANSPORT /12/ and TRIO /13/. The beam

envelopes in X (dispersive) and Y (nondispersive)

planes respectively are shown in Fig.3. These are

based on the initial divergence of 50 and 25 mr in

the X and Y planes respectively for 100 MeV ER of A =

100 amu, q = 20+ . It is clear from the figure that

the maximum displacement in the X-plane is 4cm inside

the magnetic dipole. The width of the pole is 25cm,

large enough so that the beam never comes near the

edge of the pole. In the Y-plane the maximum dis-

placement is 4 cm inside the quadrupole. This does

not pose any problem because the quadrupole has an

aperture of 10.6 cm. The distances/entrance and exit

pole face rotation of the magnetic dipole have been

optimized to obtain spatial and energy focussing at

the detector position. The design studies indicate

that the mass resolution (^m/m) that can be achieved

is ̂ . in 300 with a mass dispersion of 11 mm/% at max-

imum solid angle of 8 msr (Fig.4). The expected per-

formance of SHRI is summarized in the Table.
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Table: Design parameters of the spectrometer

A) Dipoles MD ED1,ED2

1

2

3

4

5

6

Radius of curvature
Deflection angle

Entrance/exit

pole face rotation

Gap

Maximum field

Maximum rigidity

1.4m

40°

4°
12 cm

7.2 kG

10 kG-m

4.

20

0°
12

33

13

0m
o

cm

,3 kV/cm

MV

B) Quadrupoles Ql, Q2

1

2

3

4

Diameter

Effective length

Maximum field at

pole tip

Effective separation

10-icm

30 cm

6 kG

10 cm

C) Design performance

A/q range

Energy range

Solid angle

acceptance

Mass dispersion

Mass resolution

( Am/m)

±5%

±10%

8 msr

11 mm/%

1/300



3. Present status of SHRI

The spectrometer, SHRI, is in advance stage of

fabrication. Machining of the 40°- magnetic dipole

and its vacuum chamber is getting completed. Square

(12mm x 12mm) copper tubes with a central hole of 8

mm dia. are being acquired to fabricate the coils.

These coils will be made at CAT, Indore. All the

vacuum systems required for the recoil mass

spectrometer (RMS) have been procured. A tur-

bomolecular pump and two cryopumps will be used to

evacuate the magnet chamber and electric dipole cham-

bers respectively. Two diffstak pump? have been ob-

tained for target and detector chambers, A quad-

rupole doublet with its current regulated power sup-

plies, two high voltage supplies (200kV) for

electrostatic diflectors have been procured and

tested. A power supply (500 A, 70 V, 30 ppm

stability) for the 40°- magnet is under fabrication

at BARC. Fabrication drawings of the electric

dipoles and their chambers have been made and

material has been obtained. Their fabrication is

being started at Central Workshops, BARC. A Bragg

curve Detector /14/ developed for use with the RMS

was tested with 16O and 28Si beams from 14UD Pel-

letron. A resolution ( AZ/Z) of 1/24 for Z = 8 was

obtained. The peaks corresponding to Z = 6,7 and 8

could be clearly identified when 90 MeV 28Si beam

bombarded the 59Co target.
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The work reported here is carried out in col-

laboration with M.G. Betigeri, M.L. Jhingan* ,

S.Nagaraj* and A. Roy* (* TIFR).
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HEAVY ION REACTION ANALYZER FACILITY (HIRA) AT NSC

Ajit Kumar Sinha
Nuclear Science Centre, Post Box 10502
J. N. U. Campus, New Delhi 110 067

Nuclear Science Centre (NSC) is being set up
as an inter-university facility for accelerator
based research by the University Grants Commission.
In its first phase, a 16 Million Volt Tandem
Accelerator is getting installed at NSC. In a
series of workshops at different universities and
NSC, a triple focussing (X-, Y- & Energy ) Recoil
Mass Separator (RMS) having reasonable mass
resolution was considered to be as one of the front
ranking research equipment to be set up at NSC.
After several deliberations with the participating
universities, the basic configuration of the
electro_magnetic dispersive elements for the RMS at
NSC was chosen to be similar to that of the RMS at
Rochester and the facility was called as the Heavy
Ion Reaction Analyzer (HIRA).

Since then a large number of persons from the
participating universities and NSC have been
involved in various aspects of this facility. An
extensive technical report prepared by the HIRAv
working_group (consisting of groups from Calicut/'
Chandigarh and Kurkshetra Universities and NSC) was
submitted to the Director, NSC in September 1988. A
first order ion optics program with good graphics
capability and optimization options written at NSC •
for an IBM_PC was extensively used in preparing the
above report. Apart from the electromagnetic
hardware, detectors needed for the proper
utilization of HIRA were considered in this report.

Based on above report, first discussions with
our consultant Prof Enge were held and final design
parameters were frozen by December '88 based on
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which fabrication of the electromagnetic component
got started. The firm selected for this was the
Danfysik of Denmark.

Attempts were started to initiate some gaseous
detector development activity by some of the
participating universities.

Some salient features of HIRA and the current
status of the project will be described in this
report.

The final electro-magnetic configuration
selected for HIRA is QQ-ED-M-MD-ED-QQ as shown in
the figure 1. The figure also shows important
design parameters of HIRA-components.

CHOICE OF THE FIRST ORDER PARAMETERS

Basic configuration of dispersive elements
electrostatic dipole (ED) and magnetic dipole (MD)
is chosen to be symmetric. First order performance
of such a system is given by six parameters, viz.,
the bending radii & angles'^the EDs ( f^ & 9g) and MD
(/̂  & 9|*t) , the separation (d) between the effective
field boundaries of ED & MD and the shim angle (oc)
of the entrance & exit faces of MD. Any two of
these were varied over a selected range and proper
correlation was found between them which resulted
in a vanishing of the first order matrix elements
{X/6E) and (Q/SB ) beyond the second electrostatic
dipole ED2. A typical correlation of this type is
shown in figure 2 for the case of 'd' vs '0H'. The
figure also shows variation of the total length of
the basic system as well as the maximum solid angle
along this correlated variation of the d vs 0^. It
was felt that the electrostatic rigidity
should be maximised to take care of possible
inverse reactions etc while keeping the total
length of the system and value of parameter d as
reasonable and solid angle and mass dispersion as
large as possible. This optimization resulted in
the fixing of the first order parameters to the
values shown in the figure 1.
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THE QUADRUPOLE & HIGHER ORDER FIELDS

It was felt necessary to provide as much of
space as possible around the target area for
putting detectors etc. The distance between the
target and the quadrupole was chosen to be 5O
cm.The job of the front end quadrupole doublet (
aperture radius = 6O mm) was then to increase the
solid angle of acceptance. The design value for
the maximum solid angle of acceptance for mean mass
and energy is > 10 msr. They also provide a handle
on the X- and Y- magnification of the system at the
focal plane. The Y-magnification is minimised by
setting the quadrupole excitation in such a Vfay
that there is a cross-over in the middle of the MD.
This results in a smaller pole gap thus reducing
the cost of the magnet as well as resulting in a
better realisability of the design parameters for
the MD. This may also improve the beam rejection
capability as a Y-slit can be introduced in the
middle of MD. Provision for such a slit is made in
the vacuum chamber of MD. The same slit is also
planned to be used as an energy range defining slit
for HIRA. The quadrupole doublet at the end serves
to bring back the particles to a Y-focus. This
quadrupole doublet also allows for a variable mass
dispersion as well as offers a suitable way of
introducing a higher order field to reduce a
particular higher order aberration involving
Sm ,1k*. mass parameter without affecting those
involving &e ,the energy parameter-. The last
quadrupole of HIRA has gotten its poles displaced
in such a way so that small amounts of sextupole
and octupole fields gets superimposed on the
quadrupole field. This higher order field is enough
to take care of the tilt and curvature in the mass
dispersed focal plane arising due to (X/0 Se*») and
( X / 0 S M ) terms. Introduction of the quadrupole
doublet at the exit end affects the mass acceptance
of HIRA. Attempt has been made to reduce this
limitation by having a large aperture of the
quadrupole (a = 75 mm). Also the vacuum chamber of
the last quadrupole has been made elliptical being
wider in the horizontal plane.
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The curvature of t'.ie entrance and exit faces
of MD provides for a possibility of introducing
higher order fields to take care of some of the
aberrations. It may be possible to sel.ect a
curvature so as to annul one of the second order
aberration, say { * / B"*" ), however that resultsin
deterioration of the other second order aberration
like ( x/dSe) or ( X/ S^- ) resulting in an overall
degradation of the performance. The second order
field produced by the curved effective field
boundaries of MD actually affects the second order
aberration terms which involve parameters having
significant first order matrix elements with
respect to the position coordinate. For example, we
have significant values, of first order terms (X/0)
and ( */&e ) etc before MD. which implies that the
second order field here strongly acts on the
aberrations ( X/ ©*• ), ( X/9Se) and ( x/£ e

x ).
Unfortunately these effects are strongly anti-
correlated and one cannot reduce all of these
aberrations to zero simultaneously. An optimum
selection is possible if one decides beforehand the
kind of experiment one intends to perform but that
cannot be a general solution. An optimum value for
the curvature has been selected which gives best
possible resolution for a solid angle of 5 msr and
energy spread of ±. 10%. In the table 1, calculated
X-displacement for various second order aberration
terms are given for the mean mass assuming initial
values of 0.5 mm, 3 5 mrad, 0.5 mm, 35 mrad, 0.1 for
the X-, 0-, Y-, §- and Sc respectively. These
values have been calculated using the prpgram GIOS.
Figure 3 shows a scatter plot obtained by program
RAYTRACE in the focal plane of three messes having
the initial coordinates in the range s pecified by
the maximum values above for table 1. T ie extracted
FWTM (full width at tenth of max) mas: resolution
is ~l/2OO with Y-size of approx 10-15 mi.i. Among the
third order aberration the ( X./0# ) terra is found
to be significant. Apart from the second order
fields from the curved EFBs of the MD, variable
higher order fields are available just before MD
through a multipole (M) . The multipole provides
small quadrupole, sextupole and octupole fields
each independently adjustable. This multipole can
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be used for fine tuning as well as for small
corrections that may be needed in case of possible
departures from the design values of the
parameters.

BEAM REJECTION

Rejection of the primary and scattered beam
particles from the reaction products of interest is
one of the main objective of the HIRA. It was
considered that if the primary beam is not allowed
to hit the anode plate of EDI it will improve the
beam suppression .To achieve this a 15 mm wide slot
has been introduced in the anode plate at the beam
level so that the beam is allowed to go through and
get stopped in the beam catcher. This beam catcher
is mounted through a port and cooled by a cold
copper finger and is long enough to collect the
beam over a range across which the beam may be
bent.

HIRA PLATFORM AND TITE BEAM LINE

The HIRA is planned to have a possibility of
rotation over a range of ->-15o to +4O°. The entire
spectrometer is mounted on a rotating platform. A
sliding seal chamber to allow the rotation while
maintaining the vacuum is also planned for
mounting the target & detectors.

The beam line for HIRA has been planned in
such a way so as to give sufficient space before
the target for the mounting of detector arrays
(BGO, Escape suppressed HPGe etc). It will be
possible to mount a target in a small tube before
the sliding seal which will allow to bring the
detectors sufficiently close to the target to do a
meaningful gamma-gamma coincidence measurements
with residual nucleus tagged by HIRA.

CURRENT STATUS
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Almost all the components for HIRA have now
arrived at NSC. Extensive field mapping
mea; urements have been carried out by us in order
to calculate relevant parameters for the magnets.
Detailed harmonic content measurements were done
for quadrupoles for different excitations. The
optic axis was determined by using the rotating
coil method and it was found to be coincident with
the geometric axis of the quadrupole within O.O5
mm. The measurement of the effective length of
quadrupole was carried out for different radial
distance and it was found to be reasonably
constant. For the last quadrupole , the harmonic
contents for the sextupole and octupole fields were
measured for different displacements of the poles.
The poles were then dowelled at the proper
positions giving the required multipole
components.The fringing field measurements for the
magnetic dipole were carried out for different coil
currents. No significant saturation effects were
observed. Effective field boundary was obtained for
different X- values. The experimentally determined
EFB was then fitted with a surface having the
variable shim angle and the radius of curvature.
Tho fitted values of the shim angle and radius of
curvature was in agreement with the design values
within the specified tolerances. A direct
evaluation of the shim angles was also done which
agreed with the fitted value. The extensive field
homogeneity measurements were carried out and it
was found to be within the specified homogeneity of
^5xlO . There was some departure near the corners
of the pole shoe but that was not important as the
beam is not expected to be so wide. The calculated
bending angle and the radius are also in good
agreement with the design values. The lateral shift
between the EFF & SCOFF approximation of the
fringing field was calculated to be - 3 mm and this
has been incorporated in the location of the
alignment pins provided on the top of the yoke.

Extensive 2D - poisson calculations were done
using the program POISSON on a VAX computer for the
various geometrical arrangements considered for the
electrodes of the electrostatic dipoles EDI and ED2
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from which the location of the EFB and the EFF-
SCOFF shifts were calculated. Proper arrangement
was then finalised based on the result of those
calculations. The field distortions expected due to
the presence of the slot in the anode of EDI have
been also calculated. The estimates show that it
should not have any significant effect on the
energy dispersion cancellation at the focal plane.

Both the electrode surfaces are made of titanium
sheet. Based on the expected outgassing rates
proper pumping using cryopumps was planned. This
gave a base vacuum of 2x10 torr. Measurements on
the curvatures of the electrode plates was done and
mean of the absolute departures of the electrode
surface from the design was found to be " O.15 mm.
Priliminary high voltage conditioning study of ED2
showed certain problems associated with the feed
thru above +.185 KV applied simultaneously on the
plates. After rectifying these, it has been
possible to condition the EDs to reach a voltage of
±240 KV on the electrodes. The EDs have been tested
to hold +22 5 K7 on the electrodes simultaneously
with vacuum of 4xlO torr .They have now arrived
at NSC.

THe rotating platform has been installed in the
beam hall and a a proper load testing has been
conducted with the all magnets etc in position.
Currently alignment of the front end quadrupoles is
being done. The control of the HIRA- power supplies
is planned using CAMAC and PC-AT. Necessary control
electronics is being set up now. THe oower lines,
the water lines & the compressed air lines are
being installed.

Several detector workshops have been held and
a few of the gaseous detectors have been tested
using the test chamber at NSC. Further work is in
progress.
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GAMMA RAY MULTIPLICITY SET UP AT THE BARC/TIFR
14UD PELLETRON ACCELERATOR

R.K.Choudhury
Nuclear Physics Division

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay 400 085.

1. Introduction

The study of behaviour of nuclei at large
angular momenta is of great current interest
particularly with regard to the understanding of
nuclear structure changes due to changes in pairing
correlations, nuclear stability against fission and
limits to compound nucleus formation, superdeformed
nuclei at high spins etc. Measurement and selection
of spin of nuclei produced in heavy ion reactions
has been possible through studies of both the total
energy and multiplicity of gamma rays emitted in
these reactions. Development of large multidetector
devices, some of them approaching nearly 4TT geometry
for detection of the gamma ray cascades from high
spin states have been very fruitful in the studies of
nuclear structure physics and nuclear reaction
mechanism*-3) . Before the early 1980's, most of the
multiplicity arrays were made of Nal(Tl) crystals,
but with the availability of good quality BGO
detectors, which offer better detection sensitivity,
the later systems have incorporated these detectors.
With the help of these detector arrays, basically
three types of studies have been taken up in the
heavy ion collisions namely, (i) measurements of
angular momentum distributions in fusion, transfer,
deep inelastic and fission reactions (ii) study of
the evolution of nuclear structure with angular
momentum through high resolution spectroscopic
measurements with spin filter and (iii) study of the
correlation between linear and angular momentum
transfer for investigation of reaction mechanism. In
heavy ion reactions, the nuclei are populated with
high spins and excitation energies and they de-excite
by means of particle and gamma ray emission. After
the initial deexcitation predominantly by particles
and statistical gamma rays, the nucleus reaches near
yrast line, where the deexcitation takes place by
means of stretched E2 transitions. The number of
gamma transitions is therefore proportional to the
angular momentum of the nucleus and is rather weakly-
dependent on the initial excitation energy. This fact
has been corroborated by a large body of experimental
data for many nuclei in mass region of A>100. This
character of f-ray deexcitations is made use of to
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determine the angular momentum of nuclei produced in
heavy ion reactions at high angular momenta and
excitation energies from the measurements of gamma
ray multiplicity and total energy. In the following,
we will describe the gamma ray multiplicity array set
up at the BARC/TIFR 14UD pelletron accelerator and
discuss some of tl.e preliminary results obtained in
certain studies using this system.

2. Details of the Gamma Rav Multiplicity Setup

Fig.l shows the gamma ray multiplicity set up at
the BARC/TIFR 14UD pelletron accelerator. It
consists of upto twenty hexagonal BGO detectors with
dimensions of 5.6cm face to face and 6.35cm length
^ach. These are arranged in close packed geometry
both below and above the horizontal plane and some of
these are also placed in the horizontal plane. In
the initial experiments, fifteen detectors covering
about 60% of the geometrical solid angle have been
employed for the multiplicity measurements. The
choice of the size and type of detectors is based on
considerations of the detection efficiency for
various energies of gamma rays. BGO detectors are
preferred for these studies because of their higher
stopping powers as compared to other detectors such
as Nal or BaF2. With a detector thickness of about
6.3 cm, one gets almost 70% photopeak efficiency for
1 MeV gamma rays and this remains nearly flat to
within about 50% of this value for gamma energies
upto 10 MeV. Due to the large stopping power, the
cross talk between detectors is also greatly reduced.
The above factors facilitate the determination of
gamma ray multiplicities from the measured fold
distributions. The signal from each detector is used
to provide a logic output, and all these outputs are
fed to a summing unit to derive the fold signal.
Also the 'OR' of these outputs is taken for
coincidence with any external detector which is used
for event identification. The signals of the external
detector and the gamma ray fold output are recorded
event by event for further data processing. The
common analysis in all the experiments is to carry
out the determination of gamma ray multiplicity
distribution from the observed fold distribution. A
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Fig.i. Schematic diagram of the BGO multiplicity
s<--t u p .
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simplified version of the analysis procedure is
described below.

3. Determination of gamma ray multiplicity from fold
distributions

The problem of unfolding the observed
coincidence fold data into multiplicity distribution
has been discussed by many authors earlier*-?. We
present here some of the basic expressions used in
the analysis of the multiplicity data. Let N be the
number of detectors employed, each having a solid
angle Si- . If M is the multiplicity of gamma rays
emitted in an event, then the probability for p-
detectors to fire in coincidence (p-fold coincidence)
is given by

The fold distribution corresponding to a multiplicity
distribution G(M) is obtained as

'uno-x

M = o

This can be written in terms of factorial momenta
such as

where

and the angular brackets imply the average taken over
the multiplicity distribution G(M). Inverting
eqn.(3), we obtain the moments of the multiplicity
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distribution as
^ 1

Apm~i is called the response matrix and is dependent
on the detector solid angle and number of detectors
employed in the multiplicity set up. Fig.2 shows the
simulated fold distributions for given values of M,
for a set up with 14 detectors with a total solid
angle of 40%. The shape of the fold distribution is
seen to be sensitively dependent on the gamma ray
multiplicity. In the following, we shall describe
the results of certain types of studies carried out
using the present set up.

4. Correlation between energy loss and angular
momentum transfer in HI induced reactions

Investigations have been carried out in the
past8) extensively on quasielastic and deep inelastic
heavy ion collisions to study the various aspects of
the reaction mechanisms. However, there are still
some problems in the understanding of the reaction
dynamics and the different theoretical models which
have been proposed to interpret the experimental data
have not always been successful. One of the
questions is the role of the impact parameter and
mass exchange in the energy loss mechanism in a heavy
ion collision. In the theoretical models, energy
loss and angular momentum transfer are governed by
the viscosity coefficients, which depend on the
overlap of the nuclear densities. The correlation
between the mass transfer and energy loss have not
been treated consistently in many of the models.
Experimentally, there is very little information as
to how the angular momentum and energy loss are
correlated with the mass transfer during a collision.
Attempts are being made recently to address to such
questions by measuring gamma ray multiplicities for
various energy loss and mass transfers in different
types of heavy ion reactions9. 1* > . In the present
experiment, the reactions of i^o + ii5in at Elab = 92
MeV were studied. The energies of transfer and deep
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Fig.2. Calculated fold distributions for different
assumed gamma multiplicities [N=14, ./l = .
(see text)].
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inelastic products were measured using a Si detector
telescope (30M and 500M detectors) at an ang*le of 30°
in the forward direction. Gamma ray multiplicities
were measured using 14 BGO detectors. Fig.3 shows
the results of the measured fold distribution in
coincidence with the products of Z=3 and Z=4 for
various values of energy loss. The values of <My >
derived by unfolding these distributions with the
known response matrix are also listed in the figure.
The variation of <My > with the energy loss in the
two different reaction channels is shown in the inset
in the same figure. It is seen that for the same
energy loss, higher mass transfer leads to higher
angular momentum transfer. In the preliminary run,
data on other transfer channels could not be
obtained, but the systematics observed in the results
is very interesting. Further experiments are being
planned to investigate this problem in greater
detail.

5. Giant dipole gamma decay as a function of spin
of spin of the compound nucleus

Studies of high energy gamma rays emitted in the
energy range of 10 to 20 MeV, corresponding to the
region giant dipole resonance (GDR) decay of excited
states of nuclei provide useful information on the
collective behaviour of hot nuclei*2-14) . in order
to investigate the shape change of nuclei with spin,
for nuclei of A~200 amu, an experiment was carried
out to measure energy distribution of gamma rays as a
function of the gamma ray multiplicity in 1 60 + i8iTa
at 106 MeV bombarding energy. High energy gamma rays
were detected with seven close-packed Nal(Tl)
detectors placed at 90° to the beam, in conjunction
with the BGO multiplicity set up. The information on
the gamma energy, multiplicity and TAC output were
recorded event by event. The gamma ray spectra were
determined after correcting for neutrons, background
and pileup events. Fig.4 shows the gamma ray spectra
for two broad multiplicity windows. These data were
also analysed to obtain the gamma ray fold
distributions corresponding to different gamma energy
cuts in the Nal detector. These results are shown
in Fig.5. Figure also shows the calculated fold
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Fig.3. Experiemntal fold distributions for
different windows on energy loss
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92 MeV (see text for inset).
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Fig.5. Experimentally measured fold distributions
for various high energy gamma windows,
along with calculations for various assumed
average gamma multiplicities.
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distributions for assumed average- mult. :... 'ities of
<M|-> - 10, 15 and 20. It is seea that the
experimental data for th».- gamma ray region of 8-10
MeV is in better agreement with the case of <M > ~
15, which corresponds to an average spin of the order
of about 25 "&, . The question regarding the shape
change of the nucleus with spin can be answered by
takir.g further data with good statistics for higher
fold coincidences. More experiments are Lt .:,g
planned to investigate this problem further.

Apart from these studies, efforts are also being
made to integrate the multiplicity set up with in
array of HPGe detectors to use them for spectroscopic
study of the high spin states. A number of
experiments are envisaged to study nuclear structure
aspects in different mass regions

6. Summary

In this paper, a concise description of the
gamma ray multiplicity system set up at the BARC/TIFR
14 UD pelletron accelerator is presented. Typical
initial experiments carried out using the set up are
discussed. The multiplicity set up provides a good
tool for measurement of angular momentum of nuclei
produced in heavy ion reactions. Experiments are
being planned to use this set up for studies of
nuclear structre and reaction mechanism in different
target and projectile mass regions and at different
energies.
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GAMMA DETECTOR ARRAY FACILITY AT NUCLEAR SCIENCE CENTRE

Ranjan Kumar Bhowmik

Nuclear S c i e n c e Centre

P o s t Box 10502 , JNU New Campus, NEW DELHI 110067

1 . INTRODUCTION

Nuclear Science Centre is an inter-university research

facility for the study of accelerator based research with heavy

ions. At present there are three major experimental setups under

installation at NSC - a 1.5 m diameter scattering chamber, a

Heavy Ion Recoil mass Analyser (HIRA) and a Gamma Detector Array

faci l i ty (GDA).

The GDA faci l i ty is basically an experimental tool for

in-beam gamma ray spectroscopy with heavy ions. The study of

nuclear shapes at high spin, measurement of l i f e times and g-

factors of high spin states and study of nuclei far from

stability are some of the areas that can be investigated with the

GDA facility.

2 . THE GAMMA DETECTOR ARRAY

The GDA fac i l i ty ( fig 1) consists of the following

components :

1) An array of 12 high efficiency and high resolution HPGe
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Fig. 4 / - Top view of the BGO elements of the multiplicity filter/
total energy spectrometer and six of the BGO-Nal-Ge Compton

suppression system

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN mm

Fig.2r-Dcsign of the Compton suppression shield
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detectors in BGO-Nal anti-Compton shields.

2) A 4 Pai 38 element BGO multi-detector multiplicity filter

and total energy gamma-ray spectrometer.

3) Mechanical support for precision alignment of the components

and their easy interchangability.

4) Electronics for the Compton suppression detectors and the

multiplicity filter.

5) Data acquisition system for on-line processing.

6) A small scattering chamber for housing Si surface barrier

detector telescopes at desired orientations around the

target.

It was planned that the first phase of the GDA would have a

six detector Compton suppressed array, a 14 element BGO multi-

plicity filter and associated electronics. Subsystems like Mini-

orange electron spectrometer, recoil distance device e.t.c are to

be incorporated by individual experimental groups for specific

experiments. The remaining equipment would be obtained in a

phased manner after gaining experience with the initial confi-

guration. A preliminary report on the design details of the GDA

facility can be found in ref 1.

2.1 COMPTON SUPPRESSED Ge DETECTORS

Among gamma detectors, Compton suppressed Ge detectors

provide the best overall performance in terms of energy and time

resolution and peak to total background ratio. An array of

Compton-suppressed detectors is the ideal choice for the study of

gamma-gamma coincidences due to its vastly improved performance

in terms of count rate. The solid angle subtended by each
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detector is kept purposefully low to reduce Doppler broadening

and summing of multiple gamma rays. The resultant loss in

detection efficiency can be offset by having a large number of

pairs of detectors in coincidence.

The anti-Compton shields used are cone-shaped, completely

surrounding the Ge detector from the front and the sides with a

small axial opening for the incident photons (fig 2). This gives

rise to a very good suppression efficiency in the energy region >

400 kev where most of the gamma rays of interest are expected.

Fig 3 shows the gamma spectrum observed with and without

suppression. For 60Co gamma rays, the best suppression factor

obtained is 8.5 corresponding to a peak to total ratio of 55% for

a 100 keV discriminator level.

2.2 MECHANICAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

In order to accomodate a large number of Ge detectors with

ACS shields in a reproducible geometry, a rigid mechanical

support structure is essential. The design goals of the support

structure are :

1) The shields should be closely packed near the horizontal

plane with the vertical direction free for mounting the

multiplicity filter elements. This is achieved by putting

the Ge detectors in two rows of six detectors each at +-25°

above and below the horizontal plane. The free space between

four nearest neighbours can be used to accomodate target

holders, viewing windows etc.

2) To suppress annihilation radiation and coincidence with

back-scattered photons, no two Ge detectors should be
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diammetrically opposite. The detectors are kept at azimuthal

angles of 45°, 99 ° and 153° on bot i sides of the beam to

achieve this.

3) The mechanical support structure should be easily replacable

to accomodate auxiliary equipment and should have precision

alignment provisions.

In the system designed for stand alone in-beam spectroscopy

work, two independent support structures are used on opposite

sides of the beam each accomodating six ACS shields. Six MS

plates, cut and welded together at specified angles, form each
m

structure (fig 4). The Ge detectors are supported from guide

rails to allow them to be positioned axially inside the ACS

shields. ( The tolerance between the Ge detector can outer

diameter and the ACS well diameter is only 2 mm.) A heavymet

collimator of 30 mm thickness is mounted in front of each ACS

shield to prevent the direct unscattered gamma rays from being

detected in the shield. The nominal distance of the front of the

Ge detectors from the target is 180 mm in order to maximise the

gamma-gamma coincidence rate.

The GDA mechanical structures are mounted on two trollys

moving on a guide rail to allow for precision positioning of the

detectors. The trollys are cantilevered for access under the

target and under the beam line.

The design of the mechanical support was carried out by the

Andhra University group and the structure was fabricated at

Waltair. The structure is now ready for shipment to NSC. A second

structure for putting upto six ACS shields in the HIRA beam line

for gamma ray - recoil particle coincidence is under construction
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at : HSC.

2. : . MULT; F L I C I T iTLTER AND TOTAL ENERGY SPECTROMETER

The mult ipl ic i ty f i l t e r elements for GDA are made up of ?\

largo number of hexagonal BGO crystals arranged in a closely-

packed cast le cor. I igurat ion in two hemispheres above and below

trie t a r g e t . Each hemisphere cons i s t s of th ree concentr ic

cylinders with one central detector surrounded by six elements in

the middle cylinder and twelve elements in the outer cylinder

(fig 5). The physical dimension of the detectors i s 38 mm face-

to- face and 75 mm length to provide about 85% detec t ion

ef f ic iency for 1 MeV photons. In the f i r s t phase, 14 BGO

detectors covering nearly 35% of the to ta l solid angle are

available.

The performance of the BGO detectors has been tested in a

.jciiima-gamma coincidence setup using a Co source. They show a

rise time of 20 ns and a fall time of 300 ns. For high count rate

applications, a special preamplifier with pole-zero conpensation

has been designed for clipping the pulse to a width of less than

200 ns. The energy resolution is typically 13% with Cs source.

The time resolution between two detectors is around 4 ns for

60Co source.

2 . 4 ELECTRONICS AND DATA ACQUISITION

For processing the signals from a large number of detectors,

hirjh density electronics is used throughout to reduce the cost

per channel and the space requirement. After Compton suppression,

the multiplicity of the Ge timing signals is done through CAMAC
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elctronics. THe Multiplicity module gives an analogue output

proportional to the number of pulses in coincidence. This in term

generates a logic signal that latches the 'Hit Pattern1 data in

the CAMAC register that can be subsequently read out. The energy

and timing informtion from each Ge detector and the corresponding

BGO Hit pattern are also to be recorded event by event (fig 6).

The On-line Data Acquisition System using two Micro-VAX II

computers is currently functional. It can tranfer data from CAMAC

to VAX memory at a sustained throughput rate of 300 kb/sec. For

writing to high density 6250 BPI tape, upto 75 kb/sec transfer

rate was possible with a block size of 16kb. For on-line

generation of spectra, there can be a further reduction of speed

by a factor of 2 - 4 depending on the complexity of calculation.

A dedicated program for optimised processing is planned in

future.

3. CURRENT STATUS

The first phase of the GDA facility is nearing completion

and we expect to do the preliminary beam test in a month's time.

During the planning and implementation stage, a large number of

university faculty members and students have taken part. The

active support provided by the Universities of Delhi, Waltair,

Panjab, Sukhadia, Banaras and Bombay and my colleagues at NSC is

gratefully acknowledged. Work on the GDA has been possible due

the funding of the project by the UGC •
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NEW TRENDS IN THE GROWTH OF SCINTILLATION

DETECTOR CRYSTALS

D. Arivuoli, J. Kumar and P. Ramasamy,

Crystal Growth Centre, Anna University, Madras-25.

INTRODUCTION

Detection of gamma-rays with good resolution

is an essential issue in nuclear and subnuclear

physics. In addition to the obvious use in gamma-

ray spectroscopy, large gamma-ray detectors have

been employed to search for exotic or at least very

rare, processes in elementary particle physics like

double beta decay, electron stability and

interactions of elusive particles as the possible,

candidates for cosmic dark matter.

The different scintillation crystals can be

broadly classified as follows: Inorganic

scintillating crystals, organic scintillating

crystals, plastic scintillating materials and

scintillating fiber detectors. Plastic

scintillators are widely used in high energy

physics and the developments of new technologies

such as plastic scintillating fibers makes it even

more important to predict the performances of new

scintillating mixtures incorporating several

specific doping materials. Scintillating fiber

detectors are being actively developed and utilised

for tracking and calorimetric applications. These

fibers provide fast timing with impressive spatial
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resolution for the tracking of particles produced

in collision regions of high-luminosity colliders.

The conventional materials utilized for tracking

devices have included coherent plates of

scintillating fibers and single strand fibers of

polystrene based scintillators. The requirements of

a scintillation liquid suitable for high

resolution tracking are: The refractive index of

the liquid should be as high as possible, so that

light trapping by total internal reflection will be

as efficient as possible. The scintillation liquid

should contain only a single solute(dye) and

preferrably one with a large Stokes1 Shift, to

minimise self absorption effects in the material.

The scintillation liquid should have high quantum

efficiency and fast decay. The material should be

radiation resistant 11J.

SCINTILLATION DETECTORS

Of all the scintillating inorganic crystals

Nal(Tl) is the most commonly used single crystal

scintillator for the past 40 years due to its

efficient conversion of gamma ray into visible

photons and no other scintillator can match, with

this crystal as regards conversion efficiency

though some crystals have better detection

efficiency and count-rate capability. But recent

advances in crystal growth of BGO(Bi4Ge3O12^'
BaF2
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and CclWÔ  have improved the scintillation

properties and made them viable alternatives for

certain applications and their low count-rate

capabilities limit their usefulness for other

measurements.Now newly discovered scintillator

materials like GSO(Ce)(Gd2Si05(Ce)) and CeFj LI,2]

are reported to be useful for applications where

high counting rates, good stopping power and

nanosecond timing are important such as medical

imaging and nuclear science.

The usefulness of a scintillator crystal depends on

its optical and physical properties like emission

intensity, decay constant, emission spectrum

self-absorption, density, atomic number, ruggedness

and hygroscopicity of the material. Optical

properties of the most common inorganic crystals

are given Table I.

CRYSTAL GROWTH

The usual growth techniques adopted for growing

promising inorganic single crystals are shown in

Table II.Bismuth germanateCBi^GeijO-]^) single

crystals were first grown by Nitsche in 1962 as a

replacement of bismuth silicon oxide Eulytite,

Bi^SijOj^' a rare natural mineral. Since that time

onwards BGO crystals have been grown for

investigation of their electro-optical and
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Titl

Crystal Melting point

<oc>

Growth technique

Nal(Tl) 662 Bridgman

Csl(na) 621 Bridgman

Bi4Ge3012
 1 0 5 0 Czochralski

Bridgman

Heat Exchanger

CdWO4 1325 Czochralski

BaF- 1354 Bridgman

Gd2SiO5(Ce) Czochralski
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TABLE: w.

SCINTILLATION DETECTORS

CRYSTAL WAVELENGTH DECAY DENSITY CONVERSION

MAXIMUM CONST (g/m3) EFFICIENCY

EMISSION (%>

(nm) (ys)

Nal(Tl) 410 0.23 3.67 100 h

CsIINa) 420 0.63 4.51 85 h

CsKTl) 565 1.0 4.51 45

CsF 390 0.005 4.11 05 h

CaF2<Eu> 435 0.94 3.19 50

BaF2 220,310 0.001 4.88 12
0.60

480 0.30 7.13 10

CdWO4 540 5 . 0 7 . 9 0 40

G d 2 S i 0 5 ( C e ) 430 0.05 6 . 7 1 20
0 .60
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electromechanical properties and for use as laser

host materials for some rare earth elements. BGO

and BSO have also attracted attention as non-

hygroscopic and high atomic number scintillator

material. The scintillation properties under high

energy radiation are characterised by a short

decay time and extremely small afterglow. Recently

BGO scintillators have found use for compton

suppression shields, X-ray computed tomography

(XCT), positron CT, well logging and medical

instrumentation applications because of their

excellent properties. One of the large applications

of BGO is for the construction of compact high

resolution electromagnetic calorimeters for high

energy physics detectors. At present most of the

commercially available crystals are obtained by the

czochralski pulling technique. However, in the

growth of oxide crystals, crystal diameters often

become uncontrollable due to gas-bubble entrapment

in CZ grown oxide crystals, and thermal

convection 12,31". Gas bubbles, voids or cavities

are often incorporated in cz grown oxide crystals.

The mechanism of gas-bubble entrapment can be

discussed from the view-point of fluid-flow modes

in the melt in connection with the shape of the

growing solid-liquid interface. Bubbles are formed

at the interface and included in the crystal if the

growth rate is high. For a low crystal growth rate,

bubbles are not formed. At an intermediate growth
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rate, the inclusion of bubbles in the crystal

depends on the fluid flow in the melt. Since the

solubility of the gas constituent is smaller in the

crystal than in the melt, the constituent of gas is

rejected at the interface when the melt solidifies.

When the crystal roatation rate is relatively low,

which results in a strong natural convection flow,

the gas-surplus liquid goes down along the axis of

the rotation. The interface shape here is convex.

The gas-surplus liquid is concentrated in the

central part of the melt adjacent to the interface.

As gaseous supersaturation exceeds some critical

value where the dissolved gas pressure becomes

greater than the pressure at the interface, gas

bubbles will nucleate succesfully and eventually

gas bubbles nucleated in the liquid layer are

trapped in the crystal. Increasing the crystal

rotation to a rate at which forced convection

dominates free convection causes the interface to

become first flat and then concave. The gas-surplus

liquid is taken away from the interface by the

increased centrifugal force caused by the increased

rotation rate. Thus bubble free crystal can be

obtained 14]. A similar kind of phenomena was

observed in BSO crystals also. The primary factor

determining bubble formation is growth rate. Since

the study of mechanism of gas-bubble entrapment

reveals that it is necessary to use a slow growth

rate, slower growth rate is used to grow the BSO

single crystals. Crystal rotation is effective in
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preventing bubbles from being trapped in the

crystal. Results of numerical analysis of the

temperature distribution in melts indicated that

heat loss by radiation from the meit surface and

buoyancy driven flow have been related to this

diameter control problem. Brice et al 15J reported

the limiting conditions for the growth of BSO

crystals by czochraiski technique and they

established that the maximum growth depends on the

melt composition and the size of the crystals. The

crystals grown at the low rotation rate of 27 rpm

had a round cross-section at every position and the

crystal was distorted as a whole, which is not an

desirable result from the view point of diameter

control.When the crystal rotation rate was

increased to 40 rpm, the crystal shape became much

better. The crystals grown at the high rotation

rate of 50 rpm became severely twisted at the lower

end. These growth experiments indicate that the

crystal rotation rate is one of. the parameters

which affect the crystal shape, but not the prime

factor, and that the crystal shape cannot be

improved by optimising only the crystal rotation

rate. The temperature distribution in the melt

becomes asymmetric as the melt level lowers. The

difficulties in controlling crystal shape is a

difficult phenomenon of oxide crystals whose melts

have a high prandtl number.Table III gives the

critical conditions for the growth of BSO single

crystals. The presence of metastable phases during
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CRITICAL CONDITIONS FOR THE GROWTH OF Bi 1 2
s i o20

Crystal crucible

diameter diameter

(cm) (cm)

Melt

depth

(cm)

Average Maximum

temperature rotation

gradient rate

(°C cm"1) (rpm)

1.0-1.2

1.0-1.5

1.5-1.8

2.5-3.0

3.0-3.5

3.4-3.8

3.4-3.8

3.5

3 .5

3 . 5

5 .0

." 6.0

8.6

8 .6

2.5

1.5

2.5

4.0

4.5

6.0

3.0

12

30

12

4

70

100

45

25

20

10
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growth plays important role regarding the

perfection of the crystal.

CONCLUSION

The major drawback in the scintillator crystals

is their relatively poor energy resolution,

determined by stastical fluctuations in the number

of photoelectrons created by equivalent gamma rays.

So no one crystal can provide optimum properties

for all applications and each crystal has its own

advantages and disadvantages. Nal(Tl) has good

energy resolution and an intense emission but its

decay constant is relatively long resulting in poor

count rate capability, its detection efficiency is

poor and it is hygroscopic and fragile, requiring

careful packaging. BGO has high detection

efficiency and is rugged and non-hygroscopic but

has poorer energy resolution and must be

maintained near 25QC. It also has a long decay

constant, low light output and poor temperature

response. Though BaF2 has an exceptionally short

decay constant at 220 nm which is independent of

temperature its intensity is low.

The performance of the scintillator single

crystals can be improved by reducing the

impurities and lattice defects as they affect the

optical properties. Impurities can affect

scintillation performance by providing paths
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through which scintillation centres can return to

the ground state without emitting pho'tons, reducing

scintillation yield and can absorb scintillation

light as it travels through the crystal. Lattice

defects affect by means of scattering and absorbing

the light before it is collected.
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BARIUM FLUORIDE - A NEW SCINTILLATION DETECTOR
MATERIAL

M.P. Chougaonkar, V.H. Gukhaie, S.M.D. Rao and
R.V. Srikantiah

TPQPED BARC BOMBAY 400 085

Introduction :' Barium fluoride was first used as a window

material for lasers since it had very good transmission

from ultraviolet to near infrared radiation and was non-

hygroscopic. By middle of 1980's i ts potential as a good

scintillation detector material was recognized. When excited

by radiation it einils light in the UV region with wave-

lengths of 310nm and 220nm having decay time of 600nsec

and 600psec respectively. Though the light out of BaF2 i s

only 20% for slow component and 4% for fast component

compared to NaT(Tl), .it i s the fast decay time which

has made it very popular for certain applications. 300nm

(600nsec) component i s useful for low count rate, energy

resolution and 200nm(G00psec) i s useful for high count

rate, timing resolution applications. The origin of 220nm

is due to radiative transition of electrons from F2P valence

band to deep lying Ba5p level and 310nm i s attributed to

transition due to long l ived triplet state of self trapped

excitons in halo region as shown in f i g . l . The intensity,

wavelength of emission and decay time are measured using

time resolved measurement of emission spectra using single

photon counting technique as shown in f ig.2. The emission

and transmission characteristics are shown in f ig .3. For

alpha particle excitation no fast component i s observed.
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This is probably due to different track structure and
linear energy transfer. Further the ratio of intensity
of two components is strongly a function of excitation
radiation as shown in Table 1. This property is exploited
for particle-photon discrimination. Table 2 shows

that BaF2 is Ihe only scintillator which combines both fast
decay time and high density compared to other available
fast scintillators. The comparison of properties of BaF9

with other well known inorganic scintillators are given in
Table 3. The promising features of BaF2 detectors are non-
hygroscopic, intrinsic, low refractive index, high radiation
damage resistance and fast recovery, low neutron capture
cross section, intensity dependance on type of radiation and
good chemical and mechanical stabili ty. Our experience in
the growth and evaluation of these crystals are discussed
below.

Crystal growth : Raw material : It is imperative that for
the growth of any good quality crystal, the raw material
should be of very high purity (Impurity < 1 ppin) optical
absorption band data, atomic absorption spectroscopy, mass
spectroscopy and x-ray fluorescence are some of analytical
tools employed. Voids, inclusions, bubbles, opaque parti-
culates, scattering centres and high dislocation density in
the grown crystal are consequence of impure starting
material.

Preparation of charge : Crystals can be grown starting from
either commercially available BaF2 powder or synthesized
material in the laboratory. Our experience with commercial
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material has not been very encourging and hence we have
chosen later method. Ba(NCL)o (99.9%) is dissolved in
adequate quantities of hot distilled water and is filtered.
The crystallized Ba(NQ3)2 is clear and ensures
pure material. Stoichiometric proportions of NH.HF2 and
purified Ba(NCL)2 are seperately dissolved in adequate
quantities of water and filtered. They are then slowly
mixed together to give a precipitate of BaF- according to
relation Ba(NO3)2 + NH4HF2 = BaF2 + NH4NO3 + HNOg

The precipitate is repeatedly washed and finally centrifuged
to remove all possible moisture present. Finally it is
washed with acetone and dried in 10 Torr at 400°C. If
the charge is clear, the crystal growth is initiated.

Crystal growth : Crystals are grown in high temperature

high vacuum furnace using a special graphite heater and

crucible. The technique used is Bridgman (Directional

freezing). In order to prevent possible hydrolysis and

contamination from graphite, 0.5-0.9% of PbF2 is added to

the charge (BaO + PbF2 = BaF2 +PbOt). It is important to

optimize PbF2 content. The charge is loaded into the

crucible and after a vacuum of 10 Torr or better
is achieved, the crucible temperature is slowly raised to

20-25°C above the melting point (1280°C). The temperature

is maintained there for about 60-90 mins and is then reduced

to slightly above m.p. Typical lowering rate of 2-5mm/hr

and cooling rate (after growth) of 5-10°C/hr is maintained.

Large diameter crystals are more difficult to grow because
of large lattice parameter and large thermal expansion
coefficient. Further single crystal defects are a function
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of gross volume of impurities in melt rather than
percentage of impurities. Typical crystals grown is shown
in fig.4 (40 mm 0 x 50 mm long).

Evaluation : The as grown crystal is cut into required
shape and size using wire saw. The crystals are ground
using emery paper and polished to optical finish. After
visual inspection, the crystals are characterized
for impurity analysis (XRF, Mass Spectrometer), UV
transmission (Spectrophotometer), Inclusions and bubbles
(He-Ne laser) and optical homogeneity (Twy-mann-Green
interferometer). All our crystals showed 30-40% trans-
mission in UV region, whereas good quality crystals should
show > 80%. Scattering centres are predominantly observed
in all crystals. For radiation spectrum measurements,,
complete crystal is covered with teflon tape (except face
facing PM tube). Teflon is a good reflector of UV light
and increases light collection efficiency. Other reflectors
which are tried are A100«, Al, BaSO., MgO, ZrO9 and

i, O •* i>

CaF0. The crystal is kept directly on quartz window
photomultiplier EM19558QB. Quartz window PM tube is
essential, since glass has very poor transmission for UV
liyht. PM tubes have special photo cathodes (CS2Te)
which have high efficiency for UV light. Crystal and PM
tube are covered with black cloth. EHT for PM tube was
optimized to 1400 V and the anode output is fed to ortec
amplifier 572. Shaping time of 2 usec was employed for
best performance. Fig.5 shows 660 KeV gamma spectrum,
alpha spectrum and energy linearity plot. Resolution of
13% to 660 KeV gamma rays was obtained for a small size
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crystal. For 40mm 0 x 48mm height crystal resolution of
25% was obtained as shown in 1g .6 . No time resolution
measurements are made so far. The best reported energy
resolution for 660 KeV gamma rays is 9.5% and time reso-
lution for 1 MeV gamma rays is 59 psec. Resolution of
fast component alone is difficult to measures because of
difficulty in finding nanosecond time constant amplifier,
spread in transit time effect in PM tube and limitation due
to RC constant of PM tube. For timing spectroscopy it is
better to use PM tubes of small diameter.

The quartz window PM tube which has to be used
with BaF~ may not be easily available in large sizes and
are costly. If one wants to use available PM tubes with
glass window, one has to shift wavelength of emission from

UV to visible. This is done oy evaporation of p terphenyl
2

(1 mg/cm )/by coating with thin layer of DPS. But this is
at the cost of slight degradation in resolution. For certain

application where timing is important only fast component

is important and slow component has to be supressed.

This is done by heating the crystal to 100°C, doping

the crystal with Ce , La . etc, using solar blind photo

cathode and using TMAE (Tetrakais dimethyl aminoethylene)

either in gas, solid or liquid form. The combination of

BaF2 and TMAE filled low pressure wire chamber (popular

called solid state proportional counter) has found appli-

cation in medical science. Commonly used PM tubes with
BaF2 are Hamamatsu 1668. 2757, RCA C31000M, 8850, 8575,

Philips XP2020Q. EMI 9556QB.

Radiation damage : Both the crystal and PM tubes are
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affected by radiation. For PM tubes an'increase in dark
current and reduction in gain are observed. For BaF,
crystal reduction in transmission (0.5%) was observed
after exposure to 1-2 MeV electrons with a flux
of 10 /cm . 800 GeV protons of 1.3 x 107 rad showed

7 6
little damage, p / r dose of 8 x 10 rad at 10 R/hr showed
no change for 2.5 cm thick crystal and 10% change in
transmission for 5.0 cm thick crystal at 220 nm. Crystals
with poor initial transmission showed greater sensitivity
to radiation.

Applications :

1. Time measurement in nuclear spectroscopy

Subnanosecond decay time of BaF2 will discriminate
various gamma ray energies having different decay
times. Timing is improved by taking dynode signal to
avoid influence of space charge effects. Light charged
particle identification and gamma discrimination obtained
using BaF2 detector is shown in fig.7.

2. Nuclear astrophysics

Crystals having large neutron capture crossection
give rise to heavier elements and hence to large back-
ground. The low neutron capture cross section of
BaF2 is having an edge over other scintillators for
such application.

3. 4 71 detectors (Karlsruhe detector)

For detailed timing information from gamma ray
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cascades with high multiplicity large number of BaF2

crystals in 4 It geometry with hexagonal shape are
employed.

4. Nuclear medicine

Position emission tomography used for detection
of damage tissues, cells, tumour etc in human body
requires detectors with high timing resolution,
efficiency. BaF2 + TMAE (SSPC) has been used for
such applications.

Table 1

Comparison of ratio of intensity of 2 components for
different radiations"

Radiation If^ Is

0.25

f> 0.09

OC . 0.04

16Q 0.04

32S 0.06

f.f. 0.07
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Table 2

Scintillation

Detector

BaF2

CsF

NE 111

BiBUQ-TOULENE

Comparison of

Property

Crystal Structure
Melting point (K)
Clevage plane
Lattice parameter
Hardness (Mho)
Solubility (gm/cc)
Density (gm/cc)
Atomic number

detectors used for time measurement

Time resolution (PS)
Co

(l.OMeV)

87

105

78

57

Table

properties of

BaF9

Cubic
924

111

(A) 6.19
3

1.2xl0"2

4 .9

56.9
Radiation length (cm) 2.1
Hygroscopic
Refractive index

No

1.49

Peak emission (nm) 310
220
195

22Na
(511KeV)

110

150

137

89

3

BaF o , BGO

BGO '

Cubic
1627

none
10.518

5

3xlO"3

7 .1

83.32.8
1.12
No

2.15
480

Density
(gm/cc)

4.88

4.64

1.032

0.874

and NaT(Tl)

Nal(Tl)

Cubic

1323
100

6.46
2

1.85
3 .7

11.53

2.59

Yes
1.85

410
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Decay time (ns)

Scintillation cut
off wavelength

Neutron Capture
Cross section (mb)

Light yield (%)

Light yield
(Photons/MeV)

dE

ax
min (MeV/cm)

600
0.6

134
(9.5eV)

Ba(50)

20
4

6.5x10'

2x10'

6

Temp, coeff. of
light yield (%K)

Energy resolution (%) 30
(660KeV gamma)
Time resolution(psec)

Insensitive

10

(lMeV gamma)

Cost ($ lgm)

100
(small size)

400
(large size)

0.54

300

350
(3.5eV)

Bi(ll)

12

2.8xlO3

6

1.0-1.5

18

2500

2.9

230

320
(4.0eV)

1(635)

100

4.0xl04

4.8

0.22-0.9

6

1000

0.27
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THEORY OF CLUSTER TRANSFER RESONANCES IN HEAVY-ION REACTIONS
AND THE RELATED PHENOMENA

Rajeev Kumar Puri
Physics Department, Panjab University, Chandigarh, India-160014.

1 Introduction: In the energy density formalism (EDF),the energy
E of a nucleus is defined in terms of an energy density H(r) as

E = fH(r) d3r (1)

Different functional forms of the energv density H(r) are
available . One due to Brueckner et.al./3/ is a functional of
local density PC?). Another energy density functional based on
Hartree-Fock calculations ar.d Skyrme interaction is due to
VB/1/. This EDF contains six parameters which are adjusted to
reproduce binding energies and charge radii accurately and can
be divided into two parts (i) nucleon density and kinetic
energy density ( which constitute nuclear proximity part ) and
(ii) the spin density T . Thus , it contains one extra funct-
ional dependence T, as compared to that of Brueckner et.al./3/.
Until recently /4/, attempts were made to calculate the heavy
ion potential for the first part only, since the spin density
could be calculated only for closed j-shell nuclei. However, if
one wishes to study the transfer reactions, the spin density
term must be generalized to cases of valence particles ( or
holes) outside the closed core. This is done in this thesis.

In sec.2, we discuss the formalism and its generalization
to unclosed j-shell nuclei. Sec* 3 is devoted to study the
properties of heavy-ion potentials ( including spin density
part) and its analytical formulation. In sec.4 , we have
applied EDF to study the phenomenon of alpha-clustering transfer
-resonances and effect of adding the neutrons either to target,
projectile or both of colliding nuclei. The effect of adding
spin density is also studied. Cluster decay of some light and
"stable" rare-earth nuclei using two-step model of Malik and
Gupta /5/ is also studied. Sec.5 is devoted to interaction
barrier ( and also its analytical formulation) and cross-section
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calculations. Our results are summarized in sec.6.
2.Formalism: In EDF/1/, the ion-ion potential is defined as /6/:

V(R)=/[H(P,t,j) - H, (P.yZ,,!, ) - H2(P2,t2,7s)] dr" (2)
- V P (R) + V T (R)

where .
V P ( R ) = j [H (P,C)-H,(fi,r,)-H2(^,^)]dr*= 27IR $ (s) (3)
with

H <p'c>

V,(R) - /[ H (J) - H, (X) - H 2 ( J g ) ] d? (5)

with H(J) » -3/4 W o P ̂  j" (6)

Here, we have calculated V*> by using proximity concept (Chattop-
adhyay and Gupta /!/) and Vj after having generalized spin dens-
ity J to nuclei with valence particles ( or holes) /6/. We use
two-parameter Fermi density.for nucleon densities (fig.1,/6/).

For kinetic energy density, the Thomas-Fermi aprroximation
corrected for additional surface effects is used.

r - 3/5 ( 3/2**)V+ * c ̂ >2/p (7)

Combining (4) with (7), the universal function §(s) is given by

(

Where the integrals representing the volume effects in (8) are

W-Jt C" ^ - Pz ]dZ (9)
and $ S P a nd rsce giving the surface effects due to P and ^
dependent terms in r , respectively, are

- 1/64 ( 9t,- 5 tp §Q
and

Here P =Pt + Pgand we use Po,=f>t> for both the colliding nuclei.
For Vj (R), using approximation P^~ Pf,(=l/2 P ),we get

V,(R)= -3/4 WoJ[P,"5.J?+P2^j; ] dr" (12)
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Where J, = J«»i+ 3pt and J2= J<j»2+ Jpe are the spin densities for
the two colliding nuclei. In terms of single particle orbitals
#/,that define a slater determinant, the spin density for n or

p in the EDF /I/ is given as

^ ,s',q) X < s | v |s> ] (13)
i. 9,S

Here, the summation i runs over all the occupied single-particle
orbitals and s and q (= n or p) represent the spin and isospin
indices, respectively. Since any self- consistent calculation is
very time consuming, eq. (13) is solved by using the ansatz

( r,8fq) = ̂  Y,i<w(?,s) * ^ S > (14)

where R«*(r) is the radial shell model wavefunction and

Thus, spin density J is given by

Using properties of 3j- and 6j- symbols, Wigner- Echart theorem,
etc., the spin density for closed j-shell is given as :

7 5X -3A ] R^(r) (17)

For even - even nuclei with valence particles ( or holes) , we
divide the contribution of J(r) into two-parts : one due to
closed core and another due to valence n ^ particles ( holes).

7 (r) - 7c(r) + 7^(r) (18)

Here(+)is for particles andC-)for holes. The first term is
same as eq. (17) . Since even-even nuclei have the experimental
ground state angular momentum J" - 0*, the valence particles
must couple to zero angular momentum . This means that each pair
of particles must couple to zero angular momentum i.e. total M
= 0. Thus, instead of all (2i+l) values, the summation over m
( and also over ms and mt ) is now restricted only to n«j>
particles in eq. (17). Here, first of all,we remove the
restriction over m by using property of single-body operator and
then, using properties of 3j- and 6i- symbols ( see Ref. 6) we
get, for x\v particles (or holes) , X a s

% 1) -3/4 ] R}<«> (19)
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For a consistent evaluation of the spin density part, we use the
oscillator wave -functions also to calculate the«nucleon density
distribution P(?) by defining density for valence nucleons /6/.

3. Analytical Formulation of Heavy-Ion Potentials:
The proximity potential (eq. 3) is calculated for various

Skyrme forces . Some forces are found to be repulsive at shorter
distances , whereas other remain attractive throughout the
distance. The effect of varying the density parameters is found
to be small. The universal function $ (s) of proximity
potential, calculated for some 160 cases ( Fig. 2) is indeed
universal since all the points are focused around the mean
behaviour represented by ( for Skyrme force SIl)/8/.

f-2.64 exp[-0.3250 ( s-0.2)2] for s > 0.2

-2.64 + 2.15 ( s-0.2 f for s N< 0.2 (20)

The spin density potential is calculated more consistently by
using same shell model to define the nucleon density /6/. Fig.3
shows Va (R) for some illustrative cases using both shell-
model and Fermi density. For the relevant region of R ( beyond
the repulsive maximum ) the two calculations donot differ much.

For the analytical formula , Vj (R) cannot be seperated
into the geometrical factor and universal function as it depends
upon the shell structure . However, fig. 4 shows that it can be
parametrized if one knows the analytical values for four points;
(i) repulsive maximum VJ<J( imposition Rj6of Vjg(iii)distance R 3 0
where spin density changes sign from repulsive to attractive
(iv) the limiting value RJLwhere Vj is zero ( we take VJt= 0.003
MeV). We have plotted 160 reactions involving s-d + s-d and fT/s+
f-r/gshell nuclei as a function of Ps/Po> by defining a new
coordinate Ps, called the "Particle strength" (fig.5(a)) /8,9/.

(21)

with scaling factor Po = 0.9549. We find a simple relation
VJ<J = m Ps/ Po (22)
where m =1.3375 and 0.94 for s-d and f-»/2shells, respectively.
Similiarly, for Ras, R70 and Rj<, ( see fig 5(b & c)), we obtain
R j 6 = a + b ( A,.Ae) (23)
R 70 = c + d ( A, • Ag) , (24)
R J L = x + y ( A.-A?)" .3 (25)
where a, b, c, d, x, y are 4.58, 1.11 X 10 , 3.58, 8.70 X 10,
12.77±0.5,-1129 and 5.77, 4.75X 107 4.52, 3.776X10"'', 16.77,
-8621, repectively, for s-d and fnzshells. Then.in terms of these
four points, the explicit expression for Vj-(R) is :
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[ j exp [ N (R - RJQ) 3 ] for R >, a

V , ( R ) = j 2 (26)
[ V + M [ R - R T 6 r f o r R < R

with N = In ( 0.003/ V j a )/(RJc-RJs)
5;3and M = - s ( , j e

Comparison between the exact calculations ( eq. 5) and the
analytical calculations (eq.26) is illustrated in Fig. 4 . We
notice that eq. (26) is an excellent simple representation of
the spin density potential. In case of Ar-34 + Ar-34 system, we
have also shown ( dashed line) , that a change in Rj«.by +0.5 fm,
which changes VJC by +0.001 MeV does not affect the fit at all.
Fig.6 gives the total potential V(R) and its contributing terms
V P (R) and Vj(R), for Ni-56 + Ni-56, for ,4 =0 case. We notice that
Vj reduces the attraction of the resulant V(R) considerably.

4. Alpha-Clustering in Heavy-Ion Reactions :
Some reactions between s-d shell nuclei show /10/ an

explicit preference for transfer of alpha-nuclei and the
suppression of this effect on adding neutrons to either the
target , projectile or both. This phenomenon is intrepreted /ll/
as the collective mass transfer effect, using proximity
potential of Blocki et.al./12/. In the following, we first
discuss spin density potential then, calculate the total
fragmentation potential and formation yields.

Analyzing the spin density term first we /13/, find that
ri-clustering effects exist in spin density part for colliding
alpha-nuclei ( N = Z, A = An), only if due to an alpha-particle
transfer, atleast, one of the product nucleus becomes a closed
j-shell nucleus for both protons and neutrons ( see fig. 7)(
here it is the same j-shell that gets completely filled for both
protons and neutrons ) . This is manifested as a discontinuity
( a definite step) in the potential at the. new pair of alpha-
nuclei ( transfer - product). The exception at Ne-20 + Ar-36 is
due to the transfer occuring within the same j-shell, as is also
shown for another reaction 0-16 + Ni-56, involving alpha-
nuclei. For non-alpha-nuclei, however, the discontinuity in
potential are found to occur also at the trasfer of 2- nucleons
irrespective of the above mentioned closed shell effects.

Then, alpha-clustering effects are investigated in the
total potential /14/ by adding all terms of Hamiltonian, the
experimental Binding energies B</15/, Coulomb energy Ec« Z,Zte*/R
at the touching configuration R t = Roi+R<>2*
V ( n ) = - B, -B 2 +VC + Vp + Vj (27)
The mass fragmentation yields are calculated by solving the
stationary Schrodinger equation in 07 at a fixed R R

(28)
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For mass parameters, we use the classical model /16/ . Solving
eq.(28) numerically, we get / V«oj2/f the probability of finding
two - fragments at a fixed R. The probability for ground state
( w=0) yield, scaled to a fraction yield (3^=4/A), is then,

> ( 2 9 )

The temperature , 0, effects are then included by assuming a
Boltzmann like occupation of excited states.

Fig.8 shows calculated fragmentation potentials for compo-
und systems Ni-56,58,60. We have allowed two-particle transfers
in each case. Interesting enough, N=Z, Ni*-56 system shows an
explicit preference for °c-cluster structure, supporting the
experiments and earlier result/11/. Furthermore, addition of 2-
and 4- neutrons ( Ni-58 and Ni-60 ) makes the potential energy
minima less and less deeper, leading ultimately to minima at
non- <*-nuclei.This again confirms the experimental results /10/.

Fig.9 shows the calculated mass yields for Ni-56 systems,
along with experimental data /10/and earlier result/11/ for 0-16
+ Ca-40 —>Nii56 at 75 MeV. We find that our results using EDF
with Skyrme force SIII ( * =0) , are in better agreement with
experiments/10/, as compared to that of Saroha et.al./ll/. We
have also plotted here the yields ( dashed lines ) for constant
B»»>̂ = 1 X lO4* M fmf which gives some what improved results.

As we go away from N=Z line, alpha-clustering picture
starts breaking down and new clusters, like Be-10, C-14, Ne-24
etc., rather than alpha-nuclei, are shown to transfer preferen-
tially. The cluster-decay of some of the light and "stable"
rare earth nuclei , like Zr-80, Gd-154-158, Dy-160 and Er-164 is
also studied in order to establish the nature of decay in these
nuclei. We use two-step model of Malik and Gupta /5/. Decay of
"stable" nuclei /17/ predicts interesting possibilities of being
stable against alpha-decay but meta-stable with respect to many
heavy-cluster (see table 1).

5 Fusion Barrier and Cross-sections:
Another application of our method is made to fusion cross-

section /18/. Fig.10 shows our results of calculated barrier
heights and empirical estimates. We find that our results are
very close to emprical estimates using force SIII. Further the
spin density potential increases the barrier height and
decreases its position. We have also parametrized the barrier
height and position by simple expression as

Vs = 0.845 + OiEO x + ( 1.30 + 0.25) 10 3 x E (30)
with x = Z,-Z2/ ( A','3 + A ^ )

R 6 =7.359+3.076Xl6
3(A,*A2)-1.182Xld

6 (A,-A2)2+1.567Xl6'°(A,»Aaf
The nature of comparison, presented in Table 2, is found to be
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TaMt 1 : Calculated half-lifetimes for cluster decay of "stable" nuclei.

Nudide

I M G d
"»Gd

«

521
stable

Calculated

Present work

•*C

531
7f>4

"O

492

••o

66-2
641

Nuclide

i»oDy

•

8 9 *
382

•*c

81-7
86-9

'•O

69-0

'•O

690
737

Table 2:Comparison of exact and analytical formulation for interaction barriers using SIIlM=0).

System Exact Calculations Analytical

'B

System Exact Calculations Analytical

28.12 9.10

27.54 9.31

44.30 9.50

54.26 9.68

52.60 10.06

52.67 9.73

28.63 9.12

27.94 9.28

44.06 9.69

53.86 9.90

52.10 10.02

52.14 9.91

32S

34S +58 N i

12C +
40Ar

58.68 10.05

59.04 9.94

58.45 10.13

16.38 8.84

21.42 8.94

65.28 10.22

57.83 10.05

58.40 10.03

57.85 10.06

16.45 8.58

21.25 8.89

64.63 10.09



excellent. Fig.11 gives our calculated fusion cross-section (
using sharp cut model) with experimetal and theoretical results
for 0-16 + 0-16 reaction. We find that our results are in nice
agreement. Lastly, the spin density potential is found to
decrease the fusion cross-section around the fusion barrier.

6 Summary
Concluding, we have extended the energy density formalism

to transfer reactions by generalizing spin density contribution
to nuclei with valence particles ( or holes). Applications of
our method to HI cluster transfer resonances and fusion cross-
sections are shown to compare nicely with experimental data.
Analytical formulation of the problems is made as far as
possible. Author is highly thankful to Prof. Raj K. Gupta and
Prof. P. Chattopadhyay, for their effective guidence .
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INTERNAL CONVERSION STUDIES

ON SOME H4, M3 AND E3 TRANSITIONS

K.Radha Krishna

Dept. of Nuclear Physics, Andhra University, Valtair

The conversion electron spectroscopy has

been offering a powerful tool to assign spin-parity

character of a nuclear level and for the

classification of electromagnetic transitions. It

nan rftrseived considerable attention as the

conversion process depends sensitively on

spin-parity change involved in a transition between

two levels. This method is followed both in on-line

and off-line measurenents. In the earlier

neasurenents the conversion coefficients were

measured using scintillation detectors and magnetic

spectrometers either in singles or in coincidence

mode. The former method is limited by poor energy

resolution of the detector and low peak to

background ratio while the latter one has poor

transmission. Short lived activities and weak

transitions can not be studied with ease using the

magnetic spectrometers. During the last two decades

highly sophisticated solid state detectors

characterised by high energy resolution and

resonably good efficiency have made a good impact in

research concerning nuclear spectroscopy. These

detectors in combination with advanced data

acquisition systems with a microprocessor base have

helped t.o Rt.ocly the gamma ray and electron
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spectroscopy of nuclei belonging to different

regions of the periodic table. Simultaneously,

basing on refined theories Rosel et al and Hager

and Seltzer have nade available tables on

theoretical conversion coefficients and also the

necessary computer codes for the purposes of

interpretation. Notwithstanding the good amount of

documentation on K and total conversion coefficients

one finds several gaps and discrepancies between

experimental and theoretical values of conversion

coefficients governing high multipole transitions.

It is also observed that the disagreement between

theory and experiment goes to the extent of 30% in

the case of light elements near threshold.

The present study concerns measurement of

conversion coefficients governing high multipole

transitions. The radioisotopes for these studies

were chosen basing on the following considerations,

i) Existance of wide discrepancies in the earlier

measurements.

ii) Large uncertainties in the previous values,

iii) Occurance of anamolies in the experimental

values.

iv) To look for possible multipole admixture in a

transition.

v) A different technique using Si(Li) and HpGe

detectors in combination with a computer controlled

multichannel analyser is used which is superior to

several of the earlier techniques employed for these
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1'ttf: present study involves the measurement of

convesion coefficients governing three, M4, one M3

and one E3 transitions in five isotopes. The K

conversion coefficient is measured in four isotopes

using an X-ray Peak To Gamma (XP6) and Normalized

Peak To Gamma (NPG) methods. The total conversion

cofTf'icient is measured using the Intensity Balance

(IB) or the Relative Gamma Intensity (RG) method.

The experiments were carried out at Bhabha Atomic

Research Centre (BARC), Bombay, Tndia and Variable

Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC), Calcutta, India.

The experimental techniques are hyper pure germanium

(HpGe) and lithium drifted silicon [Si(Li)]

detectors in combination with microprocessor based

multichannel analysers. These systems were

standardised for energy and efficiency with the help

of reference gamma lines. Control experiments were

performed to establish the suitability of Miuue

systems for the present measurements. Suitable

computer programmes were used for dat;» ;»oqu isi Lion

and Hi.;ily;; IU uu well. The results thus obtained are

compared with the theory. The results and

conclusions drawn for each of the isomeric state

following the present studies are summarized below.
87*Sr: The isomeric state with T,/o = 2.8h in

 87Sr

was produced by irradiating natural ulronliun wil.h

thermal neutrons at the CIRUS reactor, BARC, Bombay,

India. The K conversion coefficient of the

1/2* 3 8 8 4 k e V > 9 / 2 ~ M4 transition was measured using

the XPG method. The a. values found to be
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0.175±0.006 as against the theoretical predictions

0.185 duu Lo Rosel el ul and 0.184 due to Hager and

Seltzer. The experimental value of o^ shows an

anamoly of 2.5% if one considers only one standard

deviation in the experimental value. A penetration

parameter of 9*6 is obtained corresponding to this

anamoly of 2.5%. However, the theoretical and

experimental values are in agreement within two

standard deviations. The M4 hindrance factor is

found to be 1.28. The isomeric state is regarded as
w n i l e the ground state vPj/o *n s n e H model

description. The M4 hindrance factor is found to be

consistent with single particle transition between

these two states.
69*Zn: The 89llZn with T J / 2 = 14h was produced by

irradiating a natural zinc target with thermal

neutrons at CIRUS reactor, BARC, Bombay, India. The

Oj value of the 9/2* 4 3 8- 8 7 k e V >i/2~ N4 transition

was measured employing the XPG method. It is found

to be 0.040±0.001 as against the theoretical values

of 0.049 due to Rosel at al and 0.048 due to Hager

and Seltzer. Thus, the experimental value is seen

to show an anamoly of (18±2)%. This is consistent

with a large penetration parameter value of 60±15.

The M4 hindrance factor is found to be 10.46. In

shell model description the isomeric and ground

state configurations are regarded as V&Q/O a n d vpi/2

respectively. The observed hindrance is in
accordance with the large anamoly and large

3
penetration parameter .
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199llHg: The 42.6m 199Hg isomeric state was produced

via thermal neutron irradiation of natural mercury

at CIRUS reactor, BARC, Bombay, India. The «_ value

Of 13/2
 Ol* *eY >5/2 M4 transition was measured

using the intensity balance method. The <a_ value is

fonud to be 6.34±0.29 as against the theoretical

values 6.29 due to Rosel et al and 6.14 due to Hager

and Seltzer. The experiemtal value is found to be

in good agreement with theory within the

experimental uncertainties. The lower 5/2 state is

regarded as arising out of the coupling of the p 1 / o

+ 198
neutron with the 2 state of Hg core while the

13/2+ isomeric state may be regarded as an admixture

45% I i1o/o»00;13/2 > with nearly as much

Ii13/2>2;13/2 > configurations. The observed

hindrance is explained in the simple core excitation

model. A discussion on the low lying levels in
199

Hg shows that no model explains all the

experimental results. From the present value of the

conversion coefficient, it is_ possible to have a

small E5 admixture in the otherwise M4 transitions

which supports the directional correlation results.
112*In: The odd-odd 1 1 2 nIn was produced via

Ag(a,n) In reaction at a beam energy of 14MeV

and a current of 100nA at the VECC, Calcutta, India.

The OL. of the 20.9m M3 isomeric transition
4 i O° K e v >1 was measured using the NPG technique.

The « R value is found to be 4.82±0.29 as against the

theoretical values 5.12 due to Rosel et al and 5.29

due to Hager and Seltzer. The present experimental
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value is thus found to be consistent with the

theory. The M3 hindrance is estimated to be

1336±70. The isomeric state is regarded as

ng9/2Vsl/2 w n i l e t h e 2 r o u n d state nrSg/2
vg7/2 a n d

ygQ/, configurations in shell nodel description.

The large hindrance is explained in terms of the J

selection rule effect operative between the decaying

and the lower states. The systematics concerning

g",. proton hole coupling with s1 ,o neutrons that

result in 4 isomeric states in this mass region of

indium isotopes are discussed.
165*Dy: The 1.26m isomeric state in 165Dy was

produced via thermal neutron irradiation of natural

dysprosium at CIRUS reactor, BARC, Bombay, India.

The o^ value of 1/2" 1 0 8- 1 6 k e V >7/2+ E3 transition

was measured employing the XPG method. The a~ value

is found to be 2.92±0.08 as against the theoretical

values of 3.2 due to Rosel et al and 3.3 due to

Hager and Seltzer. The experimental value is found

to be in agreement with theory within two standard

deviations. The E3 hindrance factor is estimated to

be 535±13. The isomeric and ground states are

described in terms of Nilssons configurations as

1/2"-[521] and 7/2++[633] respectively, l/2~ and

7/2+ being the band heads of rotational bands in
165Dy.

Some of the results of the present study have

been published in Indian journals ' and some are
6 7

communicated to foreign journals ' . The results

are summarized in the following table.
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Table: Statenent of Results of the Present Study

\0

Isotope Transition

87m

69m

Sr

Zn
112m

In
165m

199m

Half
life

Energy
(keV)

PL HS

1/2" 9/2"

9/2* M 4 >l/2"

H3

Dy 1/2- E3 •7/2"

Hg 13/2* H4 >5/2

2.80h 388.4 0.175±0.006 0.185 0.184

14.0h 438.9 0.040±0.001 0.049 0.048

20.9m 155.0 4.820±0.290 5.120 5.290

•1.26B 108.2 2.820±0.080 3.200 3.300

42.6m 374.0 6.340±0.290 6.290 6.140



This Paper is a summary of the thesis

comprising the original work done by the author

under the joint direction of Prof.K.Venkata Reddy

and Prof.D.L.Sastry. The author is grateful to then

for their inspiring and excellent guidance.
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DELTA PRODUCTION IN NUCLEAR REACTIONS

A.B.Santra
Nuclear Physics Division

BARC, Bombay 400 085

1. Introduction:

A free nucleon when excited by energetic pion beams goes over to
various resonance states. The lightest one of these resonances is known as
delta(A). This resonance has a mass of 1232 MeV, with a spread of about 120
HeV. It has a spin of 3/2 and isospin of 3/2.

It is now well established ' that deltas, along with pions and
nucieons, fora the basic degree of freedom in microscopic description of
nuclear physics. So, to understand delta-nucleus dynamics and the delta-
nurleon interaction, experiments have been done to excite deltas in nuclear
reactions. Most common and useful among those reactions are the charge
exchange reactions. The delta excitation in these reactions is identified
in missing nass spercra by detecting the recoil nucleus, as in the (p,A )
reaction, or the ejectile nucleus, as in the ( He,t) like reactions.

The most elementary of the above mentioned charge exchange reactions
are p( He,t)A and p(p,A )n. In this work these two reactions are
analyzed in detail. The p( He,t)A reaction is studied in distorted
wave Born approximation(OWBA) framework considering both the direct and the
exchange processes. Distorted wave functions are calculated using the
eikonal approximation. A coupled channel formalism has been developed to
analyze p(p,A )n reaction. The distorted wave functions, in this case also
are written in eikonal approximation directly in terms of the scattering
amplitudes.

2. Transition Potential:

The transition potential for NN -» NA can be obtained proceeding along
the same lines as in one boson exchange potentials(OBEP) for nucleon-
nucleon interaction. As the transition from NN to NA is a spin isospin
transition, the isovector mesons such as i and p only will take part in
this transition. Sugawara and von Hippel have derived an NN •* NA
transition potential making the non-relativistic reduction of the one pion
exchange Feynman amplitude. The transition potential for NN •» NA process
via one pion exchange, is of the form
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where a and m are the momentum and energy carried by the exchanged pion.
a (=140 MeV) is the pion mass, f and tf are the NNi and NAi coupling
constants, o and T are the Pauli spin and isospin operators. S and T are
spin and isospin transition operators acting between a nucleon and a delta.
At short distance, the spin-isospin dependent 2i exchange interaction
involves two pions coupled to isospin 1=1, the channel carrying the quantum
numbers of the Q meson. The transition potential for NN •» NA due to p
exchange can be written as

v ( a.<« ) = - (f f*/n2) [ (axa)(s+xa)/(q2+B2-u»2) ] T.T + ( 2 )
P P C o P
f and f are the coupling constant at oNN and QNA vertices, a (=770 MeV)
is the aass of rho. Keeping in Bind the uncertain!ties about the various
coupling constants, commonly used values in the literature are taken in
the present work. They are as given in the following

f2/4i = 0.081 , f*2/4w = 0.37 f2/4w = 4.86 , f*2/4w - 16.63 ( 3 )
' ' 6 0

Parameterized form factors of the following form are introduced in
the NN» and NAi vertices to take care of the fact that in delta producing
nuclear reactions the exchanged particles are off the mass shell.

The c:ut off mass Af , by its inverse is related to the range over which the
vertex extend, and have to be determined phenomenologically. in the present
work, Bonopole(n=1) fora factors have been used. From the investigations of
a combination of np a«d pp charge exchange scattering or from charged
pion photoproduction , A turns out to be of the order of 1.0 GeV for a
Bionopole form factor. In the pNN and pNA vertices also a monopole fora
factor is introduced. A =2.0 GeV/c is the commonly accepted value in
consistent with an analysis of pion absorption in deuteroit.

The transition potential which is a SUB of one-v and one-p exchange
potentials can be separated into central and non-central components in the
following way

Voi(a,w) = [ (o.S
+)Vc(q,ui) + S1

 +

where
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V (q,«u) = (1/3) [ V (q,ui) + 2 V (q,«) ]
( 7 )

Vur(q,v) * d/3) [ V (q,w) - V (q,w) ]

3 .a)(o-3)-S .a) is the tensor operator. It is seen froa the egn(7)
rho exchange enhances the central component and reduces the tensor

component of the transition potential.

3. p("He,t)A Reaction:

3.1 Formalism:

The production of delta in p('He,t)A reaction is considered to
proceed in one step. The target proton interacts with one of the protons
in He and then either itself gets converted into A + + or converts a proton
in the projectile into A . The foraer process is called the target
excitation or the direct tera. The latter process in which the residual
target neutron gets bound to fora the triton and the A aoves in to
continuua, is called projectile excitation or the exchange tera.

The transition amplitudes for the direct and the exchange terns.. TQ

and TF respectively, can be written in DHBA as

T D - ( x, < A
++,t| J VoT(i) |

3He,P > XJ ) ( 9 )

p|3He,p > x£ ) ( 10 )

Here, P is the permutation operator between the continuua proton and the
bound nucleons in 'He. X's are the distorted waves. V is the spin-isospin
transition potential. The SUB runs over the nucleons in He.

Using the decoaposition of the interaction given in eqn(6) and
carrying out operation of the transition operators S+ and T+, for the
symmetric spatial wave functions for He and t, eqn(9) yeilds

• B b/2a ) [ F (a) r?
( ii )

+ /(24i/5) FNr(a) r (-1)
M(1 1 p a|2 -M) Y,M(a) T , ]

where r^ . is the spin-isospin transition aatrix for the direct tera. The
forn factors, F, in eqn(11) is written as

F (a) c J dldt.Xu (t+t^JV (<Mir)c(r.4)Xi. (t+l«) ( 12 )
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where ed..) is the spatial part of the transition density. Since the delta
production reactions are performed at high energies, the distorted waves
can be written using eikonal approximation as

• exp[ik. (r+r.,)] Dk(t+t1) ( 13 )

with D. , the acidulating function, is given by

Dk(*J = exp[-(i/liv)J v(|x - k.s|)ds] ( 14 )

Here V and v are respectively the distorting potential and the relative
velocity between the two particles in the continuum. At high energies,
because the sain effect of the distortion is absorptive and the dispersive
effects are saall, the sodulating function in eqn(12) varies smoothly. In
addition, since the transition pp -* nA occurs at short relative
distances, it can be approxiaately written as

Dk(r.+t1J • Dfc (x.y) ( 15 )

consequently

xk (t+r^) • exp(ilt.r.)xk(r.1) ( 16 )

with this factorization of the distorted wave,the fora factor in eqn(12) is
siaplified as

^tl (It) ( 17

where the momentum transfer a = J^e - k̂ .. Using the saae dicoaposition of
V given in eqn(6) the transition amplitud di
exchange tera given in eqn(2) works out as
V given in eqn(6) the transition amplitude, T £ , corresponding to the

h i i (2) k

E i, p 4 c ^ ,

+ /(24w/5) GN(,<a) F (-1)
M+B{1 1 M m|2 -M) ^(ft) rj _1 ]

where a is the spin projection of the bound proton and r° 0 is the spin-
isospin transition aatrix for the exchange tera. The aoaentua transfer in
this case is ft = k^ + k̂ .. The exchange fora factor, G (ft), is given by

Go(ft) = (2/3)
3Jdtdi0 xk*(l0-t)Vo(w,r)o(r0,t1) xj (r̂ +r.) ( 19 )

where I1=I<j-(2/3)t and O C I Q , ! ^ is the nonlocal transition density aatrix.
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In order to nake eqn(19) coaputationally tractable, a factorization of
PIIQ,!,) into density e((io+t1)/2) and a short ranged nonlocality factor
f(lo-I.,) has been assumed. Now U3ing the same treatment of the distorted
waves as in the direct term G (&) of eqn(19) is written as

G (fi) =JdQ'f(Q') V(w,(2/3)(Q.-Q.'))JdR XZ *(R)c(R)x£ (E) ( 20 )

Comparing the eqn(17) with the eqn(20), it is noticed that in the exchange
term the interaction occurs at. much higher momentum and energy transfer
than that in the direct term. It is also seen in eqn(20) that the
interaction gets smeared around (k++kue) due

 t0 *(Q)-

The differential cross section for the p( He,t)A reaction in the
laboratory system is written as

da/dQ = {EHeEtE^/[(2.H
2c2)2PHe(PtEi-EtPHecoSet)]K|TD-TK|

2> ( 21 )

where 8. is the laboratory angle of the triton. E and P are the labrotary
energy and momentum of the particle x. E. is the total energy in the
incident channel. Angular brackets around the squared transition amplitude
denote the sum over the final spins and average over the initial spins. The
double differential cross-section for the triton energy spectrum can be
written as

d2<r/dQdT. = r(m*)/<2w[(m*-mA)
2 + r(m*)2/4]Mdo/dv) ( 22 )

T. A
*

where m.(=1232 MeV) is the resonance mass and T(m ) is the width of the
n

delta. Alternatively the double differential cross-section can also be
written as a function of the four momentum transfer square, t, and m in
the following way
d2<r/dtdm*2 = */<2f

APt
p
He> (d2o/d0dTt) ( 23 )

3.2 Results and Discussion:

To calculate the crossection using the formalism of the preceding
section, the transition density, o(r). for He -» t has been taken froa the
magnetic electron scattering data ' corresponding to HI transition. The
Gaussian form exp(-s /40 ) has been taken for the non-locality factor,
f(s). The range parameter, 9, which corresponds to the oscillator
parameter, is varied from 0.7 fm to 1.6 fm. A high energy ansatz has been
used to construct the distorting potentials, so that

V(r) = W ( i + o ) p(r)/ff(0) ( 2* )
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with W, the imaginary part of the potential given by

W - - (h2/2pjN) kjN o f pQ ( 25 )

where j is proton or delta, k „ is the relative momentum in the jlJ centre

of mass system, p. the reduced mass, crl the total cross section and OQ

the typical nuclear density, a is the ratio of the real to imaginary parts

of the jN scattering anplitude. The function eU)/e(O) describes the radial

dependence of V(r). For fixing the strength of the potential, V(r), in the

incident channel, o_ and a in eqns(24) and (25), are required for protons.

These values are taken from experiments . or. and a fox the A are not
AM All AN

available directly, or is written as sum of o , and <r . It has been

assumed that e-A, * p-J,. The reactive part of the cross-section has been

estinated from the experimental data on the reverse reaction PP •* NA using

the the reciprocity theoren.

The computed triton energy spectra at 5 degree emission angles are

computed and shown in fig(1). The calculated angular distribution is shown

in fig(2). The incident energy is 2.0 GeV. The computed xesults which

include the distortion and the contribution froa both, the direct and the

exchange terms, when compared with the data, reproduce the angular

distribution as well as the triton energy spectrum. The agreement with the

angular distribution is good both in magnitude and shape. The magnitude of

the ueasurec

reproduced.

13)the measured cross-section ' in the triton energy spectrum at 5 degree is

It is seen clearly from the figs(1)-(2) that the contribution of the

exchange term is large. Its inclusion reduces the cross-section by about a

factor of five at 5 degree lab angle. It also shifts the peak in the triton

energy spectrum towards lower delta mass by about 10 MeV, making the peak

position to agree with the measured one.

It is also found from figs(1)-(2) that the distortion of continuum

waves effects the cross-section significantly. It reduces the cross-section

by a factor of about 1.6. However, it does not make any change in the shape

of the angular distribution or the energy spectrum. The position of the

peak in the triton energy spectrum also does not get affected in any way.

Experimentally, the differential cross-section as a function of four

momentum transfer, t, has also been constructed from the measurements at

1.5 GeV, 2.0 GeV and 2.3 GeV 3He incident energies. The results have been

reported in the literature ' for the delta mass, m*, equal to 1192 NeV.

Using the eqns(21), (22) and (23), d2<r/dtd**2 has also been computed for
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the same mass. Results, including distorted waves and both direct an:)

exchange diagrams, are shown in fig(3). These results compare very well

both in magnitude and shape with the Measured cross-sections upto aix"ji.
-2

5 fm of four aomentum transfer square.

It may be remembered, however, that the above conclusions about the

exchange term are reached from calculations using the length parameter A

equal to 1.2 GeV/c for pion and A equal to 2.0 GeV/c for rho. These values,

although, are chosen following a very legitimate procedure, it is not quite

definite that they are free fro* all ambiguities. Therefore, the dependence

of these result on the length parameter has been investigated. It has been

found that the effect of the exchange term gets reduced about 15% with the

reduction in A by a factor of 2. Thus it is true that the exchange term

can be unimportant if one uses an unusually soft, farm factor for the

coupling vertex.

It is also of interest to know the relative importance of pion and rho

exchange processes to this reaction. It has been found that at 8.34 GeV the

contribution of the o-exchange is as large as 40% , while at 2.0 GeV it is

not significant. The reason for this behaviour of the p-exchange

contribution is directly connected to the contribution of the exchange

term. The momentum transfer for the exchange term at 8.34 GeV is so large

that- the <? contribution dominates for the exchange term and compares in

magnitude with the direct term. At 2.0 GeV, on the other hand, the cross-

.section is dominated by the pion exchange, both around the momentum

transfer for the direct as well as exchange terms.

4. pp -» n A Reaction

4.1 Formalism

It is an well known observation that the dominant channels in pp

scattering at intermediate energy are elastic and nA. The contribution to

the inelastic channel is as large as 501 of the total cross-section. So, to

get the proper T-matrix for the pp -• nA process it is necessary that a

coupled channel calculation is done. The transition amplitude can be

written in this formalism as

Top = <<Pp(l)xpU)| V(t) | xaU)u*<£)> ( 26

HeT<-,<fg(t) and uo(r_) are the distorted waves for incident and outgoing
channel tiIs respectively. This result is similar to the familiar DWBA result

in nuclear physics. Since the interaction V (r_), for pp •» nA++ is required

to be spin-isospin interaction, one pion exchange potential is chosen for
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it. The effect due to ©-exchange in the transition matrix is estimated
separately. Utilizing the decomposition of v as given in eqn(6) and
carrvinq out the spin-isospin operations, the appropriately summed and

I t 2T| is written in a compact form as

< |T| 2 > = (1/4) L |T| 2

( 27 )
12 v . , LI2 „

where

< ITP >C - 4 | V C , V V - V ^ - ^ , P

and

< |T| 2 > M O = (32«/15) L t
( 29 )

with

Vc(k.,ltf) = / dt »" *(rj V (r) u* (D
( 30 )

vJJr(lc. .Jtx) = / dr. »" *(£) V (r)Y,M(i) u* (i)

From this expression it is seen that the contributions of central and
non-central parts of the interaction to M are incoherent. Secondly, at
threshold, since V(k ,&) and V(-k ,k.) are equal the contribution due to
ceni.ral term is zero. So, at energies near threshold, the A production
cross-section in pp collision is mainly determined by the tensor part of
th< interaction. The scattering wave functions are constructed directly
from the elastic scattering data . The modulating function of the
distorted wave function in eikonal approximation can be written as

Dk(r) = exp[(i/2K(bJ] ( 31 )

uhere ?,(b) is known as the phase shift function. It is related to the
elastic scattering amplitude of the interacting particles through

exp(i?(b)) = 1 + (i/k) / JQ(pb) f(k,p) pdp ( 32 )

Here, f(k,p) is the elastic scattering amplitude at incident momentum k and
the momentum transfer p. This amplitude peaks at 0 degree and falls off
rapidly. It can be parameterized as
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f(k,p) • f(k,O) exp{ - ap2/2) ( 33 )

Using the optical theorem, it is further reduced as

• (k«rT/4«)(i + p) exp( - op
2/2 ) ( 34 )

Here, «•_ is the total scattering cross-section of the interacting
particles, 0 is the ratio of the real to imaginary parts of elastic
scattering amplitudes. Eqn(32) is rewritten, substituting eqn(34) and doing
the integration, as

exp(i?(b)) = 1 - C ( 1 - ip ) exp(-b2/2o) ( 35 )

where C=<rT/(4io). For consistency, it is necessary that C < 1. With the
above description of the scattering wave functions, the eqn(30) can then be
written as

dr. exp[(i/2){?i(b) + ?£<b)>] exp<i(kf - k^.j.* Vc(r)

k^.r.) V|C(r)T2||(£j

These expressions, without the tens in square brackets, evidently reduce
to the Born term expressions.

Considering that the delta aass, |i< is distributed, the four momentum
transfer distribution in the centre of mass frame for the pp •• nA
reaction can be written in terms of the transition amplitude as

d<r/dt = J (»jm3/4f(eki)
2)e( n2 ) < k | 2 > d»i2 ( 37)

2
Q(M ) is the distribution function for the delta mass, c is the total

energy in the pp centre of mass and m is the mass of a nucleon.

4.2 Results and Discussions:

Calculation of various differential cross-section as written in the
previous section requires the values for the parameters OL, 9 and a or
written alternatively as in eqn(35), the values for C(>0-_/(4«ra)), $ and a
for pp and nA** scattering amplitudes, with the condition that C < 1. On pp
scattering, ample amount of experimental data are available from which
these quantities can be obtained. In view of non availability of data fox
the nA system, the fact that A is an excited state of the nucleon and



thus carries, intrinsically, about 300 MeV more energy than the proton at

the sane kinetic energy, has been utilized. Therefore it is plausible that

the parameters for nA++ system at a kinetic energy T may be close to those

for the proton around T+300 MeV. This correspondence with the parameters at

an enhanced energy for protons to a certain extent > takes care of the

additional channels which are open to the A. Hence, as a reasonable guess,

the nA++ elastic scattering parameters are taken to correspond to those for

the proton at the incident energy. The energy of the incident proton

approximately equals that of A plus 300 MeV.

The four momentum transfer distributions are calculated to explore

their dependence on the value of the length paraaeter, A . Results at beam

momenta 2.23 GeV/c. for A^ = 0.65, 1.0 and 1.2 GeV/c are shown in fig(4). oT

at this energy is 40 ab and the value of a happens to be such that the

attenuation factor C in eqn(35) works out around its maximum value.

Therefore C-1 has been taken. Value of 0 at this energy is -0.21. a for C=1

and above o_ value are 8.58 (GeV/c) . Conparision, as shown in fig(4), of

the calculated results with the measured cross-sections clearly show

that the results for A =0.65 GeV/c fall far below the experimental

numbers. On the other hand, the results for A =1.0 and 1.2 GeV/c are in

good agreement with the experiments except at very small value of |t|. To

exhibit the effect due to other channels, the predictions of the Born term

for one value of A (=1.0 Gev/c) has also been shown. It is seen that the

effect, of distortion is quite large.

The calculated missing mass spectra at 2.23 GeV/c beam momentum fur

A - 0.65, 1.0 and 1.2 GeV/c are shown in fig(5). On comparision with the

experimental data , here also it is found that only results with A =1.0

and 1.2 GeV/c agree with the experiments. Results with A =0.65 GeV/c are

net at all in accordance with the data. Again to show the effect of

distortion, the plane wave Born approximation results are also displayed.

Thus the above results on the four momentum transfer distribution and
the missing mass spectrum strongly suggest that the most acceptable value
of A( for these data is around 1.0-1.2 GeV/c. In order to see how this
value fares with respect to other data on the p(p,A++)n reaction, the
missing mass spetra, angular distribution and neutron energy spectra have
been calculated for beam momenta ranging from 1.66 GeV/c to 5.5 GeV/c with
Af = 1.0 GeV/c. The calculated results have been found to fit the data
remarkably well.

Finally, the total cross-section for the p(p,A++)n channel is

calculated at various energies, ranginig from threshold to 5.0 GeV beam

energy. This is calculated using the eqn(3^- ) by integrating it over t, the
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four momentum transfer square. The results, along with the experimental
data are shown in fig(6). It is remarkable that the Measured cross-
sections14'16* are reasonably well reproduced.

The effect due to exchange of iho in addition to pions is studied,
do/dt at 2.23 GeV/c bean momentum for two values of A^d.O and 0.65 GeV/c)
and several values of A around 2.0 GeV/c have been calculated. It is found
that the inclusion of e-exchange has large effect. But, when compared with
the experiments none of the (w+p)-exchange potential results are in accord
with the measured values.

5. Conclusions

Several clear cut conclusions emerge from this work. These can be
3ummerised as follows.

(1) Contribution of the exchange term to the p( He,t)A reaction
depends upon the value of A in the vertex form factor. This contribution
is large at all the energies for hard form factors.

(2) Including both the direct and the exchange terms the DVB&
calculations with one-i plus one-p exchange interaction using
A =1.2 GeV/c and A = 2 GeV/c are in good accord with the magnitude and
shape of the p( He,t)A + reaction data from 1.5 GeV to 8.34 GeV incident
energies.

(3) The rho exchange contribution in p( He,t)A++ reaction increases
with the increase of the incident energy. At 2.0 Gev it is not significant.
However, it becomes around 40\ By 8 GeV.

(4) Effect of other channels in the pp scattering on the cross-section
for pp -» nA channel is large.

(5) Both the absolute value and the shape of the measured cross-
sections from threshold to 5.5 GeV/c beam momenta in pp -» nA reaction are
reproduced by the calculated results using one pion exchange potential with
A - 1.0 GeV/c and the eikonal distorted waves for the continuum particles.

(6) Main effect of the distortion is to make the p p •» n A + potential
deficient in high momentum region. In terms of the length parameter, A ,
of the form factor in the effective interaction, this amounts to reduction
in the value of A from 1.0 GeV/c to some smaller value.
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(7) Calculated results in pp -» nA reaction with the addition of e
exchange to the one-w exchange potential are not in accord with the
measured cross-sections. This observation holds for various sets of A^ and

V
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LOW ENERGY NUCLEAR PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS CONTRIBUTED
TO PARTICLE PHYSICS

G. Rajasekaran
Institute of Mathematical sciences

Madras 600 113

Abstract

We discuss the following three Classes of experi-
ments which have the potential of contributing to the
understanding of certain fundamental questions in
particle physics.
(1) High-precision experiments in beta decay as well as

internal bremsstrahlung in electron capture can
throw light on the question of neutrino masses and
neutrino mixing.

(2) Axions, light Higgs bosons and other particles of
low mass which may possibly exist must be looked
for in nuclear decays. Discovery of these particles
or establishment of their absence have profound
consequences for our understanding of QCD, CP and
electroweek symmetry breaking.

(3) Search for long-range forces (QCD Van der Waals
forces) among nucleons or nuclei will throw light
on QCD and colour confinement which are very poorly
understood at present.

We may also discuss other possible low-energy
experiments which may help indirectly in overcoming the
energy-barrier which seems to be preventing fundamental
advances in particle physics at present.

(Manuscript not received)
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